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ORIENfATION 2004
On behalf of the Central Florida Future
and the 2004 Orientation Team, welcome to
the University of Central Florida.
We've put together a newspaper unlike
any edition we produce during the year - a
study guide for how to be a Knight. That's
our mascot, if you haven't heard yet. This
front section will tell you what made news in
the year leading up to today, and what's to
come for our nationally renown sports
teams.
The "0-Team" section will let you know
who's guiding you through this orientation,
and give you their thoughts on what to do on
and around campus.
Find a guide to what organizations will
help you get the most out of college life in
section C, "Key Organizations."
Our keep-it-with-you "Survival Guide"
section is full of ideas for spending your free
time in Orlando, from where to eat to where
to see a movie or hear good music. You'll
find a handy pull-out map in the center of
section D, too.
Tue. Future will be your source for news
about UCF as you WQrk toward your degree.
We publish Monday and Thursday in the fall
and spring semester, and on Wednesdays
during the summer. You'll find our newspaper racks all over campus and around the
area. The newspaper is also online at
http://www.UCFni:;ws.com.
Youi journey to Knighthood starts here '
and now. You picked the right school. Now
ind out what it's all about.
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Find out who you
need to know,
whereto go
and how to
have fun in Orlando.
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From flags to 'fros:
iast year's top stories.
~

AUGUST2003
SGA denies flag funding

National focus came to UCF
as the SGA Senate voted 20-to-13
against funding for American
flags in all classrooms at UCF.
The measure, sponsored by
campus-organization Rebuilding
on a Conservative Kom erstone,
would have used $3,140 from the
SGA budget to pay for the flags.
The UCF Physical Plant offered
tQ install the flags for free, and
unltimately did.
Despite the failure in acquiring funding, ROCK President
Heather .Smith ominously said,
"UCF students can rest assured
that the flags will be p laced in
classrooms this fall."

ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

styled, and the men's basketball
team, who had recently returned
from NCAA competition. Hitt
named off the squad members
individually as they stood to
applause from the audience during the trustees meeting. ·
However, some found the ·
image of a white man wearing an
Afro wig to be racially offensiye
and a throwback to the days of •
minstrel shows and segr~gation.
t
'

DECEMBER2003

George O'Leary, the Minnesota Vikings' defensive coordinator,
signed a contract in December to
become the
Knights'

UCF senior Ericka Dunlap
became Miss America 2004, after
entering history books as the firsf
black Miss Florida winner at the
state competition in St. Petersburg.
"It's so wonderful for me
to be the first person to set
the precedent," Dunlap
said in July. She is the
eighth black contestant to Win the Miss
America title.
The advertising and public •
relations
major's singing
of "If I could,"
won the talent
portion of the

O'Leary

new football coach, giving hope
to a tarnished team.
His hiring drew criticism from
some UCF faculty for his lying on
a resume, which cost O'Leary his
coaching position at Notre
Dame. The school defended
O'Leary as a champion of strong
academid , as he has been since
leaving Notre Dame.
He brings the skill of an NFLlevel coach to UCF's team at a
time of weakness. The program,
moving to Conference-USA, has
its final chance to leave a mark on
the Mid-American Conference.
O'Leary
is
guaranteed
$700,0bO a year in his five-year
. cemtract, but incentives for perform ance on and off the field
could bump that figure up to $1.1
'million.

MARCH 2004

President Hitt 'fros down
A picture featuring UCF President John Hitt and Chairman of
the UCF Board of Trustees Dick
Nunis sporting Afro wigs ran on
the front page of the Future, and
soon after drew national media
attention to the school.
Hitt explained that he and
Nunis wore the Afros at the
trustees m eeting in honor of
Dexter Lyons, whose hair is Afro-
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Dunlap

~,

coriference farewell tour

O'Leary Knighted as coach

SEPTEMBER 2003
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· competition. She w as crowned
while clad in a .lemon-yellow
dress. Along with a year of public
speaking obligations, Dunlap's
crowning earned her $50,000 in
scholarship assistance.
Dunlap pl~ to continue her
, education by returning to UCF,
getting her bachelor's degree and
then pursuing a law doctorate.

Miss America plucked from UCF

..,

~ootbatl team headlines

New student tips ..... . . . .A22

Socializing : ... . ......... .B2

When new football coach George O'Leary
was hired in December, he called UCF a "sleeping giant."
·
Over the past semester, those two words have ·
become a catch phrase for all of the sports
encompassed by UCF athletics. This past year
has been arguably UCF's most successful ever
for athletics as .s even UCF sp or ts took h ome
Atlantic Sun Conference championships.
The Knights will only get one more shot to
repeat that success as all ofUCF's
A-Sun teams are entering their
final season in the conference.
Last fall, athletic director Steve
Orsini p roudly announced that
UCF had found a home for all of
its sports as 2005 would be the
first year that all 17 sports would
compete in Conference USA.
. Football also has only one shot Orsini
left at leaving its mark on the
Mid-American Conference, w here it enters its
third and final season of competition.
UCF has surely shown that it rivals any school
in Florida when it comes to academics. With the
changes that have already been made aQ.d the
changes that will be made within the next year,
UCF's athletic programs are about to rise to the
top as well.

O'Leary looks to rejuvenate football

The m en's basketball t eam
capped off a phenomenal 25-5
season with a trip to the NCAA
Tournament. Unfortunately, they
w ere eliminated in a defensive
battle with Pittsburg 53-44.
T he season included a 13. game winning streak and recordbreaking attendance at the UCF
Arena Fans could be spotted in
the stands sporting Afro wigs in
honor of player Dexter Lyons,
who cAm.e to represent the oftenunderrated UCF team.

The UCF football program is still young. The
Knights have only been competing at the Division I-A level for the past eight years, but UCF is
ready to step up to the big time. The program
that brought Daunte Culpepper to the national
sp otlight has made moves to put UCF in the top
25 and finally send the Knights to a bowl game.
After one of the worst seasons in UCF football history in 2003, changes have been made. A
brand new coaching staff and a young team that
wants to prove its talent will take the field this
season for the last time as a member of the MAC.
In its first two seasons of MAC play, the UCF
football team has been inconsistent. However, it
has also shown that it is good enough to take the
conference title. .
·
•
On the field, the Knights are led by a young
group of talented players. Sophomore Steven
Moffett appears to be the man at the quarterback
position heading into the fall, as the Orlandonative has shown that he has what it takes in the
ait and on the ground., Moffett has some quality
company on the depth chart as Gerry Connell
has emerged as the backup with his strong, confident personality and stronger arm.

- COMPILED BY BRANDONHARDIN

PLEASE SEE BASKETBALL ONA18

Knights centerJosh Bodden

Basketball heads to NCAA Tourney

Campus map ............ . .C3

Student government ...... .(8
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Fall academic calendar
Registration and add/drop*,**
April 5-August 22

...'

ALOOK BACK: FALL '03 - SPRING '04

I

•

Residence halls open
August 18 at 11 a.m.
Registration for state employees,
non-degree, transients and audits
August 20 - begins at 3 p.m.
Registration for UCF employees,
senior citizens audits and STEP
August 20 - begins at 3:30 p.m.
Classes begin
August 23
Late registration and add/drop*,**
August 23-27 - ends at 5 p.m. Aug. 27
Last day for full refund
August 27 - ends at 5 p.m.
Grade forgiveness deadline
August 27 --:- ends ~t 5 p.m.
Payment deadline*
September 3 - ends at Sp.m.
CLAST test (register by September 3)
October 2
Registration appointment date and
time for spring 2005 on POLARIS
October 11
Withdrawal deadline
October 22 - ends at Sp.m.
Classes end; last day to remove incompl~te***
December 4
· '
Final examination period
December 6-11
Residence halls close
Dece.m ber 12 at noon
Commencement
December 13-14
Grades available on POLARIS
December 17 at 9 a.m.
• $100 late payment fee applies to students who do not pay their fees
or do not pay their fees by the due date.
** $100 late registration fee applies to students who have not
enrolled by the close of registration and add/drop.
***Incomplete grad.es must be removed_ withi~ one year of the award
date prior to graduation from the university, whichever comes first, or
they will change to "F."

(tntral 11oriba 1uturt
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·With a city-sized population,

a lot can happen on campus
AUGUST 2003

Welcome back, now pay up

- .

As students took a hike to the classroom, their tuition took a hike, too.
After the Florida Legislature cut
requested funding for Florida's state universities by $40 million and rµandated an
8.5 percent tuition hike for all students, the ·.
UCF Board of Trustees voted 8-1 to tack on
an optional 6.5 percent extra for all out-ofstate and graduate students. The sole dissenting vote came from then-Student Body
President Brian Ba_ttles.
·
Trus~ee Conrad Santiago said the
tuition was raised for out-of-state and graduate students because the cost to educate
students iIJ. those programs was higher and
UCF was priced below comparable universities.

Former professor faces deportation
\

3361 Rouse Road, Suite 200, Orlando, FL 32817
All oonle!ll pfOtlert)' of tl1e Cmitrrd Florida Fuhrre and 11lay not be replinled u1 pa!1 or lll 11i1ole.

Your U<:F student
newspaper publishes
Mondays and Thursdays

during the school year.
look for us at over 175
locations around UCf
and local ar~a businesses!

Former UCF professor Hussam Jubara
pleaded guilty to falsifying immigration
documents. The charges were first brought
against ·him in March, and at the time he
denied the allegations.

According to the Orlando Sentinel, Jubara had pre-

·•
viously identified himself ·
as Hussam Abujbara, ·
Hosam Jobara and Hussam
•
Abou Jbara.
''
Jubara also helped
found a Tampa-area charity organization suspectedr Jubara
I
of terrorism ties. At the
. ~&
time it was uncertain where Jubara and liis
Unm°ediate family, which consisted \of. his
·
wife five children, would end up. P.05(1b~e Ii 4
options included Jordan, Somalia .a nd
Sudan.
¥"- ~
A narcotics task force ended a local
drug-ring investigation called Operation
"What's up, G?" with 15 arrests. Four of
those were UCF students.
*!
The group was charged with manufac- _
turing and selling GHB, commonly called
the date-rape dru'g.

'What's up, G?' 'Jail time!'
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1our ~tu~ent ~ews~a,er
,

is looking for...

·

editors • reporters • photographers
sa!es reps • layout artists • distribution driv~rs

.· ,·~eme~ter !(~olar~~i,s . 1
a~aila~le for alt.~(f ~tu~en~s;
1. 20'1"" ACP National '
Newsp~per Pacemaker
2. 2003, 2002 first Place ACP National
Best of Show Newspaper
3. 2003, 2002 First Place SPJ Region 3
Best Non~Daily Student Newspaper ·
4. 2004 First Place Bes·t of Florida Schools
Best Student Newspaper
5. 2004, 2003, 2002 First Place CNBAM
National Best Newspaper Classifieds
ACP- Associated Collegiate Press
SPJ. Society of Professional Journalists
CN BAM· College Newspaper Business and Advertising Managers
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New $7 miJllionfacility for football
FROM A2

Students Alexander Bacogiannis, John Gaspar, Allan
Medina and Kenneth Pugliesi ,
were among those arrested, '
along with UCF graduate Kris-I
ten Cabrera.
i
The sting involved 10 law
enforcement agencies collec- J
tively !mown as the Metropoli-.
tan Bureau of Investigation. /
Officers estimated the·
street value of the drugs al'
$405,000.

Football program gets new home

tions that were
mailed to residents, manipulated
the
account information
and,
after new cards
were mailed
out, intercept- Floumah
ed them before
they reached their true
addressee.
Four hundred credit cards .
were seized from her apartment, authorities said. The
fraud was estimated to have
cost $285,000 and affected
nearly 700 people.
Flournah pleaded not guilty.

Big bust
Four students at
UCF and one
alumna were
busted in
operation
"What's up, G?"
Bacogiannis

I

The new Wayne Densch
Sports Center welcomed
UCF's football players into its
Cabrera
Gaspar
Raspberry is the new strawberry
more than 45,000-square-foo
In a move that rocked stubosom last fall. The facility fea··
dents across campus, Scanttures six screening rooms, a:
rons changed color from
10,000-square-foot strength
"strawberry" to "raspberry."·
and conditioning center, .
The change was. :qiade
5,000-square-foot sports medibecause the strawberry forms,
cine hub, two in-ground
which used students' Social
whirlpools, a hydrotherapy
Security numbers for identifipool and numerous other
Medina
Pugliese
cation, posed a risk of ID theft.
accoutrements.
The new raspberry forms use
It is hoped that the new, privately funded $7 million facili- credit cards from UCF stu- students' Personal Identificaty will attract more football dents and others living in the tion Numbers, a randomly genoff-campus Pegasus Landing erated number.
recruits to UCF.
complex.
Investigators alleged that New building open for business
Student charged with mail fraud
After a year and a half of
A UCF criminal justice Yolanda Terrell Flournah, a
major was charged in federal former mail clerk at the comPLEASESEE FLAGS ON AS
court with stealing mail and · plex, stole credit-card applica-

•
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To fill rising demand for business courses at UCF,a massive new business building that opened last August was built at a cost of $10.7 million. -· \'

.Wh.e re do yJu go ·when ...

I

I

FREE
·FREE
Specialty
2Hour

Coffee or Tea

with' Purcbase of Coffee,

Teo, Cookie or Pastry
ot Regular Price

The Student Health ~Center is a modern,
medical clinic located; on campus.

·:eroodband
·oell PC Usag_
e

Not .valid.w!tl\:any Pther offers.
With Coupon . E,iqjlre~ 9-lS-04

1

Your. health fee · provides you with
uh.limited FREE general office visits and
discounts tlle price · of lab and x~ray,
located on site."

~t.lsion of Student Health Services and SDES.

The Student Health Centeris a

·}

.Expecting to work i'f your majorfield when you graduate?

.

Start now! 6ettbe experience,.

Center for
Co-~p &·Applied

need in 11 eo-op or internship opportunity.

,

L~g

·

·

·

• Eam a ooritpetitive_salary

+ Gain major-related work experien~
+Apply classroom theory at real world
work$ites
'·

+ Gain personal and professional skills
+Wotk flexible hours
+ Increase p~spects for higher s~aries and
employment upon graduation
.

.,1,

'

Howard Phillips Hall • Suite 208
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i
i
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y
Central

( 407) 823-2667
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coop@mail.ucf.edu
www.coop.ucf.edu
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Flags raised in classes
thanks to radio.host

,

;

SEPTEMBER2003

FROM A4

•

')

construction, $10.3 million in
state funds and $400,00\) in
local donations, the Business
Administration II Building
opened its doors to students.
The
state-of-the-art,
60,000-square-foot facility
boasts multimedia classrooms
and a new career center.
"It was built with the student in mind,'' said Joanne
Chive, director of communications and alumni relations
for the College of Business.
Despite objections
fronlSGA senators,
,flag~ were placed in
UCF classrooms in
September with the
support of the UCF
Administration.

.'
J

During the fall
football season
Orlando police were
in full force to
prevent tailgaters
from drinking in
parking lots. They
hauled away kegs
and emptied smaller
containers outside
the Citrus Bowl, to
the chagrin of fans.

l

V-Tech humbles UCF
1 The

Hokies stomped on
the Knights' football squad in
Blacksburg, Va., soundly
·· defeating them 49-28. It was
UCF's first game of th~ season, and consequently the
first loss.
The Knights actually rallied from a 28-point deficit,
bringing the score to 28-21
Hokies by the third quarter.
However, the rally fell short,
and the Knights came home .
disappointed. As the season
wore on, this would become a
familiar feeling for UCF football fans.

Flags fly in dassrooms

.

After being denied funding
for putting American flags in
classrooms by the SGA Senate, ROCK found a private,
and controversial, donor.
Shannon Burke, a conservative talk-show host on
WFLA-AM 540, raised the "
$3,140 needed to buy the flags.
Burke said the money came
from the Florida Elks, a
national civic fraternal organization.
As the flags were being
delivered to the· Student
Union, members of the student group Campus Peace
Action distributed fliers
denouncing Burke~s views and
his involvement in the flag
purchasing. · Burke's statements, according to comments posted on the Web site
http:/,/stopshannon.com, ·
include, "It's impossible to ,be
Muslim and not a terrorist," . ·
and "Palestinian people are
apes."
Some . SGA
senators
showed disdain for RbCK's
I action Of getting private donaPLEASE SEE

UNDER ON A6

Where shoppit1g is fut1
~ educational!!
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• Futon accessories
• Computer desks
• Room dividers
• Dinettes, bar stools,
·coffee tables and much more!
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FREE 90 Day Financing
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University
Hw .50
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Depot
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Under new tailgating
rules, no more kegs
FROM A5

tions after being initially
denied SGA funding.
. Sen. Olu Aduloju, who voted
for the flag funding, wa5 disappointed in ROCK.
'.'[Getting funding after the
SGA denied it] is wrong,'.' he
said. "That's basically [saying],
if you don't like what Senate
says, then find some other
ways to do it. I don't like that at
all."
.
.
Not all senators disapproved. Sen. Jared Schiller said,
"If the water-ski team. comes
here for a new boat and we
deny it ... and some boat com..:
pany decides to buy them a
boat, you don't stop that."
Others said the matter was
now out of the Senate's hands,
and resides solely with UCF's
administration, which has long
supported the plan as long as
ROCK could raise the money.

Rules grate tailgaters
New rules ·r egarding tailgating put a damper on UCF football's home opener. The new
rules of no kegs, no tents larger
than 10 feet by· 10 feet and no
externally powered speakers
dismayed many students. On
top of that, lots were ·to be
cleared 30 minutes after kickoff.
The rules were designed by
the sports marketing department to help maintain order.
UCF athletics offered an alternative atmosphere for celebrating called "Fan Faire," a gathering featuring free food and
music. The Fan Faire event was
hoped to boost attendance at
football games.
"Come on down. four hours ·
early [and] have a great time,"
said Gert Garman, UCF's
sports marketing director. But
after kickoff, go inside the sta-

dium, she added.
Just remember to not bring
a keg. Police drained and then
seized kegs found in the lots
s~ounding the Citrus Bowl.

FA ••• PHEW!
In their home ·opener, the
Knights
football
team
squeaked by Division I-AA
FAU33~29.
.
Late in the fourth quarter,
the Owls drove 81 yards, scored
a touchdown, made a twopoint conversion, grabbed an
onside kick and drove inside
· UCF's 20-yard line before
UCF's defense stopped them.
When all was said and done,
UCF quarterback Ryan Schneider had 497 passing yards, 501
yards gained, 37 completions
and 23 consecutive games with
a touchdown pass.
.
"If w~ play the rest of the
year like we played today, we
will not win another game," a
frustrated Schneider said. He
was close: UCF would only win
two more games that season.

$11 million education center opens
The UCF Center for Teaching, Learning and Leadership
opened its doors to students
for the first time for the fall
semester. The project took
about two years to complete.
The center houses offices,
classrooms and labs fot ·both
education professor~ and students. It's also home to two
notable centers:
The Toni Jennings Exceptional Education Institute was
created to develop educational
opportunities and support for
children and adults with special needs.
The Family Literacy and
Reading Excellence Center
uses scientific research to
ensure adequate reading and
writing skill levels for children
in Florida.

OCTOBER 2003

Star-mangled banner
Vandals ripped American
flags from their staffs in three
buildings in the early morning
of Oct. 7. Less than a month
had passed since the controversial flags were installed.
At least riine flags in the
Visual Arts, Communications,
and Math and Physics build- ·
ings were torn down and
stolen. Most of the damage
was in the Math and Physics
Building where flags were
missing from each floor. All
but one flag had been replace<;!.
before students arrived · for
. classes on Wednesday, but that
. didri't stop the action from irking many.
"The person that did it
ought to be punished. If he's a
U.S. citizen, then we should
prosecute the s~cker for
defacing the American flag,"
said John Cannon; a mathematics professor. ''.If he's a foreign student that's a guest in
our country, then we should
ship him right back to where
he came from and we should
say, 'Since you hate our guts,
go join your foreign policy or
your war department, and
we'll kill your ass."'
The flag installation project, initiated by ROCK, was 97percent completed when the
vandalism occurred.

UCF football draws a blank
Troubles for the Knights
continued on Oct. 11 as Ohio
blanked UCF, 28-0. It was the
first time the Knights were
shut out since 1984, ending a
209-game streak.
The defeat put the Knights
at 2~4 for the season.
"We're perplexed at how
we came out,'' UCF Coach
Mike Kruczek said. "It was· a
total breakdown across the
board."

President John C. Hitt
and -V ice Presldellt Tll.o mas·
. Huddleston, Jr.
invite you and your family
to attend the ·
New Student Convocation

.

AMBER PLANK I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

.

Vandals ripped flags from staffs mounted in several classrooms in October, about a month after they had been installed amid controversy.

Hazing suspected in collision
Sigma Alpha Epsilon came
under investigation in late
October after two pickup trucks
collided head-on on Aquarius
Agora Boulevard.
Fraternity pledges in the
back of one truck ran from the
accident with their hands
bound by tape, and at least one
pledge was limping, witnesses
said. Another pledge nearly had
his nose severed
·
SAE was summarily suspended and could not participate in any Homecoming activities at UCF.
Also as a result of the collision, Interfraternity Council
President Ryan O'Rourke
stepped down from his position, saying he needed .to be

with his fellow SAE brothers
during their "time of crisis."

Farulty urges support for gays
The Faculty Senate unanimously approved a resolution
asking UCF te expand its antidiscrimination policy to include
protection for gays.
The vote went against the
opinion voiced last fall by President John Hitt, who said that
such a policy was not needed at
UCF, where he felt gays faced
no discrimination.

jobs outright.
The cash-strapped College
of Arts and Sciences was forced
to put into effect a hiring freeze,
which had not happened since
the terrorist attacks of Sept. ll,
2001.

NOVEMBER 2003

Football team rapidly implodes

J •

Almost all at once, the
Knights found themselves missing five starters for the season.
Qµarterback Ryan Schneider
and center Cedric Gagne-Mar- ,
coux both were suspended for a ·
violation of team rules, said
UCF students canned due to cuts
· Fe~ling the pressure of a Coach Mike Kruczek. However, •
decreased operating budget, sources close to the studentsome departments on campus . athletes reported that the two
began cutting student assisPLEASE ~EE UCF ON A9
tants' hours, or eliminating their

For Fast~·,Enrollment or
Degree Verification

hosted by the
President's Leadership Council

at
The ,U niversity of Central
Florida· Arena

JustJump Ort
POIARIS!

Saturday~

August 21, 2004
4:00p.m. to 5:00p.m.

•

'
The service is,free for
currently enrolled students.

Please join key university leaders as
.they welcome you to th~ Urti.versity
community and introduce the valµes,
traditions,
and expectations for new
.
students as you begin your academic
career as Golden Knights.

•
•
•
•
•

,.

Space is limited.
Doors open at 3:00p.m.
Dressy casual attire
suggested.

~

To obtain your certification:
· Login to POLARIS at https://connect.ucf.edu
In the left-hand column menu, dick
"For Students" to open a drop-down list.
Click,"Enrollmenf' and then dick
"Enrollment Certification."
On the resulting page, dick the link
https:/fv.Mw.degreechk.cornl:
Follow il')Structions.

-~

Parents, employers, background checking firm, and other
third party agencies may request enrollment and degree
verifications online for a fee.

~
Central

~

Urllversity of

UNiVERSITY OF CENTRAL F LO RIDA

REGI STR AR'S OFFI CE

Florid.a

407-823-3100 http://registrar. ucf.edu
Unit of Academic.Development and Retention
DMsion of Student Development and Enrqllment Services

.
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•

G,e t an LG1200 Color Camera Phone!

Get connected
With Our Data
Service

I
l

UCF offers
WiFi Access
Campuswide!

Look Mom,
•
no wires.

•

Offer good at:
Cingular Wireless Retail- Waterford Lakes
707 N. Alafaya Trail • 407-737-3738
Cingular Wireless Campus Representative
Tom Fazio • 407-761 -0035

Cingular Wireless Exclusive Agents

•

.

'

Cingular Wireless offers nationwide mobile communication coverage to our custom~rs. We have great rates on plans to fit every
lifestyle. Visit one of our retail stores, call 1-866-CINGULAR or
visit us on the web at www.cingular.com

Noble Communications
3920 Dean Road .• 407-457-5259
Wireless Retail Services
.1016 Alafaya Trail • 407-~66-8737

·~

Cingular®
fits you best

Official Wireless Provider for UCF Athletics

•

"0311 card free only with wireless data service activation. Monthly service charge and activation fee apply to wireless data service activation. Limited time offer. Other conditions and restrictions apply. See contract and rate plan brochure for details.
Requires credit approval. $36 activation fee applies. ''Cingular also imposes the following charges~ a Regulatory Cost Recovery Fee of up to $1.25 to help defray its costs incurred in complying with obligations and charges imposed by State and Federal
telecom regulation, a gross receipts surcharge, and State and Federal Universal Service charges. The Regulatory Cost Recovery Fee is not a tax or a government required charge.Coverage is not available in all areas. See coverage map at stores for
details. Mobile to Mobile minutes available when calling other Cingular subscribers from within your calling area. A gsm phone is required. Domestic calls only. Airtime charges apply. Early termination fee: $240 prorated over the length of the service
agreement. Independent.agents may impose additional equipment-related charges.
Phone Return Policy/Early Termination Fee: no early termination fee if service cancelled within 15 days of purchase; thereafter, in FL, GA, SC, NC, KY, TN, MS, LA, AL, NY, and applicable parts of IN and NJ, $240 prorated over the length of the service
agreement, elsewhere, $150 flat rate. Independent agents may impose ad~itional equipment-related charges. Billing: Usage rounded to next full minute. Cingular reserves the right to terminate your service if less than 50% of your usage over three consecutive billing cycles is on Cingular-owned systems. Customer must (1) use phone programmed with Cingular Wireless' preferred roaming database; (2) have a mailing address and live in the area in which subscription is made. Nokia, Connecting
Peopl<'l, and the 0311 card phone(s) are trademarks or registered trademarks of Nokia Corporation and/or its affiliates. Some 0311 features are network dependent. © 2003 LG lnfoComm USA, Inc. © 2004 Cingular Wireless LLC.

/

The Office of Student Involvement
(OSI) provides programming,
community service opportunities,
leadership development, and
s.t udent organizational assistance
I

in an effort to enhance student
life, contribute to enrollment .
growth and establish a colie.giate
learning experience for students
at the University of

Cent~al

Florida. For more information visit
Student Union Room 208,
407. 222. 1557 or
http://osi.sdes.ucf .edw

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES BOARD
Campus Activities .Board is a student organization that
selects and organizes activities for UCF students to
enjoy. The board is made up of 10 student
committees: Comedy and Variety, Concerts, Dance
Marathon, Speakers, Special Events, Cinema,
Spectacular Knights, Public Relations, Video
Productions, and Cultural and Fine Arts. To become a
member of CAB all you need to do is sign up on our
·web site or attend a meeting and get involved!
VOLUNTEER UCF
The Volunteer UCF Center is dedicated to promoting
community service and education on various social
issues to the University of Cen.fral Florida, through a
variety qf programs, committees, events, and
ongoing projects. VUCF links interested students with
community organizations that best fit their interests,
talents, and majors. We work with over
200 community agencies that utilize UCF student
volunteers. Through volunteerism students can gain
valuable knowledge and experience, have a great
time, and meet new friends, all while benefiting the
community.
MULT I CULTURAL STUDENT CENTER
The Multicultural Student Center (MSC) provides a
central location to create an environment at UCF
· that acknowledges, respects, and enhances
multiculturalism arid is charged with increasing
awareness of diversity & inclusiveness through student
programming. The goal of the MSC is to augment the
University's efforts t6 make UCF a more diverse and
inclusive institution. The MSC is made up of five
student organizations: AASU (African American
Student Union), CSA (Ca~ibbean Student Association),
Elements (Hip Hop Association), HASA (Hispanic
American Student Association), and SANGAM (Indian
Student Association).
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
The Student Government is composed of l;:xecutive,
Legi,s lative, and Judicial branches that represent the
student voice around campus, community & state.
SGA allocates over $9 million dollars in Activity &
. Service Fee and serves students' needs through
services, agencies and projects. S9me of the services
provided include the Safe Ride Program, Computers
Lqbs, Student Scholarships, Telephones, UCF Ticket
Center, and much more.

•

LATE KNIGHTS
Late Knights is an alcohol a lternative.
· student run program held once a
month. It provides free food.
entertainment,,prizes and giveaways to
UCF students. You can hear a
comedian, sing karaoke. have your
face painted, learn how to juggle. get
a fun photo key chain with your frie.nds,
and any number of ·similar activities. all
in one night!
·
HOMECOMING - KNIGHTMARE
Homecoming is a program dedicated
to designing and implementing the ,
annual week of Knightmare. Students
work almpst the entire year to make the
Homecorrjing week of events the best
ever. Events include a carnival, Movie
Knight, Variety Knight, Skit Knight. Spirit
Splash, and a parade downtown.
KN I G HTS . 0 P TH E. R 0 U N D
TAB LE
Knights of the Round Table, or KORT, is
available to advise, educate, and
advocate for all clubs and
organizations. Each term KORT hosts a
Club Showcase, where clubs c:md
organizations have an opportunity to
meet new students and display their
programs and activities. KORT also
facilitates monthly Knights of the Round
Table meetings where representatives
of clubs and organizations discuss
organizational issues and share
upcoming events.
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
Get Involved! There are over 350 clubs
and organizatior:is at UCF, ranging from
the Billiards Club to the Underwater
Hunting Club to the Sushi Club and
everywhere in between. If you want to
find people with similar interests, there
are plenty of opportunities in student
organizations. You can have fun with
group activities. getting involved in
Homecoming, or taking on your first
leadership role. If you don't find exactly
what you are looking for. you can be
the founder of your own organization.

'L
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Juniors & Seniors
3.5 GPA & above
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As the nation considered legalizing gay marriage, UCF's GLBSU chapter held two mock gay'weddings as a demonstration of support.for equal rights to gays and lesbians.

UCF sports headingJor Conference USA in '05
FROM A6

f

\

failed to obtain signed documents that let their professors
know beforehand they would
· miss classes due to road games.
Meanwhile,
cornerback
Omar Laurence was suspended
following an arrest on charges
that he possessed two guns on
campus. Police officers found a 9
mm pistol in Laurence's pants
and a 7.62 mm rifle with the serial number scratched off in the
trunk of his car.
Later that week, two more
. players were suspended Senior
defensive tackle . DeMarcus
Johnson was suspended .for the
rest of the season, and redshirt
freshman Dan Veenstra was suspended for one game: Joh?son
told the Orlando Sentinel m an
j.nter:view that his suspension
had to do with improperly
signed attendance slips.

Goodbye A-Sun~ hello C-USA

.

'

'

" www.ucfgoldenkey.com

. Football coach fired

\

'

Transfer students welcome! .

UCF accepted an all-sports
bid into Conference USA starting in 2005-2006. This gives
UCF's athletic programs a single
J:iome, except for women's rowing. Currently, football is in the
Mid-American
Conference,
while all other sports are in the
Atlantic Sun Conference.
The move comes at a price.
UCF will have to pay $2.6 million to buy out its remaining
·MAC and A-Sun contracts and
move into C-USA. The school
expects earnings made as a
member of the new conference
will offset the cost to change
conferences.

With his football team in
shambles and in a losing 3-7 season, Coach Mike Kruczek was
shown to the door after 18 y,ears
of service to UCF.
Athletic Director Steve Orsini
· made it clear a change wa5 needed in the struggling prograin. .
"He took it like a man," Orsini
said. "He understood the job. I
had to. I respect the job he did I
felt it was my decision we
weren't going in the right direction. He understood that."
Assistant Coach Alan Gooch
took over as Kruczek's replacement for the remaining two
games.

Airbrush '?anning
' s t and Up ' '?anning
'?urbo Bed
Waxing

GLBSU hosts gay wedding
.

Two homosexual couples fictitiously tied the knot during the
Big Fab Gay Wedding in front of
the Student Union. Students
Advocating for Equality, the
political action committee of the
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Stu-'
dent Union, organized the event
as an attempt to gain awareness
and support for the issue of gay

Menti.on this Ad,
recejve your choice:

15% off

any product
lst tan $1.00
lst airbrush $15
get

m~age.

$5,100 of pot found in dorms

.

Police found about 450 graµis
of cannabis and a switchblade in
a Sumter Hall dormitory room.
Aaron Locascio was charged
with a felony count ofpossessing
more than 20 grams of cannabis,
possession of cannabis on school
grounds, possession of a weapon
on school grounds, and possession of alcohol by a person less

"''

PLEASE SEE VOLLEYBALL ON A14

407 .. 628 .. tann

.
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UCF's faculty endorsed a change in policy at the university to extend anti-discrimination
rules to include sexual orientation. The move followed a similar one at UF.

Reconnect with your

~-

Teamer .and friends you met at Orientation!

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA .
FmsT
(.

Y BAR A DV!SING AND E:xPLORATION

Food, ·Music, Entertainment, Loads of Info, FunU
Out .TlboU

M~~t N~w P~opl~, .Win Gr~at PriZfZS, Vind
UCV exeiting Organizations and. Offic~s .

FR:IDAY, AUGUST 27 2004
I

10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

Student Union Pegasus Ballroom.
~pon 3org.d

by:

•

First Year Advising and Exploration, First Year T.cansitio;.s, Unit of Academic Development and Retention, Orientation Services, Transfer
Services, Unit of <;ampus Life, Division of. Stuqent Development & Enrollment Services, and the Stud'rnt Government Association.
.

\
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Im.a Knight .
5857 1921 50,3 '9 5741

Status: Student
· Lib: 225631 ,8 '7 6134,5 4

As a UCF Student-; Courses are Available to You in Orlando
and 12 Reg Onal Carnpt1s Locations
Eastern Region
(386) 506-402 I

UCF at Daytona Beach
UCF at DeLand
UCF at Sanford/Lake Mary
.
.
central Region
(407) 3 17-7700

UCF powntown
Southenl Regjon
(321) 433-7800

UCF at Cocoa
UCF at Melbourne
UCF at Palm Bay

\Vesten1 Region
(352) 536-21 13

UCF
UCF
UCF
UCF
UCF

.U CF
•
•
•
•

•

Regio11~l

at South Lake
at MetroWest
'
at Ocala
at. Osceola
at South Orlando

Can1·puses offer y9u:

H ig h-qua lity Education
Upper-level (Junior and Senior) Undergraduate Programs
and Courses
Excellent Faculty
Professional Advising and Staff

•
•
•
•
•

Easy to Find and Compreh e nd Semester-Class Schedules
No Additional or Complicated H egisfration Paperwork
small Class Sizes
Convenient Parking
Certificate, Master's and Doctoral Programs

·Choose your P rogram,
Look at the UCF Regional ·campuses on-line Schedule at
.
\V'.Vvv.reg.i Jnalcan1puses.ucf.edu/classschedules.htn1f
"
u c F hen, Register for classes at a L'~F Regional Campus of your choice!

REGIONAL CAMPUSES

Unive rsity of Central Florida Regional Campuses
We're in your neighborhood. ·

"''
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'Should the gove~nme~f
.legalize m.edical marijtiana?'

·MAN. ON THE STREET
•· .

•

.

.

..

.

.Areview of your .op1n1ons
t

•

j

•

·~

Man on the street is 'a regular feature·in the Puture thaf
explores studt:nts' opinions about issues on ~nd off campus .
:

.

I

'

~1$ U.CE's jazz radio Station.among

··

~·

~'.·

Business

Criminal justice .

"Since I've taken [the Class] Dwgs 1
and Crime, I've changed my views.
·1now think that there are·good
uses for it. I think that a lot of the
prescription pain relievers out ·
there are worse th.an marijuana
anyway."

·· i / }tour favorite Stations. to liste'n·to?'
'l

I

,, '.

Ill

.·

,·

Electrical engineering

"The government would make
,money off of it because they can
· tax it. And it'snot hurting·anyone.
So I say legalil!e it."

Jt will help pave the way to
legalizing pot altogether. So I'm
·for it.".'

'What makes you happy?'

Environmental ~ngineering

Psychology

"I listen to pretty 111uch'
everything. O,n occasion l'IHisten..
jo our jazz st~tio.n; especially when
I'm studying.' _ ·

Molecular & microbiology

"I only listen·t~;othe jazz station
wh~ri .it plays iii\ t./1e·b~throom, bu't

"I actually listen to the jazz station
on campus,·but I rnestly listen to ·
hip·hop and R&B." ·

that's mainlibecause I don't listen
to the radio much anyway."

' .

1·

~~·
~~

:Will you.go to the OCF prorri or The
.

.·

'

' ,'L' Passion ofthe Christ showing?'
.l

1

·

..'

Social ~cience education

"Chocolate chip cookies. Well, faod
in general ... and most types of .
bo~rbon. Oh, and my girlfriend.
. Stuffed animals are cool,.too."

Advertisjng and public rel~~ions

Foreign language

·"Family, friends and m_y boyfriend.
ft. day off.would make me very
~appy."
\

(

· "Surfing and traveiing outside'af
the country. Getting out of Plori"da
makes me happy."
·

.

Biology

"I'm probably going to end up
going to the prom.because.I love
·.Matt Shannon [the wordinator]." ·

.t

"I'm going to the prom be~ause I
"I'm probably going to go see The
like to dance. Plus, I'm not Christian, Passion since I didn't know about
.so I don'.t care to see The Passion." · . the prom. I qo'n't want to have to
worry about adress. I've seen The
Passion once already and I'd like to
see it again."

Graphic design

"My new fiance-as of a couple.
weeks ago. Also, music, friends and .
,a beautiful day."

Undedared ··

"My family, love and life. I can't
think of any other things."

Forensic science

"Getting my pay check makes me
happy. I spend it mostly on my car."

.,

.!

e, the current Student
W Government
Association

leaders, are devoted to
<;ontinuing the traditions of
student excellence. ·We
,believe the primary responsibility 'o f SGA is to offer
the programs and services
that you, the students,
want. Our mission to
make SGA a valuable
resource for the student
body by increasing services
to students in the area of
campus life, by becoming
the your voice for student
concerns, and by creating
an environment conductive
to learning, mutual respect,
individual and collective
achievement, acceptance
and understanding. The
following is our plan of
action to complete this
mission by offering programs and services in the
areas of UCF Community,
UCF Academics, UCF .
Awareness and Advocacy, ,
UCF Campus Services, and
UCF Athletics and
Traditions.

is

)

.

UCEACADEMICS
Facilitate Textbook Exch
Freshmen Survival Kit
Onfuie Teacher and .1n
.. u.·~
R9undtable Discussien~
Organize Fortune 500 J
All Florida Colleges

Sign Language Reco1grn:·zeg.::D1
For~ Lariguage Req ·
Community Service ~uq
VVho'sWhoatUCF ' ·
Meet the Dean Sessions
Plus Only Grading Srs.fe

MidKnight Breakfast

'

.

The Student Government Association is the Chief-.
interests and concerns. Another main duty of SGAris1
budget which facilitates student programs and servi ,
Student Governnient consists of three branches, thu ·
branches work and serve on behalf of students tomM
services that students wapt. Your Student Gove ·T.Y\·....lllf'>lll
Safe Ride - a free cab ride home witli Yellow Cab Co. within a rs mi(f'
radius of UCE. This services is intended for UCF students who find:tiB:e
selves in a dangerous situation. Safe ride vou¢ers are available at, uw~.•~
ticket center inside tHe student union. Pick one up today!
Mrilticultural Student Center - a programming hub- for studentStin ·
cultural organization anchored by 5 of the University's largest coltur ·
organizations, the African~American Student ~tion, Hisparii01.J
American Student Association, the Canbbean Student Associationsr~
SANGAM and the Elements.
<
.. d~
The Who's Who at UCF p~blication - this is a scholarship progr~~
awards $50,000 to UCF's 100 top students. A magazine is also created
annually that features the Top 100 students and biographies that isdlitl·m•
uted.to Fortune 500 co:rnpanies, local and regional businesses, ~
schools, and to local, state, and nationally elected officials.

'
•qO
SGA TiCketCenter- located in the Student Union, the SGA ticketrr~gtel
offers discount tickets for Orlando attractions and movies. These ticlriifS
include admission to Universal Stuc:Uos, Sea World, Medieval Times and
Regal Cinemas, all at discounted prices. The Ticket Center also distrib
free Safe Ride vouchers.

Funded by Activity and Service~

{t
'

I

'/

,

:JP

..
\

.

UCF CAMPUS SERVICES
On campus dental clinic
Establish UCF Traffic Court
Support "Knighttast'' A Student Run Radio Station
Additional Student and Club~Space in Student Union
Modify KnightCyde Recycling Program
Make Copit;S of All Textbooks Available in the Library
Increase Graduate Assistantships
Increase RA Compensation Package
Extended hours for the Health Center
Increase Orientation Team Compensation •
No School No Tickets

UCF ATHLETICS & TRADITIONS
Lobby for More NCAA Athletjc Teams
Student Buses to All Home Football Games
Free Student Parking at the Citrus ]}owl
Pep Rallies for All Sports
Lighting for Intramural Fields
Support Spirit Police
Black and Gold Fridays
Homecoming Tradition of Knfghtmare
DCF Founder's Day Celebration
KnightRiders Away Mission
Field turf on Intramural playing fields

The University of ·
Central. Florida's

Student Government }

www.sga.ucf.edu

!\.

f.
ltJfmlZ<l1tion. We are the voice that represents all students
IPGlte a. 9.5 million doijarActivity and Service Fee

degislative and judicial branches. T~gether, these
~~· rights, fight for student concerns and provide the
· ·on provides the following services:
i

Student Union and Recreation and Wellness Center - Both of these
ities are completely funded bu SGA including their operations, equip. t, an(l maintenance.

SGA Computer Lab - SGA.,provides a compu~r lab located in the Student
. nion that contains todays top technology and allows for free printing.
UCRReadership Program- Distributed throughout the campus are free
ewspapers to keep students up to &ate with current events.
o1arships - SGA awards over $200,000 in scholarships to UCF stumts. Stridents select the criteria for these scholarships.
J,llilllde:n1t Legal Services - Free legal counsel for students is available to
~ that your rights are not being violated.

j

~Door Policy- The S.UJ.dent Government Association has an open

policy. Any student with questions or concerns is welcome to stop by
·SGA offices, located on the second floor of the Student Union, or call
m(407) 823-2191.

- ie Student Government Association.

.\
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~olleyball

·slams yet
another
A-Sun title

•

Knock on our Door

•

•

I

Student Academic Resource Cente

..

FROM

bVERWHELMED?

.

(SARC)
I

•

· A resource for the best academic support in the business.
Our top qualit)' programs a,nd services include:

A9

than 21 years of age because people found

+ CAP and Pegcsus Success Program Advising

a bottle of Southern Comfort in his room.
According to police, Locascio bought
'the cannabis for $3,800 and he brought it
back to UCF to break up and sell. He told
: police he planned on selling 15 30-gram
baggies of weed for $280 to $300 each.
A separate drug bust netted another 240
'. grams of cannabis, bringing the total to 690
grams confiscated within a four-day peri1od.

•
•
•
•
•

Tutorial Services
Supplemental Instruction Academic and Standardized Testing Services
I.earning Skills Assistance
Study Skllls Wcrksl"lops

Students head to Miami to protest
Forty-seven UCF students boarded a
'bus at 5:30 a.m. to join a rally already in
progress in Miami to protest at the Free
. Trade Area of the Americas conference.
The protesters said the deal would lead to
environmental destruction and exploitation of workers jn poor nations.
The students joined th9usands upon
thousands of others from across the nation
who marched in a 2.2-mile loop around
downtown Miami during the height of the
international conference. A police force of
about 2,500 kept the peace all throughout
.the protest.

Come visit us in Howard Phllllps Hall, rm. 113

.

*'

. CCIII us Cit 407-823-5130

www.se1rc.sdes.ucf.edu
Unit of Academic Developmentand Retention
Oivi~ion of Student Development and Enrollment Services

YOU
·can. make

'Experiment' crashes UCF network
A program designed by a computer sci-•
'ence major crashed the UCF computer
network for almost three hours. Then-senior Saad Laassel designed the data-flooding
program for a class demonstration. He said
.it was only supposed to target certain computers he had permission to shut down.
,However, the program flooded the entire
UCF network.
;·

a difference

Volleyball daims third-straight A-Sun title
The Knights capped off a 22-6 season by
winning the A-Sun title against secondseeded Georgia State 30-21, 30-23, 25-30, 3025.
The season included an 11-game winning streak that was snapped only when
FSU came to town. The Knights rebounded though, and won six of the next seven
,games - a strong finish to a season that
started 1-3. ·
They also won the regular-season title.

.Protest pins blam~ on Hitt
Upset about budget cuts, a group of stu'dents organized a rally to exhort UCF's
administration to re-examine how it was
:spending money. More than 100 students
· and even a few teachers attended.
• Most protesters were concerned with
. ~he amolint of money being spent on
sports, the cutting of classes and the loss of
.some student functions. Many attacked
'UCF President John Hitt personally for
~what ralliers termed "the screwing of stu·dents."
• The rally eventually moved from the
•free-speech lawn to outside the gates of
·Hitt's house, where the protesters called
for Hitt's resignation.

DECEMBER 2003

Matt De Vlieger eggs
on a crowd of
students gathered in
protest near the
Reflecting Pond in
November. The group
eventually marched
on Hitt's house, partly
blaming him for
problems with the
school budget.

BY RECEIVING ABACHELOR'S
IN SOCIAL WORK YOU CAN:
• Strengthen families
• Reduceviolence
• Assist children

• Re.store hopes

Anew campus
opened in January in
South Orlando to
accommodate the
growing needs of the
Rosen School of
Hospitality.

and so much more•••

For more information and to start changing li\ies contact Robin MKohn at

·(407) 823-2967 or e-mail rkohn@mail.u~.edu.
JANUARY 2004

Faculty furious over administrative raises

r

Rosen School ready to serve

Frustrations about large administrative
:raises coupled wlth recent budget cuts
boiled over in a packed Pegasus Grand
Ballroom as UCF faculty from the College
of Arts and Sciences grilled UCF President
John Hitt and Provost Terry Hickey about
their decisions.
Salary figures in 2002 showed the average administrative salary rose 937 percent,
from $107,506 to $117,833:
At the same meeting, Hitt told·faculty
· that UCF plans to give teachers a pay cut in
the summer. Normally, teachers are paid 11
percent of their annual salary for working
' over the summer. After the cut, they would
receive only 9 percent.

The Rosen Sch9ol of Hospitality met
students with open doors for the first time
in January. The campus, l,ocated on Universal Boulevard in the International Drive
tourism corridor, has 22 classrooms, ranging from 20-seat lab rooms to a 4,000-~eat
auditorium, as well as food, beverage, and
computer labs.
.
"It's a showcase for the hospitality management industry," said Stephen LeBruto,
associate dean of the school. "It's a state-ofthe-art facility structured for students
studying hospitality management, located
in the heart of the tourism district."
PLEASESEE

.ARBER

ZONE

Off Beat Tattoo's
'

• Specialize in color • Precision cuts
• Texturizing • Bio Ionic 5traightner
• Relaxers • Waxing & much more!
• Facials & Aroma Therapy
· • American Board Certified hair colorist
r--------------~---------~

: FREE Air fan ·:
',

With

COUpOn

FLATTOPS~.- $10~". ;
•

.•

1

\"

I

"~

·1

SENIOR · s6·
LADIES s15

.

.• Thousands of Designs

BEST PRICES IN THE AREA!

• Costume Work
·• Health Dept. Inspected
_• Cover-ups and Restoration
• Minutes.Away ·from UCF

I

~-------------------~----~
For appointments call: Letty, Lisette or Celcilia
at (407)-830~9274 or (407)830-6262

.

- ,91:1>

. FADES s10.
STYLE CUT5 sg
REGULAR sa.

MTV ON A17

•

I
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Do you want to help people?
Wish you could chan·ge social conditions?
Would you like to relieve suffering?

893 Semoran Blvd.
(Across from Dunkin Donuts)

I .
I
I
I
I

-------------~---------------11

$1.00 Off:
I

~---------------------------------~

M-TH 10-6 IFRI 9-5:30 ISAT 9-4:30 ISUN CLOSED

407-681-671
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10038 UNIVERSITY BLVD., ORLANDO
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B o·o·Ks TORE

BOOKSTORE

12140 Collegiate Way
407-382-1617
'

12209 University Blvd.
407-658-7979 '
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SHOP OFF-CAMPUS AND SAVE!!!
University of Central Florida

: www.rec.ucf.edu

- Certified Instructors
- Spinni_n g, kickboxing, strength
training, yoga, and more for all
fitness levels
- Challenging workouts to improve
your fitness
- Fun and exciting clas~es to keep
you coming b~ck for more

- Competitive & recreational sports
leagues for men & women
- Over 50 activ!ties1offered including: """
flag football, basketball, & softball
- Form a team or sign up to be
placed on one
- Employment opportunities
available through sports officiating ·
'·.
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(407) 823 - 2408

Recreation and Wellness center

I

1
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- 30 different competitive and
recreational clubs
'
- Nationally recognized teams
- Learn new skills and travel nationwide
- Campus and Commu~ty involvement
opportunities

- 4 indoor multipurpose courts
- 1/8 mile· indoor track
- Cardiovascular and weight machines
- Free Weights
- Climbing Tower
- New recreation pool opening in 2~05

- Canoes and other outdoor
equipment available at Lake Claire
- Exciting adventure trips into the
ocean and wilderness
·
- Challenge Course opening in
· Fall 2005
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. Connecting the tJCF Community
s 'ocial Awareness and Cultura·
1Change:
I
Brown v. Board of Education
I

'·

' '

/

'

'

During the 2004-2005 acade.mic year, UCF continues the campus-wi.de discussion about Brown
v. Board ahd its implications for -social awareness and cultural. change· over the past fifty years.
Curricular and extra-curricular activities currently in the planning stage include:
• Stephen Carter, noted African American scholar and jurist
• Charlayne Hunter~GaultJ world~famous Africa·n American journalist
. , • Residence Hall Discussions
• .Art Exhibits·
,.. ··;• S,pike Lee Film Festival '
• Spi~e Lee Appearance
.
·
• UCF Brown v. Board Common Reader ·
I

·1,

Watch for these and other events during ·the coming year ... and

Jein The Conversation! .
r

www.connectingthecommunity.ucf.edu
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MTv, Spike TV invade campus and get Most Extreme '.
~ROM

A14

Immediately after winning ·Fraternity lands in sticky situation
the election, Peters did the only
UCF police found a fraterniHighest spring enrollment ever
thing one could do: "I'm calling ty member covered in plastic
UCF marked its· highest . my mom," he said.
·
wrap and tied to a tree behind
spring enrollment ever at
the Pi Beta Phi sorority house
"' ' {0,242 students. This number Faculty Union files charges
on Sunday night.
~as slightly down from the fall
UCF's teacher's union filed
Sean Pierce, the plasticy gure of 41,102 students. The a complaint with the state Feb. wrapped m~mber of Phi Delta
small drop in students is 4, alleging that UCF is distrib- Theta fraternity, also was decoxpected each year ·by UCF uting money unfairly and rated in shaving cream, marshadministration, and is figured ignoring the collective bargain- . mallows, chocolate syrup and
V1-to the budget.
ing process currently in ses- vegetable oil, and had permasion. ·
.
nent marker writings on his
FEBRUARY 2004
·
The United Faculty ofFl~ri body and face, a,ccording to the
WebMed helps health - online
da's UCF chapter filed the · form th..at referred the incident
A hew online program made complaint because UCF has to the Student Conduct Board.
<> '
VCF the first college in the been selectively handing out Pierce told polj.ce his fraternity
nation to help students treat raises to some faculty mem- brothers did this to him
(heir own medical ailments at b.ers, sidestepping the bargain- because he "lavaliered" his girlanytime.
ing process, . said Dawn friend - gave her a necklace
: The program, titled 24/7 Trouard, president of UCF's charm bearing the Greek let}.VebMed, lets students enter chapter of UFF.
ters of his fraternity - the preµieir symptoms and · receive
vious night.
l
automated advice on self-care MARCH 2004
~4 hours a day, seven days a Spike TV gets Extreme at UCF
APRIL 2004
week, instead of visiting the
Spike TV came onto the. Nut Fest rocks UCF
~tudent Health Center. It also UCF campus with promises to
MTV invaded the UCF camallows medical help when the make UCF students stars. Or, if pus and. rocked its face with
~enter is closed.
not that, it promised to provide . Ho.obastank, Lostl,>rophets and
them with a healthy dose of Ima Robot. For good measure,
Patriot Act resolution voted down pain and humiliation.
·it brought along a half-pipe and
J Ending a series of stalled
The self-proclaimed "First BMX riders and skateboarders.
Cl.ebates, a symbolic resolution Network for Men" came look-·
MTV's ·Campus Invasion
~ondemning parts' of the feder- ing for·contestants for the first- Tour was just part of the Camal. government's Patriot Act ever U.S.-cast Most Extreme pus Activities Board's Nut Fest
went up for a tentative vote at Elimination Challenge, to be 2004, a day of music and activthe SGA Senate, and was voted filmed at Universal Studios. ities free for UCF students. The
ownl3-24.
Students had to ~ on balance event was well received by
If the resolution had passed, beams and ride tricycles for UCF students, as noted by
the Senate would have asked their chance at 15 'minutes of Hoobastank's manager Brenfue UCF Library to post a sign fame.
, don Brown when he said, "UCF
\ldvising that library records
was one of the best crowds on
could be seized by federal Wrestlers return national champs
the tour." ·
gents without students'
The UCF wrestling team
:kiiowledge. The resolution also stunned defending champions Passion brings 1,500 to UCF Arena
f JOuld have asked campus Grand Valley in Richardson,
Nearly 1,500 people attendadministration to inform inter- Texas, as it won the National ed a free screening of director
:fi,ation~ students when the Collegiate Wrestling Associa- Mel Gibson's The Passion ofthe
government requested their tion National C~pionship.
Christ at the UCF Arena. The
.ducational records.
The Knights knocked off the ' film, hosted by Campus· Crudefending two-time champions sade for Christ, was brought to
Peters triumphs in SGA runoff
by the Closest margin in the UCF iargely due to a contribu1 Kevin 'Peters and running short history of the tourna- tion of $40,000 from Ray 'a nd
{nate Willie Ben.tley defeated ment. UCF finished with a total Mary Barryman, local philanf avan Talakala·and his running score of 166, while Grand Val- thropists.
fuate Alex Sigal in the Student ley fell to. second with 163.6
The event had support from
Government Association pres- · points. Wrestling Coach John- Mel Gibson himself, who had
il::lential elections.
ny Rouse joined his wrestlers expressed interest in attending
The Peters/Bentley ticket in triumph' by taking home the screening until other obliwon with 3,088 votes to the NCWA "Coach of the Year" gations forced him to decline,
i pposition's 2,762 votes in
honors.
according to Campus Crusade
rnoff election.
for Christ staff.
~

JAMES CLARK I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Atlantic Sun titles return home
Men's
tennis
and
women's track and field garnered top A-Sun honors by
besting all competition in
Macon, Ga.
·
The men's tennis ·team
dished out a 4-0 beatdown
to Campbell in the final
. round of the A-Sun tournament. .
Meanwhile, the women's
track and field,team earned
its fifth-straight A-Sun
championship, scoring 127
points - beating ·secondplace Florida Atlantic by 24
,
points. '
- ~OM PILED BY BRANDON HARDIN

Students write out
Valentines Day cards
to send to American
troops overseas in
February, top. Above,
a skateboarding
competition was only
part of the day-long
Nutfest in April.

a

LSAT

higher .
·test scores·

. gua. rant~ed

or your mOn.e y back**·

GMAT

GRE
MCAT
.DAT
OAT
PSAT
SAT

ACT"

·THERE IS
.111FE AFTER UCF.
DO WHAT You ·

WANT .TO DO.
407-823-2361
wyvw.crc.ucf.edu ·
·, crc@mail.ucf.edu
I
.
Student Resource Center, 7G

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
CAREEft RESOURCE CENTER

Attend

all required classes or make-up sessions, complete a,11 scheduled tests, and do

your ·homework. If your score doesn't improve_on test .day from your Kaplan diagnostic
or a prior official test score, you can choose to repeat our program -for free or get a
full refund of your tuition7* It's that $lmple~

Career Planning Workshops
Career Information Library
Career Counseling
Online.Resources
Practice Interviews

World Leader In Test Prep
and Admi$Sions

Resume Assistance
.On-Campus Interviews
. Career Fairs and Expos

•Test names are registere'd trademarks of their resp~ve owners.

**To be eligible1 for this offer, you must be enrolled in Kaplan's
full classroom, tutoring, or online courses. In addition, you
must present a copy of your official score report and your
course materials within 90 days.

1-BOO·KAP·TEST
kaptest.com

Internship and Job Listings
Unit of Academic Development and Retention
Division of Student Development and Enrollment Services

The Race Book •
Central Florida's Premier
Simulcast Facilitv •
Open Dailv and Nightlv
Year-Round tor Thoroughbred,
Harness &Jai·Alai Simulcasting!
live Jai·Alai Returns Dec. 2nd!
College Students Always Free
(With Valid I.D.)

.
.
All eyes will be on new football coach George O'Leary, center, in white hat, with hopes of.a dramatic turnaround for a team that had a losing record last season.

Basketball nets trip to the NCAA Tournament
FROM

Al

UCF has mostly been
known for its strong passing
g:µne, but two running backs
plan to put that in the past.
Senior Alex Haynes and junior
Dontavius Wilcox teamed up
last year to provide the only
real offense for the Knights.
The tandem is back this year,
and should only be stronger
under offensive coordinator
Tim Salem's run-oriented
offense. Haynes, who had been
limited due to injl,l.ri.es last season, is still on track to become
the Knights' most prolific rusher since Marquette Smith in the
1990s.
Too much is never enough
for good football players, and
that certainly could be said at
the wide receiver position.
Senior Tavaris Capers returns
as the Knights' leading receiver
from last season, but is joined
by a crop of underclassmen
that are hungry to prove their
worth.
Two years ago, led by onceReisman-hopeful quarterback
Ryan Schneider, the Knights
stormed onto the MAC football
scene with a 5-2 conference
record. That year wasn't only
the Knights' first year in the
MAC, but their first year in any
conference. Prior to 2002 the
Knights had spent each year of
Division I-A play as an independent team. Last season, the
Knights fought off a number of
. off-field problems and barely
managed a 3-9 record, with the
only wins over Buffalo, Central
Michigan and DI.vision I-AA
,
Florida Atlantic.
Because
the
program
seemed to be heading for troubled waters, Orsini stepped in
and made a monumental decision. UCF would bring in a toptier coach and do whatever it
took to get him. After traveling
the nation and looking far and
wide, Orsini found his man in
O'Leary. O'Leary spent the last
two years with the NFL Minnesota Vikings as a defensive
coordinator, but has a fabled
college career under his ·belt as
well.
O'Leary helped turn a bottom-dwelling Georgia Tech
team into national champions
and is also a former Bobby
Dodd "National Goach of the
Year" recipient. O'Leary left
- behind the.NFL for his real passion of college coaching and
has vowed to take UCF football
to the Top 25 and beyond.
The Knights will enter a
new-look Conference USA in

This Ad Good
For 1 Free Program
(Any Performance)

2005. Last year's conference
shake-ups opened spots in CUSA for UCF and MAC rival
Marshall. They'll join 10 other
schools in what will be the
newest addition to the list of
conferences with a conference
championship game. Plans are
still in the works, but it appears
that C-USA will split intQ two
divisions and show the rest of
the nation why it belongs with
the big .boys.

..
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Men's basketball hopes
for Gnderella repeat ·

1

I

.HANGOVER?

1

After a football season!to be
forgotten, t,he men's basketball
team came out of nowhere and
put a new face on UCF athletics. The Knights captured the
attention and hearts of UCF
fans everywhere as they
stormed through the A-Sun,
made a name fof themselves
nationally and almost pulled off
a huge upset in the NCAA
Tournament.
Led by departing senior
Dexter Lyons, this year's
Knights ran up 13 straight wins
and showed up on ESPN's
radar of Cinderella teams en
route to a program-best 25-6
record. Lyons, a junior college
transfer, not only became a fan
favorite at UCF, but he became
the program's first-ever superstar. His trademark Afro caught
the eye of the student and
alumni p9pulations and helped
roll in crowds that UCF basketball had never before seen.
The Knights dominated .
their conference opponents all
season, but also made an
impact on one of the best teams
in the nation. UCF and Florida
had an early-season matchup in
Jacksonville. The Gators were
ranked No. 2 in the coU.ntry at
the time, but that didn't matter
to the Knights at all. The
Knights lost that game, scoring
only 39 points against the
Gators. But UCF put its stamp
on the theme of this year's Cinderella run: defense. The
Knights held the Gators to 59
points. Whether the Gators
admit it or not, UCF revealed
the flaws in Florida's game and
their season was never the
same, as they slid from the No.
1 spot all the way to 22 and
beyond.
.
While UCF held most of its
opponents to less than 60
points all season, the true
defensive test came in the first
round of the NCAA Tournament as the 14-seed Knights
faced the three-seed Pittsburgh
Panthers in a battle of teams
· that felt they should haye been
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Josh Peppers will be a key part of UCF's championship-defending season next spring. He will
help fill the large shoes left behind by departing stars Oe~er Lyons and Roberto Morentin.

ranked higher. The Knights and the top of the A-Sun in the
Panthers swapped leads for beginning and the end. Last
most of the game and when it season, the Knights didn't fare
finally appeared to be out of as well as they would have
reach for UCF, back-to-back hoped with a 17-13 overall
three-pointers by Rob Ross ·record, but th,ey're young. So
brought the Knights back into young, in fact, that the team
the g?ffie. UCF eventually lost only lost one player to gradua54-43, but a point was made: tion this year. Despite the lackUCF basketball is for real.
luster record, UCF still made a
Coach ~k Speraw has hard charge in the conference
wasted no time in this off-sea- tournament, but the Knights
son bringing a new group of were edged out by Lipscomb
recruits to fill the holes left by on two final second freeLyons and his fellow seniors. throws. The close loss proved
Despite the departure of the that any early-season problems
seniors, defensive talents Mar- and losses were simply a fluke.
cus
Avant
and
Will The Knights are returning a
Bakanowsky remain, while c6re group of underclassmen
play-caller Gary Johnson and this year andwill certainly be at
UCF's next offensive threat the ~op of the preseason polls
once again. The Knights are led
Josh Peppers remain.
by big-time scoring threats
Takira Allen at center and
Women's hoops lead the pack
Year in and year o,ut, the guard Celeste Hudson, who
women's basketball team at
PLEASE SEE MEN'S ON A20
UCF is always favored to be at

·For more info:
407-657-5971
Sales I Marketing reps wanted

·'
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•lessons available 7 days/week
• Full lesson & training facility
• Full and partial board available

••

Info oh farm: www.pointedoakfarm.com
Info on head trainer: www.dorkhorseequestria~.com

.

407-948-8502

ANDI AT

.

UCFRIDINGCLUB@HDTMAIL.COM
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Monday, August 9, 2004
8:30 - 11:30 AM
'Student Union Pegasus Ballroom

r:

Thursday, August 19, 2004
5:30 - 8:30 PM .
.. Communic~tions 101 (tentative location)

•·
Registration for the event is required.
Register online atwww.graduate.ucf.edu
For more information, call 407-823-4373
Orientati.on is brought to you by the Graduate Student Association·and the
Division of Graduate Studies.

'

'

•r .

UNIVERSITY
OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
.
~
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WOMEN'S.ROWING .
The UCF Rowing Team is recruiting stude~t-athletes for the 2004-2005 Novice Squad.

NO EXPERIENCE.NECESSARY!
For more information come to our 1st Me.e ting r
Friday, August 27, 2004 at 7:.00
~
t
~tudent Union-Cape Florida Room

p.m. ··". ·

If you are ••.•
. Athletic
. Co1npetitive
. Hard working
•·

Weare ...
·Varsity Sport·
. Division I
• NCAA

·· Coach Becky

Coach Blair

407-823-4301

407-823-0486

bfrost@mail. ucf~edu
'

cblair@mail.ucf.edu
FREE LEGAL SERVICES

IIIII

STUDENT
L E G. A L
SERVICE _S

IIIII

MOVING IN? SECURE YOUR DEPOSIT!
Losing your security deposit or being overcharged for damages at rentals
arou~d UCF is quite common. Here are 5 steps to help secure your·chance
of getting some. or all of your deposit b~ck and not being overcharged when
you move out:
./ READ THE LEASE!#
o Look at your lease carefully. Most state that you must,inspect the
unit at the time of move-in. Ifthere is a deadline for giving a list
of problems back to the landlord, make sure you get it back to the
r
landlord by the dea~line . .

BEFORE giving it back to the landlord. Keep it in a safe place
during the duration of your lease.
./ TAKE PICTURES!
o To further protect yourself from being charged for ·damages
· existing when you move in, take photos of all common areas,
your room, and bathroom. Photograph any current problems
with the condition of the flooring, carpeting, furniture, and the
lawn/landscape (if you are responsible for lawn upkeep). Take
more pictures when-you move out. Print the photos with dates! .

I

./ INSPECT EVERYTHING!
o The landlord may provide you with a move-in inspection sheet.
If°not, make your own list, stating existing problems within
each room of the unit. Be very specific - note everything major
and minor, such as carpet stains or tears, condition of mattress,
furniture, walls, blinds, countertops, EVERYTHING!
./ MAKE A COPY!
.
o Be sure to make a copy of the completed inspection sheet

./ INCREASE YOUR CHANCES!
o By taking these steps, you should not be charged for pre-existing
damage when you move out. And you will be able to prove which
damages were there at the time you moved in, if the damages
claimed against your ~eposit are disputed.

.wwW.stulegal.sdes.ucf.edu

If you ha\"C any q uestions or probk·ms \rith your lease, call 407-82;~-2.r.;38 to set up an appointnwnt, or visit Student Resource Center room 155 Monday - Friday 8am-5pm.
\Ve assist with selcctccl areas of law, inlcuding landlord /tena nt, consumer, criminal. traffic, & more. Qualified students can rccicvc free consultation & representation.
Funded l>y. \ctit•ity c\· St'n·icc J.i.'t' tl11'ull!//i iii<' St11d1'11/ ( :oi•c1·11111ent i\ssuciution

.
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Men's soccer scores big with tough ·
defense, bests competition in A-Sun
FROM A18

turned into the biggest one-two
punch in the A-Sun this year.

Baseball earns national respect
UCF baseball and Coach Jay
Bergman have a time-honored
tradition of winning. Unfortunately that didn't hold up last
· season. In 2003, the Knights finished with one of their more dis' appointing records in the past
decade and failed to make the ASun tournament.
Despite the poor results, losing became a catalyst for change
this season, as the Knights
turned in one of the best seasons
in the program's history. The
preseason polls had UCF finishing no better than third this year,
and the Knights showed why the
polls are a joke as they took
home the A-Sun regular season
championship, burying confererice favorite Florida Atlantic.
The Knights finished the season
with 44 wins; but a few of the
wins spoke louder than others.
In the first series of the season, the Knights hosted then-

'

ranked No. 2 Lsu: The Tigers
Only two seniors will leave
came to Orlando expecting UCF the UCF baseball team this year,
to be a pushover. The Knights meaning the Knights; last season
didn't agree and almost took the of A-Sun play should be even
first game ofthe series, but a bad more dominant.
call at the plate foiled their upset
plans. LSU e;isily took the sec- Volleyball serves up NCAA upset
ond game, but UCF took advanUCF volleyball knows a thing
tage of bad fieldwork by the or two about winning. The
Tigers and walked away ~th Knights won their third-consecgame three of the series. Later in utive A-Sun title this year. But
the season, the Knights visited the conference title wasn't
No. 13 Clemson and gave the enough. UCF volleyball wanted
Atlantic Coast Conference pow- to make an impact at the NCAA
erhouse a taste of A-Sun under- Tournament for the first time in
dog upset. UCF took two games the team's history.
.
from the Tigers and walked
The Knights faced three-seed
away with the Knights' biggest Cincinnati in the first round of
series win of the year.
the tournament and dropp'e d the
Baseball is another program first two games to the Bearcats.
led by youth, as junior and soph- Yet if an impact is what they
omore pitchers Matt Fox and were looking for, they certainly
Kyle Bono emerged as two of the found it. The Knights bounced
best pitchers in the nation. With back in the final three games to
a regular season record of 12-2, . stun the Bearcats and advance to
Fox walked away with the A-Sun take on the Florida Gators. The
"Pitcher of the Year''. award. Out- Gators eventually toppled the
fielders oe·e Brown and Clay Knights, but the damage was
Timpner led the Knights offen- done and UCF proved that it ·
sively and were rewarded with could hang with the top proA-Sun First Team All-ConferPLEASE SEE SOFTBALL ON A21
ence honors.

- - - Travelers Paradise - -

UNIVERSITY WRITING CENTER

Because Writers Need Readers
Undergraduate Students + Graduate Students + Honors in the Major
Student Athle tes + Pegasus Progran1
Business Writers
Creative Writers + Education
I

g0

\

,

+

.

Writing?

• Relaxed atmospher~
• Cash spiffs paid daily
•
•Flexible schedules
• INBOUND CALLS
Sell vacation packages to the .•K.
Hourly + Commissi · -··
Opportunity for $1000 1~k
.407-332-7385 dial ~

+
+
+
+
+

•

Class Assigrunents
Group Projects
Resun'les and Portfolios
Scholarship/Grad School Applications
Persona l Writing

Vi.sit our website to make 3n appointment.
view a map of our kx:acio11. and
find our h ours of operation.

L

t--~~~~~~~=07)~8=23=~J=~~~~~~~---=·~

http://www.uwc.ucf.edu

•

Paid undergraduate research ·opportunity
Faculty/Student Teams ·
W o~kshops, Conferences, Showcase

•
•

Application Deadline: Septeritber 8
RAMP
Students must:
-app~y with a faculty mentor
-be of junior-standing (60-90 hours)
-have a 3.0 GPA
-be in good standing with the university
-de1nonstrate one or more criteria of populations
traditionally underrepresented in graduate school:
-minority racial statu,s
,-financial need
-first in their family to attend college
-agree to participate fully in program

RAMP-UP
Students must:
-apply with a faculty mentor
-be of junior-standing ( 60-90 hours) . f
-have a 3.0 GPA
-be in good standing with .t he university
-agree to participate fully in program

For information and application:
Dr. Joseph Gfeen, jgreen@mail.ucf.edu or 407-823-1818
Classroom 1, Room 302
Application online at www.undergraduatestudies.ucf.edu

..
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..· Softball plays hardball for 42 wins
'
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BRETT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Standout shortstop Stephanie Best will come back for one more year to help the Knights v.:in an A-Sun championship.
FROM A20

1

grams.
UCF made its way to the
NCAA Tournament behind the
strong play of A-Sun "Player of
the Year" · Jenny Frank and
standout sophomore Emily
Watts. The Knights put up an
overall record of 23-7, which
included an ll-game winning
streak.
While Frank has graduated,
Watts and senior Tonya Jarvis
remain to lead the team back to
NCAA Tournament glory.

---

·~soccer gets defensive
~Men's
The UCF men's soccer team
is so good that when the
Columbus Crew of Major
l'.eague Soccer came calling for
an exhibitioi\ this spring, the
Knights had no problem taking
on the pros. When the game
was over and the dust had settled, UCF tied the professional
soccer franchise 0-0.
The Knights' defense sums
up their entire 2003 campaign,
as a stingy UCF defense helped
the men earn an A-Sun title.
The Knights finished with an
overall record of 12-6-3, behind .
A-Sun "Player of the Year" and
goalkeeper Ryan Mcintosh.
Mcintosh led a defense that
allowed less than a goal a game,
and marched through the conference beginning to end. The
best part is that Mcintosh is
JAN SVOBODA I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE .
only a junior and will enter this Gabriel Strangberg's unusual hair style is just part of the legacy he'll leave behind.
season with a title under his
belt and the opportunity to play on the.field. In each season eight student-athletes to the
leave the A-Sun as one of the since the program's inception; NCAA Regionals this year.
best goalies in conference his- the Knights have posted better
tory.
and better records. This past Men's golf back on top
season UCF cracked the 40After an eight-year drought
Youth powers women's s.occer
win mark for the first time and with no A-Sun titles, the UCF
If youth is a theme for UCF lost out on its first A-Sun cham- men's golf team is back on top.
athletics, then women's soccer pionship by one run to heavy A-Sun "Golfer of the Year"
is the poster child. The Knights preseason favorite FAU.
Barry Roof led the' charge as
won the A-Sun title last season
UCF has only one chance UCF recaptured the A-Sun
behind a team with only three left to take home an A-Sun title, championship. Roof is moving
seniors. What's more is that the · and the Knights lost three key on to hopefully join fellow UCF
Knights posted a 16-5-1 record seniors this year. However, a ' alum Robert Damron on the
with only three juniors as well. crop of in,coming freshmen and PGA tour, but the Knights will
Freshmen arid sophomores a team with a bitter taste in its have a group of talented and
dominated the field for last collective mouth will be ready experienced underclassmen
year's women's soccer team to run the show come next remaining. Sophomores Sonny
and will likely do the same this spring. UCF softball features Nimkhum and Stefan Wistorf
one of the best players in the will help junior Andreas Hoegyear.
.
The Knight~ are led defen- country in shortstop Stephanie berg make sure that this year's
sively by a two-pronged goalie Best. Best has also improv~d A-Sun title isn't the Knights'
,
attack of sophomores Julie Sna- each season, as she finishesf top last.
man and Beth Harless. Last sea- five in the nation this year in
'
son's offensive . star Becca both batting average and slug- Men's tennis building a dynasty
Eshelman returns alongside ging percentage. Best, a two· Of all programs at UCF, the
standout junior jen Mont- time recipient of the A-Sun men's tennis team is losing
gomery and midfielders Alli- "Player of the Year" award, arguably the two most imporson Blagriff and Courtney returns for one final season tant players. Seniors Catalin
Baines. The Knights are alongside pitcher Lindsay Bradu and Gabriel Strangberg
favored heavily year in and Enders! UCF's all-time leader came to UCF four years ago .
year out to walk away with the for single season wins, and and helped build the program
confe,rence title and they'll multiple offensive threat Jania to where it is now. With top-ofhave one last chance to leave Shinhoster.
the-line facilities and two contheir mark on the A-Sun as a
secutive A-Sun_ titles under
powerhouse of women's soc- Track and field runs the show
their belts, the Knights will
Women's track and field need to m6ve on for one.last
cer.
knows nothing else than ho~1 conference run without their ·
Softball gets better and better . to win in the A-Sun. The " leaders.
The UCF softball program ts Knights took home their fifthDespite the loss,' me]jl's tenonly three years old. Unlike any consecutive A-Sun title this nis remains strong and. domithree-year old, though, the year and show no signs of slow- nant behind Antonio Sierra and
team acts like they've been run- ing down ~ the final season of Ener Gtirsoy. The men's tennis
ning the diamond for the past A-Sun membership. Led by team is perhaps the one pro50 years. What makes this freshman high jumper LesSun- gram at UCF that isn't led by
group any· different from t~e dra Ford and sephomore ham- underclassmen, as all of the
next is that they back up their mer throw standout Tiffany returning studem-athletes are
confidence with even stronger Roebuck, the Knights sent juniors and seniors.

i
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HECKLIST FOR
NCOMING FRESHMEN
fwenty
things you need to kno~
.
.

,C HECKLIST FOR
TRANSFER STUDENTS
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.1. ' Know where your classes are before.your first day of class; sometimes things get chaotic, and
· 1. Attend class.
instructors have to change classrooms. If you know where your class is located, it gives you
2. Get to know your professors; it can be helpful now and later - when you need
letters of recommendation.
..
·
more time to think about the other details of your first day at UCF.
2. Remember that this is college, not high school. New rules apply.
3. Locate your classes in advance; get a map of campus.
4. Think ahead; pay your tuition before it's due.
3. Communicate, communicate, communicate! If you have questions, don't be -afraid. to ask your
instructors, your academic advisors, etc. It can't hurt!
. · , . .
··
.
5. Become familiar with university deadlines~ There is,a current academic calendar
4. Make friends in class. It can be helpful in lots of ways, such as when you need a study partner
online at http~//w\vw:ucf.edu/toplinks/academic calendar.html.
· '
or you miss a class and need the notes.
.
6. Get to know your UCF Catalog. Use your.student handbook; it has a planner. Success
5. Be sure to meet with your assigned academic adviser so you can plan.your upcoming
in college is all about time management.
semesters.
·
··
7. Look for internships. Experiential·learning is the key to getting the best jobs.
6. Get to know your professors; it can be helpful bot~ now and later. Down th·eroad, they could
8. Get your parking sticker online at http://parking.ucf.edu. Show up early - or '
decide on an alternative to driving.
help get you with internships, etc. Make sure that you record all of your professors' contact · . ·
information - telephone number, office numb,er, e-mail address and .office hours - in
9. Attend UCF athletic and other campus events; many are free to students. It's good
your planner or a card in your wallet, and keep it with you at all times.
entertainment and a great way to meet other UCF students.
7 Attend classes - even if you don't think you need to. This will prepare you for future classes.
10. Find out how your major connects to a career after graduation. The Career Resource
8. Visit your instructors during their office hours. You will then have an advantage because your
Center is a great start at http://wWw.crc.ucf.edu.
11. Get in touch with Finandal Aid about grants, scholarships and loans before it's too
instructors will know your name and recognize you in class.
9. Keep up on your assigned r~ading - it could haunt you in the end if you don't.
late; see the Financial Aid Web site at http://finaid.ucf.edu. Your financial aid
1Q. Become involved with a club or organization on campus. It's a great way to meet new people
information is online on POLARIS at https://connect.ucf.edu. Check it often.
12. Become familiar with services UCF has.to offer, including transfer services and the
and to develop leadership skills.later on employers will look for your leadership skills.
Student Academic Resource Center.
11. There are deadlines for adding classes, dropping classes, and withdrawing from classes. It's
up to.you to know them!
13. Ask questions and dig for answers; there are many resources available to you as a
.
UCF student. Call the transfer services peer mentors at 407-823-5959 for transition
12. Parking on campus can be.a challenge. It is a good idea to show up early to park and walk, or
· help.
decide on an alternative to driving to school, like the UCF shuttle bus system.
1
13. Know your financial.aid status by checking 'Financial Aid" on POLARIS, at
· 14. See your adviser early. Check with your college or department advising office if you
haven't met your adviser-yet.
·
https://connect.ucf.edu, or by going to the Student Financial Assistance office in Millican Hall
Room 120. You've got to be sure you know what the requirem~nts are to keep y()ur financial
15..Make note of your adviser's location, office hours, phone number and e:-mail
4
aid!
,
·
address.
·
1 • •
·
·
I
16. See your adviser before registering for the next semester to discuss your academic
14. You need to study at Jeast 2 hours outside of class for each hour in class. So if you are in 12
and career goals - or whenever you have questions. ·
·
hours of coursework, you need to set aside 24 ~ours for reading, rewriting notes, etc.
17. Can't decide on a major? Call transfer service~ at 407-823-5959 for an advising
15. Make sure th.at you have a good planner. It will help you stay organized. College is all about
time management. ·
appointment.
18. Check your degree audit online at https://connect.ucf.edu. Click oo "For Students"
16. Get to know your R.A. (Resident Assistant) if you live in a residence hall.
and then select"Academic Summary." Be sure you are meeting your graduation
17. Attend UCF athletic events. They are free with avalid student ID! UCF football games provide
requirements.
a great opportunity to meet other UCF students.
,
19. Be persistent and get things done; take the initiative and don't expect others to do
18. Budget your money; it is important to try to save some of your scholarship or loan checks in
case of an emergency. Stay away from credit cards.
things for you.
.
A•
20. Be an active participant in your advising sessions.Advisers can.only help.
19. Learn to.balance ·~dHfol and fun - it will .help you in both areas. Parties and clubs are fun
'·
but you mustknow"yo,1;1_r limits. . .
.
,
- . - CHARLENE STINARD
20. Be yourself.
~
- FIRSTYEAR ADVISING AND EXPLORATION
· ASSISTANT p1RECTOR FOR TRANSFER SERVICES
'.

.'

Twenty steps for success at UCF ·
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Would YOU like great discounts, b'enefits & services
like these?
.1.
'

Would YOU Hke great discounts, benefits & services
like these?

• lnvitations to Events with UCF Parents, Alumni &
• FREE T-shirt• Networking Events with LJCF Alumni
Students • Dozens of tv)on~t.S~vi ng Discounts ·
& Students• Fuh Socials • Professional Seminars
Including 15%'off \)CF;'i~a~o,fyt~chancfise in the UCF"
· . • Scholarship & Leadership Opportunities
Bookstore• Pega3usMagazirte • E-Newsle~e.rs
·, Dozen5 of Money-Saving Discounts ln<;luding 15%
• Interactive WelJ"sjt~~ www.udalumni.com
. - off UCF Logo Merchandise in ~he UCF. Bookstore
• Free use of th·~ U<:Flibr>:ary & SGA Computer Lab · ·· ' .• Interactive Web site- www.ucfalu'mni.cq.m
~· ·
·"· ': ·
•Pegasus Magazine • £~Newsletters ·
..
If yes, then now's the;.tfine'f1>r YOU to become a
parent
member
oh~e
UCF
Alumni
Associatibn.
When
If
yes,
then
now's
the
time
for.
Y
O.Li
~o join 4EVE'R
1
you become a par~nt rnemb_er, we'll tell you
KNl~HTS Student Alumni. When· you become a
"everything you want to know that your student vyill
student member you can start building your
~ forget to tell yo.u.!"- . · , '
··
relationship with the UCF Aluropi Association today<!' .•
~

.
· . .' .Today, more than 84,000·children

-~·

~tuJf<D't/111if&Dt'Mei»h~sh1:p rw· -· .-.'.

-·--.._
, ·- ~-.--. -,

~hoose one of the following ~mb~rshfps:
., •. Payment lnforma.tlon:· , , . ": .·
~·
. . . . ;,. I... ' ., .. .
:P individual Parent: $35
·
• '
" a 'Enclo~ed·is a check or moriey ~rder payable to l)CF Alumni
tJ Joint Parent: >ss•
for$
Check #:_ _ __
p Individual Parent/One Student: $50 (normally $55)
IP &ldividual Parent/Two Students: >70• (nqrmally $75)
0 Cliarge !llY Visa/Mastercard/Amex $ _
/ -~
;p Joint Parent/One Student: $70• (normally $75) .
Joint ParentfTwo Students: $90• (normally $95)
p Individual Student: $10
.
Exp..Date: ___._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
itPlease include both parents' or both students' names with form.
~ay use additional paper if space is needed.

~ nnd .adults .owoit lifesaving·organ transplants~ Hundred~
. .'. of thousands more need tissue transplants~ Since 1997, UCF
·-stud~nts, fac~lty and staff hove ioined -Get C~uded in increasing

, ·,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ UCF Grad DateQf applicable):_ _ _
· .Mothers DOB: _ _ _ __

..

------------'Apt#:

· awareness for organ and ~tissue donation.

\

_

Think About It. Learn the Facts. Make a Decision.

City, Stat.e, Zip: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Work Phone:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ntle: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
~NFO ON STUDENT(S):

..

}ul!Name;

(Please give parent's home address if.stud~nt's school address in not .available at this time.)
·

DOB: _ _ _ _~-----

~ocal SchoolAddress:_ _ __ _ _ _ _~Apt.11: _ _City, State, Z i p : _ ' - - - - - - - - -

.,

' flame Phone:--------------~---Class Standing: _FR _SO _JR _:_SR
.
r1nall Address:--- - , - - - , . . - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - G e n d e r : _M _F

~ajor: _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ CampusAttendi~g:_Brevard

Sign an organaonor card. Save a life.

._ Orlando _Volusia

Please mall with payment to: UCF Parent.Membership, PMB 56, 12.4J.4 Research Parkway, SuiteJ01, Orlanao, Florida 32826-3271
Or to process by phone, fax or online- Phone: (Boo) 330-ALUM or (407) UCF-ALUM • Fax: (407) 823~0172 , Online : www.ucfalumni.com

--- - _

__..

-

,

If you're interested in heleing us spread the
word about the gift of hfe, contact us af
407-823-6471 or getcardeducf@hotRJaiT.com.
By ioining Get Carded, you can help save lives.

p

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _UCF Grad Date(if applicable):_ _ _Father's DOB: _ _ __
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"Hiring managers estimate that they will attempt to flll l.l million
IT positions in the next 12 months."

•

"Of these, it is estimated ·t~at 600,000 will go unfilled due to a
lack of qualjfled workers."
-Information .Technology Association of America

WhenthejoQ arket rec vers,

•'
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THE #1 RESOURCE FOR
· ALL OF YOUR
COMPUTER·RELATED
TRAINING NEEDS
t

Training Programs

Locations and Facilities

•

Courses ranging from basic computer
•
skills to advanced IT certifications
~ Computer training memberships valid for
one year to take unlimited courses
•
• Open enrollment classes available day
,
- and evening
•
• Private classes tailored to your schedule
•

.

"

Online

.
•
.
.. .

•
•
•
•

Financing Options
•

Courses located on Research Parkway
( 1/2 mile from main campus) and in
Maitland
Easy access from the 408 and/or 1-4
with free accessible parking
Small classroom sizes and personalized
instruction
Open lab available for students to utilize

•
•
•

Scholarships, Loan Assistance,
Deferred Payment Plan, Workforce
Development, Vocational Rehabilitation,
Veteran's Assistance
Tuition Reimbursement Assistance
Computer training memberships valid
for one year to take unlimited courses
Discounts for UCF students, staff, and
faculty

Corporate

Benefits ·and
Services
'
'

Business skills, desktop training and
certifications available online
Learn at your own pace, anytime,
anywhere
Online Assessment Tests
Free sample lessons available

•
•
•
•

CompTIA and Microsoft Office User
Specialist (MOUS) Testing Center
Career counseling and private tutoring
Textbooks available to purchase
Open House Events and Information
Sessions

•
•
·•
•

Customized training and schedules to
meet the needs of your company
Company on-site Information Sessions
available upon request
Corporate tuition reimbursement
Room rentals for computer labs and
classrooms

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
·.
.....

CONTINUIN(} EDUCATION

407-882-0260

www.ce.ucf.edu
~'-'l~--------+---------~-------------------A.----------------------.....-i~------------~-------------------------~
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University of Central Florida

Parking and
Transportation
Services
Permit Regulations:
permit is required for all motor
vehicles parked on campus.
Permits MUST.be ordered online,
and~can be picked up at the South
Garage or mailed to your home.
Daily permits are available.
~Vehicle assistance offered

by Parking Services:
• Jumpstart your car
·Call atow truck
• Inflate ti res
·Give directions

I I\
r

/jJ.

Transportation Services* ·

r

~

UC~ offers shuttles to and from off-campus

./ '

apartment complexes including:
(

Parking Services Hours:
Mon-Thurs: 7:30 a.m. - 6p.m.
Friday: 7:30 a.m~-5 p.m.

• Pegasus Pointe
• Pegasus Landing
·Jefferson Commons
·Village at Alafaya Club
• Village at Science Drive
• University House
• Boardwalk .

• Research Park
·College Station
• Arbor Apartments
·Collegiate Vil.lage Inn
• Northgate Lakes
• Riverwind
1
·Tivoli

*Shuttle operates on class days only, except Saturdays

How to get your parking permit
Order your parking .
permit Online at
www.parking.ud.edu
{complete instructions
are Online)
·

·

Pay for your permit
·Avoid the lines. Pay online with Credit Card and
have your permit mailed to you.
·Pay online and opt to pick up your permit.
·Pay with personal check, cash, or Credit Card at
· l Parking Services Office.
.

·~

I
I

~

,

Your permit mus~ be ordered online!
. wWw.parking.ucf.edu
For info call: (407) 823-5812
Student Escort Patrol Service (S.E.P.S.)
provided by the U~F Police Department
Escorts for students on campus at night.
Call (407) 823-2424

2004-05 parking permits will be available July 19, 2004. ·

I

------
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Welcome to the University of
Central Florida and Orientation
2004! W,e are so excited that you
have chosen UCF as your next
step in your educational pathway.
During the past few decades,
UCF has offered some of the best
educational opportunities to college students from Florida, the
nation, and the world. This is an.
exciting time to be a UCF Golden
, Knight. Everything is growing
around us. From our educational ·
programs to our blossoming campus, UCF is on the move.
. While at Orientation, you will
begin your journey to become a
Golden Knight. As your Orientation leaders, or "0-Team.ers," we
are part of a 31-year tradition of
student leaders, facilitators and
role models. Our mission is to
ensure ~ew students' success by
providing a smooth transition
'
into UCF. This means that at
UCF, U Come First! We hope to
introduce you to the opportunities UCF has to offer, help you
meet new friends, prepare you to
be academically successful stU.

dents, and finally to become a
part ofUCF's spirit and pride.
We have been eagerly awaiting
your arrival] Being a member of
the Orientation Team is an
invaluable opportunity to become
involved with our cam.pus and
learn much more about it. If you
have questions, please feel free to
ask any a-reamer. We are here to
assist you.
.
To help you be successful students, we have provided this special edition in conjunction with
the Central.Florida Future to
serve as an additional resource
for your college career. Please
take a few minutes to read
through tlie articles. They will
provide you with valuable information.
Your college years are your
opportunity to shine. You are
now a part of the team - find
your niche and leave your mark
at UCF.
GO KNIGHTS!
i

. YOURS IN BLACK AND GOLD,
THE 2004 UCF ORIENTATION TEAM

I
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OCIALIZI G ·Greek Life

Greeks hold
some of the
largest·
parties on
campus
including the
annual
Kappa Delta
Shakedown.

••

Greek life
atUCF
MATT BRENNAN & DARRAH WINKLER
0-Teamers

W

hy are we here?
No, we're not talking about orientation,
but college in general.
We have all made the
choice to leave home, saying goodbye to friends and family,and making
the biggest transition some of us
. have ever experienced. But for what
cumulative GPA on campus and has
reason? Together we could come up
a variety of individuals, then yes,
with an infinite number of individual
Greek life is for you.
reasons, but the one we all share is to
get that college degree.
Greek life can offer you more than
40 groups to choose from that can
We are all here at this prestigious
university in Central Florida to get
help enrich your college experience.
Each group offers a variety of
our eager hands on that priceless
piece of paper marked with Florida's
scholastic support systems, leader- ·
state seal. We have·all come to realize
ship opportunities, social activities
that a degree is almost a requirement
and friendships that will last a lifeto be a successful person in the , time. Greek life is a steppingstone
working world. Now while you're · into many other opportunities for
campus involvement.
enrolled in a university, you must
also understand that a lot of what is
This is why you can take notice of
learned in the next four or more
the number of Greeks intertwined
with organizations such as Student
Government
Junior• Interpersonal communications
Association, the
Hometown: Union, New Jersey
·
Orientation
High schoaJ: Royal Palm Beach
Team, the CamInvolvement: Greek Life, tour guide,
dance marathon, intramural sports
pus
Activities
Group: Matt's Matts
Board, the PresiE-mail: jerseyUCF@yahoo.com
dents' Leadership Council and
a number of
intramural
sports. It is the
Junior• Communications
solid foundation
Hometown: Palm Coast, Fla.
of
leadership
High school: Flagler Palm Coast
training, responInvolvement: Greek Life ·
sibilities
of
Group: Darrah's D-Unit
E-mail: littlewinkydw@aol.com
involvement and
opportunities
that can make ·
you stand out to
,
' future employers.
Greek life also fills your calendar
years is going to be learned outside
the classroom.
with entertaining events. Socials
with other fraternities and sororities
There are basically two types of
happen all year, giving you many ·
college students: the ones with a prechances to improve one of your
dictable routine, and those that want
social skills. Whether it's a night on
variety in their lives. You can wake
the town or a, formal ball, the Greek
up, go to class, study and go to bed,
community knows how to get a full
or you can use your extra time to
experience out of college life. Greek
enjoy the college experience. People
life creates a common ground for
don't call it the best years of your life
diverse individuals. Not only does
for nothing. Now what type of stuGreek life provide members with a
dent would you be?
way to get involved in campus and
There are many clubs and organithe community, but it also builds life- ·
zations that will help you get
long bonds of sisterhood and brothinvolved on campus, each showing
erhood. From the outside looking in,
you a different aspect of the universiyou can't fully understand; from the
ty. If you'd like to be a part of a group
inside out, you can't fully explain.
organizations that has the highest
r

JAN SVOBODA I CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

Jal! ~aters filled the lots around the Citrus
Bowl ag 1in last fall for pre-game partying including this Tau ·Kappa Epsilon fraternity
gathering at right. Constance Katsafanas of
Kappa Alpha Theta , lower right, directs
children at another annual Greek event, the
Greekster Egg Hunt.

Matt Brennan

Darrah Winkler

<j

f'

Check out section Cto
learn about many of the
fraternities and sororities
and how to get involved in
Greek Life, pg. 10-11.
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What Residents Say:.
Chester (June-June) Jones

UCF Shuttle &ervice Available .~~ ,
•"-)l.

t·

:.: · "I've lived In Rlverwlnd to~. .
two years and It has by fat··-c .
been my best living
·l ·:
: )• ·1
experience."
, · ·

"Community features are
excellent, and there are
extra.:currlculsr activities
~-~ going on all the time."

"After checking the other
. apartments, I .gratefully
discovered Rlverwlnd. ff one
Is looking for comfort (size)
. and a secure, friendly college
atmosphere, this is the best
living situation."

___

-

Andrew. Johnson
.._____

DJNLIMITED local phone service (4 private lines) ·

G]IGH SPEED 24-hour Internet in all be drooms
l!]IGITAL TV Programming with 60+ ct 1annels

____,_,

wrlli
~ft

.

I LL UTILITIES INCLUDED: Electricity, alarm, ,,.,_~ '
water, sewage, trash &pest control, gated access ~

.

UNIVERSITY
OF CENTRAL

FLORIDA

Reserve Your ~uite Tod~y!
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SOCIALIZING

. ~

IM Sports

Difference Studios

1
.
. _2720 N. Forsyth Rd. Ste.#316 Winter Park, Fla. 32792

Will Dunn

···~ ., .,

SPECIALS

Freshman • Hospitality management
Hometown: Coral·Springs, Fla.
High school: J.P. Taravella
Involvement: LEAD Scholars
Group: Will's Wonka~ ·
E-mail: gigga50@aol.com

Band d~mo $129- Singer Demo $99 (no song limits)
Block rates $40 per hr. - Broadcast quality tracks .S.J00 '
,5

J

Automated console • Pro Tools • Digifal Performer
16 Trk analog· Cubase ·Cakewalk· Wavelab •_Neurpann
Focusrite • Lexicon • AKG • Antares • MAC & PC platforms
Mastering • Programming • Musicians & Instruments available

Josh Wheeler
Junior • Marketing
Hometown: Gainesville, Fla.
High school: Buchholz
Involvement: Greek Life
Group: Wheeler's West Coast Choppers
E-mail: pezkid35@hotmail.com

1
il

.
J

I

J
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see there are manyways
to get involved in the IM
Sports scene. Fecling up
, to a challenge? Become
~ a captain, round up your
WILL DUNN & JOSH WHEELER
best buddies and start a
0-Teamers
team.
If a captain position
o you yearn for the is not your style you can
·
excitement of a roar- attend the free agent
ing crowd? The feel- meetings for every
ings . of adrenaline . sport and IM Sports' friendly
pumping as you run staff will place you on a team.
down the field to score a winning Many organizations also form
goal? Then you w.i.1.1 definitely teams. Clubs, fraternities, sororiwant to check out Intramural ties and even some resident
Sports at UCF.
.
assistants offer to form teams
Intramurals may not have the within your residence hall floor.
If you are looking to join a
roaring ~rowds, but it got you
intere-sted in the article. Intra- team or b.e ,a captain you must
mural ·sportS, or .IM Sports, is a sign up~0n the IM sports page at
system ·of organized sports http://irilsports.ucl.edu for each
leagues that allow students the sport you are interested in. This
chance to play against one anoth- Web site is also the place to go for
er at a non-competitive level. any other questions or concerns
Though these sports are not as you may have, and if you need
serious as league sports, compe- some extra cas):J, check out the
tition does exist But most people job openings for referees. One
join intramural spoqs for fun, suggestion: Never forget to bring
relaxation and exercise.
your UCF ID card to every game
IM Sports offers sports rang- you ·play, because you cannot
ing from the traditional to the play without it
non-traditional. You ·can play a
So now you are out and playgame of football, basketball or ing sports on the IM fields, but .
baseball, but also partake in some you also are having an urge to
dodgeball, inner tube water polo support our great UCF athletic
or IM Sports trivia. As you can teams. Do not fear - there is an

Only 5 minutes from UC_F«Area

Award winning Producer & former A&M recording S,f!ist
David Mikeal - owner aild chief engineer ·(·!:P~ -~: .

407-657-5425
e-mail: diff2@earthlink.net
Most major credit card's accepted

For the athlete
inallofus
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BRETT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

organization out there for the
diehard sports fan in all of you.
You are welcome to join the
Knights' biggest fans, a group
called the Rowdy Knights.
These rabid fans attend most
of UCFs major sporting events;
they event went to Milwaukee,
WISC., this spring to support the
· men's basketball team in the
NCAA tournament.
·,. i
when they cannot go to the
game you can probably find
them in Wackadoo's at the Student' Union watching-it on the
big screen They a have a great
time rooting for the Golden
Knights as well as heckling the
other team. To. join the Rowdy
Knights check out their Web site
at http://pegasus.ccuc£edu/-rk/
home.html There is a $10 fee to
join, but you get a Rowdy
Knights shirt and the opportunity to hang out with die-bard
sports fans to watch great UCF
athletics.

Flag football, top and volleyball, bottom, are ·
among the many intramural sports offered
by UCF's IM Sports organization.

WE THINK SAFE
YOUNG DRNERS
·LIKE YOU
DESERVE A BREAK.
~'\VE

Lf\lE \\!HERE '(()U LIVE"
Safe drivers under 25 can save up to 15% on
America's most trusted car insurance. Call me
for information and qualifications for the State
Farm"'· Steer Clear"' program . .
Rocco English, Agent
10004 University Blvd
Orlando, FL 32817
Bus: 407-657-7800
rocco.english.cslk@statefarm..com

~

LIKE A GOOD NEIGHBOR ~ STATE FARM IS TIIERE.~
I

,

.Providing Insurance and Financial Seryices

/

Sean Lavin
- Sophpmore ·General busines~
Hometown: Port St. Lucie, Fla.
High school: Lincoln Park Academy
Involvement: SGA Senate, Greek Life,
2003-2004 Homecoming Executive Board
community involvement director
Group: Lavin's Loudmouths
E-mail: greatsean@aol.com

Natalia RosochoWiz

l

Freshman • Philosophy
Hometown: Seminole, Fla.
High school: Seminole
Involvement: Apollo Area Council vice president, Young
Life, Burnett Honors College, Honors Congress
Group: Natali~'s New Kids on the Block
E-mail: talia2301@yahoo.com

Campus
·\ leadership·

has, an area council board that
plaris and facilitates the community's events and decides ' how
funding in that commUnity
should be>used.
SEAN LAVIN & NATALIA ROSOCHOWIZ
Another way students can get
0-Teamers
involved 'as campus leaders is
through their Greek fraternities
t UCF, being a cam- and sororities. Whether working
pus leader has its as leaders within their own chapperks. Th~ president ters, or by coordinating service
of the Student Goy- projects with the greater UCF
ernment Associa- community - like the annual
tion, for example, receives an "Greek''ster Egg Hunt held at
annual salary of about $18,000, Lake Claire - members of Greek
has access to a golf cart to drive organi7.ations have many opporaround campus, and has a big say tuni.ties to excel as campus leadin how the $10.8 million SGA ers and develop essential leaderbudget iS allocated.
ship skills.
The SGA president isn't the
Michael Henry, for instance,
only leader at UCF to get VIP earned a high leadership position
treatment, however. Students the same semester he joined afrawho sit on planning committees ternity. "The older members
of SGA agencies, housed in the showed me the ropes of~
Office ofStudent Involvement, or for SGA Senate. I won the elecOSI, often receive special access ti.on and now rm the chair[man]
to famous performers.· Students of the Operations Review Comon the executive board for UCFs mittee,'' Henry said He isn't the
~ Knightmare a weeklong only Greek involved in SGA In
· Homecoming celebration that fact, SGA officials estimate at
was named ''Best Homecoming least 70 percent of those involved
in Florida" by Florida Leader in SGA are Greek.
magazine - visited with Sean
Students also have the option
Paul ap.d Uncle Kracker before ofpaving their own way into stuthey performed for students in dent leadership. Any student
fall 2003. Board members <level- attending UCF has the right to
" oped leadership skills while start his or her own club - and
working With Knightmare's start clubs they do. There are
$350,000 budget to make it a sue- about 350 clubs registered with
cess.
the Office of Student InvolveGetting involved in SGA agen- · ment Clubs range from students
cies is easy. In fact, there are many who like eating cereal to student$
organizations that exist specifi- who build robots.
cally for creating student leaders
Ifa student cannot find a suitand instilling leadership qualities. able club, making a new one only
One such organization is Every requires 12 students and the filing
Knight Can Excel in-Leadership. of some paperwork with OSI in
~ Its mission is to cultivate student room 208 of the Student Union
leaders at UCF through trainipg, More information on joining
mentoring and consulting.
,
SGA agencies antl paperwork for
~
Aside from orgallizations starting clubs is available at OSfs
overseen by SGA, leadership Web site: http://www.osa.uc£edu.
positions extend to the residence Find infonnation on running for
halls. Each residence community SGA at http://www.sga.uc£edu.
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SOCIALIZIN
Tips

Finding friends is easy
with the many clubs and
restaurants near UCE

for meeting
new people
JENNIFER CQONEY & TIFFANY CHUK
0-Teamers

C

ollege is a new, exciting
experience for all new students. So many different
thoughts and feelings
are going through
your head. One thought that
may elicit the most concern is,
"How am I going to,meet people
at such a large university?" Surprisingly, meeting people is hot all
tha.t· difficult with a little bit of
planning.
.
There are many opportunities at UCF to become
involved and make new
friends. Get together with
other people hi your community. You can go . to
events that your resident
assistant is planning, such
as floor or community
socials. The good thing
about this is that · at the
socials, if you meet new people
they'll already be living close
enough that y<;>u can hang out all the
time.
·
Another way to.get to kllow peo-

Tiffany Chuk
Junior • liberal studies
Hometown: Pinellas Park, Fla.
High school: St. Petersburg
Involvement: Housing arid Residence Life,
Student Wellness Advocate Team, Burnett
Honors College
Group: Chuck's Mix
E-mail: tiffanychuk@yahoo.com

I

Jennife_r Cooney
Sophomore • Psychology 1
Hometown: Katy,Texas
High school: James ~-Taylor
Involvement: Greek Life, Hillel,
Volunteer UCF
Group: Cooney's Comedians
E-mail: sloopy702@aol.com

ple is through classes and lectures.
Take the initiative and talk to classmates. It may seem weird at first, but
chances are that they're just as confused with the material as you are,
and maybe you can help one another out. Form study groups with people in your classes. This way you can
meet outside of class to review
material in places such as the bookstore coffee shop or lounge areas.
Once you have gotten to know th~m,
you can study at someone's home·or
room making it easier to get to know
floor of the Student Union. If you love
people outside of class. Also, if
to volunteer, this is a great way to find
you're majoring in the same subject,
out what Orlando has to offer in the
it's likely that you'll see the ·people · way of volunteering projects. Voltinsame people in other classes.
teers are needed on a consistent basis
Another opportunity ·is volun- · to assist and go to events, fairs and
teering. Volunteering not only helps
schools, so you'll be having a good
other people but could help you as
time while helping others and meetwell. You can get involved with Voling new people.
. unteer UCF, located in the Office of
UCF is a world of opportunity!
Student Involvement on the second · There are hundreds clubs and organi-

1\

zations intended to help people get
involved and find out what their interests may be. There's something for
everyone. With all of UCF's different
interest groups, you're bound to find
something you like and meet people
who share your interests. Find out
more about VUCF and student organ:..
izations at http://www.osaucf.edu.
Intramural sports are a very popular event at UCF. The school has

everything from volleyball to floor
hockey. Everyone is allowed to play,
and if you don't have a team there is
help to find one perfect for you. Not
only will you be meeting new people,
but you will be exercising and staying
in great shape. Find more info at
http://www.imsports.ucf.edu.
Check out the Office of Student
Activities calendar. You can find it at
http://www.osa.ucf.edu. It shows

THE: .F-LITON

St~dents, f acuity

what different event~ are goipg on
around campus. You can also check
out the Campus Activities ~oard Web
site at http://www.cab.ucf.edu, which
shows upcoming events.
Remember, try to get out of your
room as much _as you can and :;tvoid
talking to the same old friends from
back home. Before you know it, you'll
be so involved that you won't have
time to feel lonely!

~TOP

and staff receive

208/o ·discount
.

KDLOUNGER

Store Wide
for UCF Students
. RETRO
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KOBE
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College Optical Express

College Optical Express

Outstanding Eyecare for Today's.Students

Outstanding Eyecare for Today's Students

tel. (407) 823-4020
Monday - Friday 9 a.m. -6 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m. -12 p.m.

Tel. (407) 823-4020
Monday - Friday 9 ~.m. - 6 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m. - 12 p.m.

Receive an Additional $5 OFF
any Purchase of Disposable
Contact Lenses

Receive an Additional $20 OFF
any Rx Complete Pair of
Glasses Purchase

Coupon must be presented at the time of purchase.
Expires Sept. 30, 2004. Minimum 2 boxes purchase.
Must make appointment by Sept. 30, 2004.

Coupon must be presented at the timeof purchase.
Expires Sept. 30, 2004. Minimum 2 boxes purchase.
Must make appointment by Sept. 30, 2004.
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College Station Apartments offers the finest in student living. Our friendly staff will take
extra care to make your busy l,ife easier. Every detail has been designed to help you
unwind from a hectic day of studying and classes. In your free time you can relax in the
sun by the pool or enjoy a game of air hockey or billiards. If the best is what you are
looking for, come to Cdllege Station Apartments!
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....,__ ___,._uni-vers-ity-Blvd_
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HIGH SPEED INTERNET

FREE SHUTTLE to UCF

Service In all 4 bedrooms•
No other Internet service required.

No need to drive when, you
can ride. Runs every 15 minutes.

ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED

CABLE TV with HBO

Electricity,. water,. sewage,. alarm,.
security,. trash,. pest control

Service in all 4 bedrooms .
with 6o+ channels plus 3 HBO's.

~

1
College Station
Apartments

Science Dr.

~---------
~

<.:

~

~

Challenger Pkwy.

EastJWest E>tpressway

I

1~
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Located just 1 mile south of UCF campus

• (4G1) 213--5151 •
www.collegestati~napartments.com
.
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.SCHOOL SERVICES REACH
Alex Nehme

REACH for
the stars.

Sophomore • Journalism
Hometown: Pompano Beach, Fla.
High school: Deerfield Beach
Involvement: NSCS
Group: Alex's Aristocats
E-mail: alexgalaxy04@yahoo.com

.Y

BRITTANY RESMANN & ALEX NEHME
0-Teamers

ou walk in and you
notice there are
posters of condoms
on the wall, pamJunior • Sociology
phlets about sexualHometown: Stuart, Fla.
ly transmitted infections, a bowl
High school: South Fork
Involvement: Marching Knights, Telecounseling,
full of free condoms and a
Undergraduate Admissions Ambassador
friendly face asking if you need
Group: Brittany'sSpears
any assistance. This is not your
E-mail: brittany__yo@yahoo.com
high school sex education class
- this is the REACH trailer.
The Responsible Education
and Action for Campus Health on birth control There is also a healthy college living. One pro·program is at UCF tQ help stu- program just for women that gram that REACH puts on is
dents make responsible deci- discusses sexual health issues called ADAPT - Alcohol Drug
sions during their college life concerning women and birth Awareness Prevention Training.
It is a three-part program that
about everything from sex to control
was created for students who
Th~ most popular workshop
drugs and alcohol REACH not
only gives out condoms, the pro- and the one mQst commonly have violated the campus alcogram also educates students seen in residence halls and stu- hol and drug policy. Instead of
through a variety of programs dent organizations is the Safer being preached to about the
and workshops, and resources Sex Interactive Workshop. Stu- dangers of alcohol, students
dents are taught hands-on about who have violated the rules are
about college health issues.
Unlike most sex education what safer sex is and how to educated about the harmful
classes, REACH ·strives to edu- have it. The workshop is guaran- effects of their actions. This procate rather than preach to stu- teed to have lots of laughs and gram allows students to make
dents. 'fhe program offers work- lots of free condoms for every- educated choices the next time
shops on safer sex, alcohol, body in attendance. REACH they are in a situation involving
drugs, sexually transmitted also puts on the annual event drugs and alcohol
Does becoming a peer eduinfections and the body. Presen- "Block it out with a Beat." The
tations and workshops are host- event is designed to increase cator sound interesting to you?
. ed by peer ed_ucators who are HIV/AIDS awareness among "Sex, Drugs, and Three Credit
UCF students. The peer educa- students. The event uses hip- Hours!" or HLP 2701 is the first
tors go to residence halls, stu- hop music to spread the word step in becoming a Peer Educadent organizations and local on the disease.' Comedians, live tor. The course is taught by a
middle and high schools, teach- performers and poets help to · professional health educator
ing students about these impor- keep the crowd engaged and and teaches in-depth about
tant issues. REACH offers pro- entertained. Vouchers for free health issues facing college stugrams and workshops about HIV tests are available at the dents. Call 407,-823-5457 for
safer sex arid dealing with sexu- event. REACH offers HIV tests more questions about becoming
ally transmitted· infections. on campus fo1!" $10. Call 407-823- a peer educator or the programs
Straight Talk is .an interactive . AIDS for more information offered to UCF . students
program for both women and about the HIV test that REACH through REACH. Students can
also visit MOD 617 located on
their partners that educates stu- offers.
Alcohol is one of the most the chemistry green. REACH is
dents about birth control methods and sexually transmitted evident college health issues here to make yQur experience
infections. Every person who today and the peer educators at here at UCF safe and healthy
·
enrolls receives a $10 discount REACH strive to promote through education.

Brittany Resmann

UCF CARD·
A digital wallet, ~ticket, ID

The LEAD Scholars Program staff would like to c-ongratulate the following
students for being selected as LEAD Scholars beginning Fall 2004. Students are selected
for this two-year leadership development program based on their
experiences in leadership, academics, and service during their high school tenure.
Travis Aldrin
Fatima Alibana
Stephanie Allen
William Anderson
Bryan Arnette
Nadine Avola
Elyssa Barbash
Erika Barber
Ariel Baruch
Ryan Bauer
Krystin Beavers
Lindsay Bilton
Alexina Binnie
Maria Blanchet
Natalia Blanco
Tara Bloss
Natasha Bogatitus
Stephanie Bombardo
Lynne Bona
Rosanne Bongiovanni
Nicholas Brickley
Sean Brodie
Jonathan Brokaw
Philip Brooks
Naomi Brownstein
Kristen Buccigrossi
Marlene Burdick
Nathalie Cabrera
Andrea Cannizzaro
Matthew Carver
Brett Catlin
Ashley Cavileer
Shawn Chaudhry
Jacquelyn Chin
Christina Chonody
Jocelyn Cimeno
Matthew Clark ·
Markisha Coboume
Stephanie Colombo
Sophie Comiskey
Jessica Cook
Brittany Cooke
Karen Coons
Clinton Cronin
Kimberly Cross
Jennica Crum
Charles DeBartolomeis
Chad Dedmon
Jennifer DeFreitas
· Patricia Delgado
Peter Dobosz
Christopher Dorsey
Amanda Downing
Sara Dunlap
Nathan Edwards
Darby Lea Edwards
Ryan Eichelroth
Diana Elders
Seth Elkins
Emily Elling
Leah Engle
Megan Erickson
Lauren Esperon
Janessa Fajardo
LaNarcis Fisher
Audrey Flanagin
Holly Fonda

Eric Forrest
Lauren Fountain
Victoria Franzes13
Lauren Frazer
Lacey Friedman
Matthew Gagnier
Stephanie Garay
Christopher Gilhooley
Ashley Glover
Janine Godfrey
Katherine Goedeker
Lindsay Gold
Rachel Goldstein
Phillip Grablow
Renee Graham
Priscilla Grainger
Todd Greenwood
Jennifer Gregory
Christopher Grieff
Lindsey Griffiths
Alexis Grzymkowski
Kristine Gundayao
Heather Hanna
James Hardin
Sarah Hatcher
Carissa Herrington
Kyle Heyne
Faith Higgins
Annemarie Hofmann
Daniel Holm
Kayla-Rena Holmes
Ashley Honts
Kyle Hooper
Thomas Hopkins
, Kathryn Hosking
Courtney Howard
Jahmar Ignacio
Amanda Johns
Lindsey Johns Tara Jones
Jeremy Joseph
Mark Justice
Adam Karolick
Christina Kassianides
Jennifer Kepler
Brittany Kester
Robert King
Charles King
Kaitlyn Kludjian
Michael Koach
Melissa Kratish
Kristen Kushner
Jessica LaGala
Richard Lake
Adebola Lamikanra
Andrew Lawrence
Samantha Lackey
Crystal Lee
Camille Legault
Jessica Lemons
Justin Lenhard
Daniel Leventhal
Sherry Liebnitzky
Heather Lief
Stephanie Listowski
Lani Lianes
Renee Logue

Anne Marie Rossi
Shane Rowe
Deborah Ryan
Daniel Samuels
Katherine Sapp
Andrew Satkowiak
Austin Saucier
Jaclyn Schwartz
Jamie Schweifel
Vinay Shah
Krupali Shah
Kajel Shah
Katie Sheek
Alexandra Sheldon
Kate Shelley
Keegan Shepherd
Sareh Shoraka
· Whitney Sills
Amy Sloan
Megan Smemoff
Kathryn Smith
Gatrell Smith
Sarah Smith
Samantha Solie
Natalia Spinelli
Michaela Stamm
Jamie Stell
Holly Strong
Casey Strzelewicz
Erin Sweeney
Stephanie Tan
Anna Taylor
Valerie Telasco
Keri Tessitore
Gary Thompson
Helen Tillem
Evelyn Tonn
Nicole Toomey
Katherine Tracy
Vivi Tran
Justin Trotter
Terese Trudell
Jessica Uelmen
Daniel VanderBaan
Matthew Vargas
Anthony Velei
Bryan Wagner
Scott Wagner
Ashley Walker
Eric Walker
Sabrina Wall
Emily Walsh
Jessica Walton
ClintWansa
Erin Warren
Christopher Weaver
Lacey Webb
Meredith Wheeler
Megan White
Jeremy Whitehead
Taylor Wiatt
Sarah Wilkening
Brandon Woodard
Kent Young
Tara Zapp
Julie Zimmerman

Tiffany Lucania
Brian Lynch
Candace Mackey
Rachel Mackey
Tanya Mahoy
Victoria Manglardi
Veronica Manglardi
Raymond Marshall
Justin Martineau
Michael Mattera
Mandi Mazurkiewicz
Daniel McCarthy
Sara McClure
Meghan McCormick
Jessica McFarland
Ian McKay
Jennifer Mehltretter
Nida Merchant
Courtney Merrow
Maria Mertens
Stuart Milchman
Kristina Milicevic
Amy Moore
Michael Morgan
Kathryn Morris
Brittany Moscato ·
Michelle Motola
Lawnette Mundy
Robert Murray
Bryanna Narine
Casey Nesselhauf
Matthew Newness
Kathy Nguyen
Karen Nguyen
Amanda Okolo
Erica Padgett
Ryan Pallas
Allison Palmer
Orville Parke
Courtney Parker
Maria Pecoraro
Jamie Pennington
Rita Perez
Lauren Perrella
Stephen Petit
Nickisha .Pierre
Angela Polito
Lisa Portmann
Grant Powers
Amber Price
Sarah Pullen
Andrea Pumariega
Rachel Purdy
Sumayya Qadri
Joseph Raiker
Christine Ramirez
Victoria Reynolds
Caitlin Rinke
Billy Rippy
Kathryn Roberts
Cliff Roberts
Matthew Roberts
Mary Robinson
Siarra Robinson
Angela Rollo
Sloane Rosenberg
Jared Rosenfeld

UCF student IDs: The only plastic card
your parents will encourage you to use

Holly Kowalski
Senior • Music education
Hometown: St. Augustine, Fla.
High school: St. Augustine
Involvement: R.A., CMENC, Flute Club
Group: Holly's Hotties
E-mail: kateshalom@aol.com

Vanessa Lippincott
. Freshman· Nursing pending
Hometown: Sunrise, Fla.
High school: Piper
Involvement: 0-Team 2004, RA in ·
Capricorn Community (Pegasus Landing}
Group: Vanessa'sVillains
~-mail: punkigrrl4@yahoo.com

HOLLY KOWALSKI &
VANESSA LIPPINCOTT
0-Teamers

0

h, all the places yo.u
can go ... with your
UCF student· ID
card. When arriving at the university for the first time, it is important to know that the UCF ID
shows you lovin' far beyond
the gates to UCF: Providing
discounts, free stuff and simply the proof t:p.at you are no
longer forced to attend an 8
a.m. to 4 p.m. school schedule,
student IDs include all the
great perks of attending a state
university.
.
Like discounts? . Your ID
card will save you tons of cash
that you don't really even ·
have! Crispers, located in
Waterford Lakes Towne Center, gives you a free bag of
cookies with any purchase
when you present a valid student ID. Just a few feet away
· you can go to a movie and get
$2 off. Across the street at The
Atlanta Bread Co. UCF students get 10 percent off any
·
purchase.
: Did someone say clothes?
Goodwill gives UCF students
10 percent off all purchases ...
and you will be shopping at
the Goodwill.
,
Of course you can also get
awesome perks from UCF just
for having your caid. All sporting events are free . to card
holders. You can go to any basketball game, football game
and UCF event, all for free.
Don't care too much for
sports? How about Orlando's
I

~/

numerous theme parks? This
spring the Student Government
Association gave away 12,000
Islands of Adventure tickets
free to students with a valid ID.
Even better, less than two
days later students were given
free tickets to Wet n' Wild with
a valid student ID, and they
. even kept the water park open
four hours later just for the
Knights. Then about a week
after these awesome events,
MTV's invaded campus witli
Hoobastank as well as other
live acts free of charge to UCF·
students on campus.
There have been countless
world-famous
comedians,

bands and largescale activities for the
students, and it's all available
to us with an ID card. A new
program began in the fall of
2003 with huge success. Learning and Interacting with New
Knights is a program for firstyear students that awards
"LINK Loot" to students who
attended various UCF events. At
the en,d of each semester, an
, auction is held where students
place their accumulated LINK
loot on prizes such as free
tuition, trips, televisions and
other electronics. The student
with the most loot on any particular prize wins it.
So by now you're probably
super excited about attending
UCF and getting your ID card,
but don't know where oi when
to get it. UCF makes it really
simple for you ... if you were not
able to get it while attending
your orientation, simply go to
the UCF Card office across from
the campus bookstore with a
valid picture ID. You will have
your picture taken, and
moments later you will have
your very own ID card ready for
use. The best part is ... even the
card is free!

35 models,to choose from!
Buy it f,~day! •
•

Sleep on 1t ton1ghtl

'

I
I

Complete Full Be.d : Complete Queen Bed ~ .

Plush full set with
I frame and delivery
I
included

1

Plush queen set with
frame and delivery
included

·I

$309

:

' $259

Coupon Requiretf

/6801 Unive~ity Blvd Unit# 4
Winter Par!<, Florida 32792
Tel# 407-671-8609

- - -

-

Loft Beds
Day Beds
Futons
Headboards
Canopy Beds
Platform Beds

Master Steven SeagaI .has open atraditional
TenShin Aikido s~hool under bis direction of
Luis Santos Sensei a dire~t student of Steven Seagal.

Morning Afternoon &Evening classes
Open 6~ays aweek.

:

AWESOME VALUE!

Aikido Ten Shin Dojo

Teaching the Art ofTenShin Aikido and a
Japanese Swordsman8hip
called. Ryu Sei. Ken.
I

I

Super
Value

FIRM

Plush
PillowTo

TWIN SET

$109
$159
$179
$289

$235
$279
$299
$459

FULL SET
KING SET

-

I
J

$699.95
$99.95
$79.95
$39.95
$74.95
$180.00

d

Web Sitewww.Tenshindojo.us
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.~·: FRESHMEN MARCHING·BAND MUSICIAN
DANCERS, COLORGUARD, AND MAJORETif·: .
'

.

.

.

'

BE .ADVISED .
.

'

- THE MARCHING KNIGHTS ARE MADE UP OF OVER 280 ·STlJDE.N'FS . '
·. EVERY DISCIPLINE AND COLLEGE. ENGINEERING, COMPUTE~· ,S
·"· EDUCATION·, )iUSIN·E S:S ; BIOLOGY, PERFORMANCE~ SPEECJi;'P~)lff ·
R · .~:NG, CRIMINAL JUSTICE, LEAD SCHOLARS, HONORS P~ROG .
. _ E'S illENTS COUNCIL, EVERY SORORITY AND _F %* •
, - ' ~I MAKE,TIME TO CREATE 'T HiS EXClt: ,

~·

·~l"l.l ,_

. A:RCHING KNIGHTS DURI.NG ORIENTATION AND
EJ2f·YpUR NEW FRIENDS AND FELLOW PERFORMERS.
- -: -. . , . CLASS ._ MUN 3113 M-F ·4 :30 - 5:50,

~ · .· ·MKINFO@PEGASUS.CC. UCF.-E DU '. .
"·- - -,IJCFMARCHINGKNIGHTS.COM -~-- -_· ,
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UCF Affiliated Housing
Pegasus Landing
12440.Golden Knight Circle
Qrlando, FL 32817
·Phone: 407.380.5807

Pegasus Pointe.
2635 College Knight Court
' Orlando, FL 32826
·' Phone: 407.384.liSOO

•some Restrictions Apply
••Available at Pegasus Landing
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.Traditions
Carlos Principe

P. . . . .

Sophomore • Criminal justice
Hometown: Puerto Rico and Oviedo, Fla.
High school: Oviedo
Involvement: HASA, Elements of UCF
Group: Carlos' Cookie Monsters
E-mail: chaching85@aol.com

-~

-~

Rachel Navarre
Senior· Ad/PR
Hometown: Jacksonville, Fla.
High school: Mandarin
Involvement: AD Club, Homecoming
Exec. Boa rd Group: Rachel's Retros
E-mail: rachelnavarre@msn.com

UCF
traditions
·and their
•
mtportance

The Student Government
Associotion
would like: you to

CARLOS PRINCIPE & RACHEL NAVARRE

Resident Assistants

0-Teamers
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raditions are an extremely
important part of student
life at UCF. Traditions add
meaning and excitement to
the college experience.
Three main traditions the student
body holds close to its heart are
Knightmare, Black and Gold Fridays
and protecting the Pegasus seal.
Homecoming Week at UCF is
\
known as Knightmare. Knightmare ·
takes place the week before the
. Homecoming football game. Each
day has its own theme.
_
· Knightmare begins on Sunday
with a concert in downtown Orlando
ebration ofUCF each year. This is the
at Church Street Station, featuring a
one and pnly time of the year that the
well-known national act. On Monday,
public is allowed in the ReflectiJ;lg
hundreds of students lounge on the
Pond. Students and faculty splash
lawn surrounding the reflect:i.D.g pond
around in the water while being
,.for Movie Knight, a free film screenentertained by UCF cheerleaders and
ing outside on a. huge projection
dance t~. President John Hitt and
screen. Tuesday is Carnival Knight,
UCF mascdt Knightro are also there
when the Arena parking lot fills with
to join in on tlie festivities. Hundreds
carnival rides, games and food. .Camof free UCF spirit items, including
pus clubs and· organizations perform
foam Knightros and T-shirts, are
themed skits for an arena filled with
thrown into the pond for the students
students on Wednesday's Skit Knight.
to catch. A musical act performs in
The groups compete for Homecomfront of Millican Hall following the
ing Spirit Points that will lead to an
spirited celebrations.
award at the football game on SaturSaturday morning, students, faculday.
·
ty, alumni and community residents
Thmsday is Variety Knight. Once
fill the streets of downtown Orlando
again, the arena is filled with students
for the viewing of the Homecoming
· to be entertained by various comediparade. The parade features Presians or musical acts, free of charge.
Spirit Splash, held on Friday, was - dent Hitt, the Homecoming Court
rated the No. 1 tradition in the state of ' and numerous floats from UCF
organizations and area business~s.
Florida by Florida Leader magazine.
The grand finale of Knightmare is, of
·Thousands of UCF students and
course, the Homecoming football
·alumni fill the Reflecting Pond in eel-

club?.Talk to your RA. Want to know
were to go if you need help with your
homework or need assistance with
somethirig? Talk to your RA.
Your RA also puts on awesome
programs designed for their fellow
LUKE DONOHOO
. residents. These events range .from
0-Teamers
activities for community education,
social interaction, community buildne of the most untapped ing and just plain fun. These events
and unused resources at can teach yqu valuable skills or just
· UCF is your RA. RA stands .. help you to meet some of the people
for resident assistant, and you live with. They are wonderful
if you live on campus or in ways to interact with your RA.
affiliated housing you have one. Your
A few notable programs are movie
RA is a wonderful tool. RAs help bring nights, cooking 101, "Drunk, Drunker
community to UCF and help you . and Impaired," barbecues, sex and
adjust to college life.
chocolate, sushi nights, comedy mght
Some studehts may feel that RAs and much more. One of the b-e st
are intimidating and unapproachable, · things at these programs by far is that
at all of these
events there is
. free food! These
events will feed
Sophomore • Sociology
you and save you
Hometown: Jacksonville, Fla. .
from having to
High school: Terry Parker
cook or eat
Involvement: LEAD Scholars, LEAD mentor,
RA in Aries Community, dance marathon
another bowl of
Group: Luke's Skywalkers
ramen noodles.
E-mail: texasluke84@yahoo.com
Trust us if you
. haven't learned
the meaning of
free or apprecibut these helpful members of the UCF ate it yet, you will, because you are
community are more than willing to now a college student and saving
take time out of their day and talk · money is vital. Have an idea for a prowith you, even just get to know you. gram and want to see it happen? Tell
For the RAs it is more than just a job your RA. If anything, at least know
- it is something they love to do. your RA's phone number or where
They are here .for you. From room- they are locateq, because you never
mates to laundry, your RA can help 'know when you may need them .
you handle it. ·
Do not forget your RA is here for
Your RA is also a source of vast you. In the words of Star Wars "Use
knowledge. They can get you hooked the Force, Luke." In other words, use
up.
Want ·to 1get involved or join a your RA!
,
I

Use the Force
or your RA

S'lAY OFF TH€ PEGASUS'

0

1
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game. The stands of the Citrus Bowl
are filled with screaming fans, ready
to cheer the Golden Knights on to
victory.
Another tradition that is valued by
UCF students all year long is Black
and Gold Fridays. Every Friday, students and faculty wear their school
colors with pride. Knightro and his
spirit police hand out citations to un.spirited students; this includes a
coupon for discounted Knightwear at
the UCF bookstore.
·
When walking through the Student Union, students honor another
UCF tradition by not walking on the
Pegasus, displayed in a tile mosaic on
the floor in the atrium. Tradition says
that students who walk on the Pegasus will receive bad grades in their
classes. By participating in these traditions, students add memories to
their college experience and ensure
that the traditions will be passed on
for years to come.

Luke Donohoo

0
5 TANS
FOR
$15°
in a 15 Minute Bed ..
(Tans must be used within 30 days}

Please call us at 407~UCF-Ml<;DS (823-6337) or come
by the pharma~, located in the Health Cen'ter, and_
experience "The·UCF Pharmacy Difference".iC._~
'
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•UCF

The UCF P h armacy is a div}sion of Student Health Services and SDES.

Air Brush Tanning
1 Session ~25°0/2 for s4goo
Introductory·
Tanning Offer

99C

1 TANNING VISIT

(Level A Bed &1st Time Clients Only)
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•free Resident Programs ·
• Sparkling Pools w/Sundecks
· • Computer Business Center
•Gated Communities
•·Discounted Cable Option
• 24 Hour Emergency ~aintenance
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Whatever diredion you wish to toke your education a!Jd career, Air Force ROTC con help
prepare you for tomorrow's challenges. Scholarships are available to help you
complete_your college degree. What are you waiting for?
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Living

Parking

'

J>ros and cons ·
~fliving on campus.

The hunt
for parking

Cnristopher Shon

·Jennifer Medeiros
Junior· Ad/PR
Hometown: Ft. Myers, Fla.
High school: Estero
Involvement: LEAD Scholars, Greek Life,
National Society of Collegiate Scholars, Volunteer
UCF, dance marathon, Quotes Ad/PR Club
Group: Jenn's Whatchamacallits
E-mail: boop2688@aol.com
Choosing a
_place to live
isn't just oncampus versus
off-campus. It's
which dorm or
apartment.

0-Teamers

U

nsure of whether
or not to live on
campus? Although
on-campus housing is slightly
more expensive than housing off campus, there are
many benefits that are
included with the on-campus living experience.
Students who reside on
campus tend to be better
informed of activities taking
place at and around UCF.
Resident assistants frequently promote such events,
•1 which can result lead to you
getting more involved with
the university.
·
Does free food sound
good? When living in the
residence halls, it is one of
many things that can be
found at the activities and
P}.'Ograms put on by the RAs.
Some students feel that
there are too many rules and
regulations restricting their
freedom while living in the
residence halls. These rules
are s imply guidelines that
are set in order to ensure resident safety. If an emergency
should ever occur there are
several people who are able
to be contacted for immediate assistance, such as the
on-campus police and fire
department, Resident Assistants, and the Department of
Housing and Residence Life.
One thing found to be an
inconvenience of on-campus
living is the laundry facilities. At certain times, you
may find the laundry rooms
crowded with -students,
which might result in some
students •having to wait for
' others to finish. There is also
a small fee to use these facilities. On the other hand, students off campus are generally supplied with their own
washer and dryer.
Students on campus have
the luxury of housekeeping
services, though, which
maintains the cleanliness of
each individual room on a
weekly basis.
Unlike students who live
off campus, class is just a
hop, skip and a jump away
from the residente halls.
Students have the convenience to literally roll out of
bed fifteen minutes b efore
class starts and still make it
on time. However, off-campus residents are forced to
wake up earlier in order to
drive, park and then walk to
class;
With housing; it's simply
a matter of preference of
which lifestyle suits you better. No matter where a student may choose to live during
the
collegiate
experience, there are many
pros and cons for wherever _a
residence is est ablished.
UCF students have already
made the right d ecision to
become a Golden !(night, so
no matter where they choose
to live, they're guaranteed to
have the optimum college
experience!
\.

the car for only five minutes,
you will most likely be ticket- '
Freshman· Business/marketing
ed. In an effort to get parking.
Hometown: Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
during peak hours, every stuHigh school: South Plantation
dent must eventually master .
Involvement: 0-Team 2004
CRAIG CURTISS & JESSICA HAIRE
this fine art.
Group: Craig's Castaways .
0-Teamers
If students are really desE-mail: structure0015@aol.com
perate for a-space, they watch
the side of the parking lot
efore
venturing
nearest to the building in
forth into the
which they need to .go,
labyrinths
of
watching for people on foot
despair known as
entering the parking lot on
the UCF parking
Freshman· Organizational communications
Hometown: Fenelon Falls, Ontario; Canada and
the way back from class.
lots, one thing must be
Pembroke Pines, Fla.
Being sure to maintain digniunderstood. The parking
High school: Pembroke Pines Charter
ty and personal space permit that costs a lot of
Involvement: Golden Opportunities, Greek Life
stalking is impolite, but it's
money isn't so much a perGroup: Jessica'~ Rabbits
worse if your bumper is on
mit as it is a "hunter's
E-mail: crazeecanadian@msn.com
your target's ankles. It helps
license" of sorts. Any student
to ask the person you intend
can tell you just how difficult
to follow if they're actually
it can be to find a good parkclass before the teacher pass- spaces become fair game, as leaving. It's nice, and you'll
ing space.
long as you have a student know right away if you're
Often, by the time one is es the attendance sheet.
The following side tips pass. This is always a good . wasting your time. This is an
found, students are so late
that it isn't even needed any- should also be kept in mind place to start looking opportunity to find out if
more. Yet, students still on the hunt for a space. If a because the majority of pro- they have the worst spot in
the lot, too.
endure the daily parking parking garage is the destina- fessors and staff are leaving.
- When coq:ring home late
Getting the lone parking
search. There is hope in this tion and it is between the
desperate situation. Armed hours of 11 a.m. and 5 p.m., from a long night of studying space is made even more
should
head (after 11 p.m.), it's usually best interesting when two people
with knowledge and experi- students
ence, it is possible to reduce straight for the top floor to head straight to the park- are following the same
the time spent searching for because it's doubtful a space ing garages because the resi- unsuspecting driver. As
a parking space and get to will be found anywhere else. dential parking lots are usu- daunting as it may seem, it is
On the way up, just keep ally full. Students must keep possible to find parking on
class on time.
.
First things first - stu- your eyes peeled for cars one thing in_mind at all times_ the UCF campus. Keeping
dents should leave for class _ pulling out of spaces. After while searching - don't ever · these tips in mind along with
one hour early! This pro- 5:30 p.m. or 7 p.m., depending park anywhere ~hat is not a a little trial and error is sure
vides ample time to find that upon the lot, and until 7 am., des~gnated parking space. to land any student a great, or
perfect space and make it to faculty and staff parking Even if you are away from not so great, space every day.

B

Freshman• Undeclared
Hometown: Jacksonville, Fla.
High school: Mandarin
Involvement: KSA, ASA, MMA Sparring
Club, LEAD Scholars
Group: Chris's Chopsticks
E-mail: chrisshon624@hotmail.com

CHRISTOPHER SHON
& JENNIFER MEDEIROS

Craig Curtiss

Jessica Haire

The Closest Apartments to UCF!

"2ucF
LET US HElP YOUI

Woodside Apartments

The Wellness Center, a division of
Student Health Services, offers many
services to help you deal with the
annoyances of your daily routine
and our certified consultants can
help ·you live a better, healthier, and
more slre$S free life! We offer FREE
and LOW·COST $erviC$s and
\VOrkshops such as:

2 Bedroom
2 Bath
Reduced to

5625

.

PERSOIAl TRAUUlfO

. per month

RELAXATION

Includes:

• Water/Sewer • Huge Floor Plans
• Walk-in-Closets
•Trash
• Pest Control • Balconies
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MASSAGE

MEDITATION

Call Jim at (407) 294-8082 to
hear about our student discount~
Professionally managed by
CAMEO Professionals Inc

.

eauu
HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

1, 2, & 3 Bedroom homes startingfrom $640
Conveniently located within miles of Valencia & UCF

Features:
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• Three pools, lighted racquetball
and tennis courts
• Fully equipped fitness center
• Volleyball and basketball courts

• Screened patio or balcony
• Additional storage
• ZOM'S "Yes We Can" sen-ice
• Clothes &car care center

-

• Resident business center
• Microwaves and self-cleaning ovens
•Tot lot
• Full-size washer/dryer conn.

Business Center - 5 computers, copy machine, fax machine,
cardiovascular weight & training center available to students

Office Hours: Mon - Fri 9-6 • Sat 10-5 • Sunday 12-5
DIRECTIONS: Take Highway 50 (Colonial D rive) east to ChickasawTnti!.Turn righ t on Chickasaw Trail. We are locat ed 1 mile o n the left.

( 407) 658-6522

ZOMI

RES!QENJ!AL SERVICES
M ore lhlui you upect...

And 1Mn ZOM ! .

•

ACCREDITED
MANAGEMENT

ORGA~IZATION®

• www.WoodlandsApts.com
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ACADEMICS & JOBS
Majors·

.

do to get accepted and what to take
until acceptance is obtained.
. Professors for the major are also a
'
.
very useful resource in determining
whether a major is useful for · a
desired career. Examples of limited
access majors are·radio/TY, journalisin and cardiopulmonary sciences.
Picking majors is one of the most
important decisions students make
JESSY HOWARD & ANGELA BYRD
· at UCF, which in turn makes it one of
· 0-Teamers
the most difficult. It sometimes feels
as if the walls are closl.ng in when
ew UCF students file into other students have majors and you
registration at every ori- still aren't sure about what to do for
entation to find an inter- the "rest of your life." Despite this
esting word next to their daunting task, there are more than
intended major - pend- just advisers to help.
The Career Resource Center
ing. What does that mean?
Certain majors, because of such a (CRC) also aids in picking majors
large number of applicants and lim- and career planning. It holds several
ited facilities, are designated as "lim- programs throughout the year with .
ited access'1 majors. L~ted access topics such as "Choosing and
slln.ply means that there is an appli- Changing Majors," "Connecting
cation process before you can take Majors and Careers," "What Can I
Do with This
Major?" and
"Career Planning Process."
Junior • Radio/television
The CRC also
Hometown: West Palm Beach, Fla.
High school: A.W. Dreyfoos School of the Arts
uses personaliInvolvement: National Society of Collegiate
ty tests to
Scholars, DanceFever, Volunteer UCF, Circle K
determine
International, Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship
areas
that
Group: Angela and the City
match interE-Mail: ucfangel03@yahoo.com
ests, personaliti~s, val1;1es and
skills. .
It
also
Senior • Radio/television
.
assesses
each
Hometown: St. Petersburg, Fla.
individual
High school: Pinellas Park
Involvement: LEAD Scholars, LINK, EKCEL
major
with
Group: Jessy's Jelly Belly Jelly Bean
r.egards to the
E-mail: jessy@mail.ucf.edu
fypes of jobs
students can
get and the
skills
they
certain upper-division courses ~the
learn through
classes. The CRC also has different
major.
The first thing is to find out if you services to offer students in certain
are in a limited access major. To do majors. ·
n can help you with your resume
this, simply go to the POLARIS Web.
site at https://connect.ucf.edu and and improve your job interview
click on the enroll/drop/withdraw skills through workshops, so you'll
button or degree audit button. The be ready when graduation rolls
best way to start the process of get- around. The advisers, offices, tests
ting into a limited access major is to and programs will aid and assist, but
seek out the advisor for the major. ultimately the final decision of what
The advisor can help with how to to major in and what to make a
apply to the specific major, what to career out oflies with the student.

·Picking .
ama1or:

The First Year Advising
and Exploration Office,
located in Phillips Hall,
· provides help for a
successful transition
into college life.

(.it

the limited edition

N

Angela Byrd

Jessy Howard
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Advisers

Why your

Andrew Gimson

college adviser.
is important

~sh n~d ~~

declare
a
major
right
away, and the
advisers know
that. They are
here to help
students
choose
a
career path by
offering special
"undeSenior • Hospitality management
clared
workHometown: Ocala, Fla.
shops." These
High school: Forest
Involvement: Greek Life, Hospitality
programs are
Association, Eta Sigma Delta Honor Society
helpful since
Group: Tracy's Trendsetters
they · find a
E-mail: tracyrw325@aol.com
major that best
suits students'
interests.
·If students have already declared Once a major is finally declared,
their major, then the college adviser that's one less thing that both the stuis for them. Advisers can dearly dis- dent and the adviser have to do.
cuss a student's · future plans and 1'
Even the "all-knowing genius"
determine all the right classes need- type can benefit from meeting with
ed.t o take in order to obtain a degree. an adviser. Advisers are able to betThe well-trained staff helps students ter explain the UCF catalog and even
to identify and register for all the share information in addition to the
necessary classes in a way more catalog that would be useful 'to the
clearly understood than if the stu- student. And how hard is it just to
dent only used the UCF catalog. stop in and say that you're doing OK?
Also, by seeing an adviser, students
College can be confusing and
will be able to ask any question their overwhelming at times. That's why
heart desires in regards· to their .s tudents have advisers. They're here
major.
to help gµide students throughout
For those students who haven't these years to make sure that everyalready declared a major, college one makes the most of their college
advisers are also for them. There is experience.

\

Freshman • Electrical engineering
Hometown: Tampa, Fla.
High school: Chamberlain
Involvement: ASA, MMA Sparring Club,
Greek Life, RA in L9ke Claire, Digital Media Club
Group: Andrew's Animal House
E-mail: wildkid38@hotmail.com

TRACY WRIGHT & ANDREW GIMSON
0-Teamers
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ollege can be pretty overwhelming at this time,
especially when students
have .to balance monetary
funds, work schedule,
social time and other obligations.
So if students are always busy, how
do they know which classes they
should take in order to graduate on
time? That's one reaso1,1 1why advisers are so important. They are here
to help students through their college days and make sure students
are on the right track to success.
The traditional role of the college
adviser has been to help .students
select classes for the -upcoming
semester. They help identify which
classes the student's major requires.
Advisers even point out other class.es that will satisfy · graduation
requirements or may be of interest to
the student. Not only can they help
with classes, they can also refer students to specialized counselors ·if
students haye problems that go
beyond the realm of Polaris or their
advisers' capacities.

Tracy Wright
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bedroom land •••

No lines. No hassles.

Your orientation
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Master bedroom furniture
All Styles
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We
Sell Used College Textbooks
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place an order visit our site
or. phone 800-691-8288.
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·Waterbeds ds
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Ent.er Code: UCFSUMMERO at checkout
and receive a free giff with order.
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Space-Age

AIRBEDS
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Featuring the quietes

Special Introductory Price
Offer For A Limited Tim,e!
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Sofa-Bed Convertibles
are, a great way to sit ... and
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'New & Improved Internet Access That's Quicker. Better. Bright er.
With new high-speed Internet ac~ess from Bright House Networks, surfing the net is even better
'

than before. We've enhanced our fiber optic network performance to be even faster - up to 2 times
'

.

faster than DSL, and light years. ahead of dial-up. That means you'll spend less time waiting for
downloads and more time using the Internet for the things you love. Current customers, just log
on and automatically enjoy the

upgrade~

performance! It's no

•ln~t~ntly-o~, iig~tning fast co~h~ction

wonder 2 out of 3 households with high-speed Internet use .

•Fast and ea'~ tlownloads for musio,
vi~eos and digital photos

.cable-based technology: Ready to go online and go faster,

•Includes high-speed Cable modem, ~
no: eqnipme'nt ·to purchase
•t!o need for a second phone line
•No long term con~racts

better, brighter? Call today for free installation.

bright~

hO~.!~~,.
www.mybrighthouse.com

1-877-892-EASY

*Source: Broadbarid Intelligence. Inc., Broadband Daily. Services available in most areas. C.ertain restrictions apply. Residential service only. Limited time offer. Home networking
available. Requires separate AOL sign-up. America Ortline, APL and the triangle logo are registeretl trademarks of America Online, Inc. The AOL for Broadband logo and !he AOL for
Broadband service marks are trademarks of America Online, Inc. ©2004 Earthlink. lnc. Earthlink is a trademark and the Earthlink logo is a registered trademark of Earthlink, Inc.
Trademarks are property of their respective owners. All rights reserved. LOONEY TUNES, characters, names and all rel&ted indicia are trademarks of and © Warner Bros.
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.C ADEMICS &. JOBS
Studying

What are
some
effective
study tips I
can put to

ALISON ·RIZZO

is a different story. Many
classes have professors who
only give two or thiee t~sts
f you think you can per semester. Since testing is
get by with the same so infrequent, studying and
old
lackadaisical, . preparing for a test becomes
last that much more important.
unorganized,
minute approach to
The first week of classes
studying, then you are sadly can be overwhelming to
mistaken. This is college; many freshmen; 350 students
higher
education
that in one lecture hall can be
requires a higher standard of unfamiliar and nerve-rackstudying techniques. Above ing. However, that first week ·
all else, there are a few key is crucial in making connecsuggestions that can be help- tions and contacts with felful throughout your college low classmates as well as
experience.
understanding the profesFirst, it is a great idea to sors' expectations. Be sure to
become familiar with your make a friend in each class to
professors and their way of take notes in your place in
testing. For example, some case of an emergency. Develprofessors are partial to mul- oping bonds in class is part of
tiple-choice tests, while oth- the college experience and
ers prefer true-or-false test can lead to ... study groups!
formats. Essay, short answer Study groups are so benefior fill-in-the-blank tests are cial because .sometimes it is
always in the mix as· well. easier to learn from a peer
Knowing the type of test wqo can put things in words
beforehand will aid you in you can understand.
effectively studying for it,
The last tip to offer is: be
helping you get the much prepar~d! College professors
desired A
won't keep up with your perIn high school you were sonal progress in the class.
graded on many things over Each student is expected to
the course of a semester read the assigned readings
(tests, quizzes, homework, and come to class prepared to
participation, etc.), but you speak knowledgeably about
will come to find that college the subject matter. It is also a
good idea to review your
notes after the class meets,
just to refresh and clarify the
\
information
you are given.
Senior • Legal studies
More importantly, the best
Hometown: Daytona Beach, Fla.
way to be prepared and keep
High school: Atlantic
Involvement: Greek Life
. up with the fast pace of things
Group: Goldstone's Ghostbusters
is to attend class. By attendE-mail: magic2325@aol.com
ing class you are assured the
exposure of all the material
discussed in class - which is
possible test material.
Knowing the test format,
developing a study group and
Sophomore• Undeclared
keeping up with the pace of
Hometown: Tampa, Fla.
the class can all help you
High school: Chamberlain
reach your full potential as a
Involvement: LEAD Scholars
Group: Alison's A-Team
student. By using these simE-mail: norecliner@hotmail.com
ple techniques, your transition to UCF can be smooth
and painless.
& AARON GOLDSTONE
0-Teamers
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f' FOU R BEDROOMS, FOUR BATHROOMS

.
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FOU R LEASES! CONVENIENTLY LOCATE D·
TO UNIVE RS·ITY O·F CENTRAL FLORIDA .

• INDIVIDUAL LEASES
.• POOL &LARGE SUN DECK
• BASKETBALL
•SAND VOLLEYBALL COURT
•HIGH SPEED INTERNET

•24 HOUR WEIGHT ROOM
•CABLE TV+PREMIUM CHANNELS INCLUDED
• ULTILY. PACKAGE (ELECTRIC/WATER INCLUDED)
•WASHER &DRYER IN EVERY APARTMENT

1/ 2 OFF 1ST MONTHS RENT
MUST SIGN BY JULY 31 ST
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ACADE·M ICS & JOBS
Working

Freshman • Civil engineering
Hometown: St. Petersburg, Fla.
High school: Lakewood
Involvement: GLBSU, SAFE
Group: Chad's Chip and Dales
E~mail: sellout_2@hotmail.com

work-a
juggling act
KRISTEN KIRDAHY

Kristen Kirdaby

& CHAD INGRAM
0-Teamers

Junior • Biology
Hometown: Cape Coral, Fla.
High school: Fort Myers · .
Involvement: Greek Life, RA in Hercules Community,
National Residence Hall Honorary, Golden Key Inter.national
Honor Society, 4EverKnights, Burnett Honors College
Group: Kristen's Carribean Cowboys
E-mail: kmkirdahy@aol.com

D
,;•

1

Finally, just having good
·working 40 hours a week at
their job should take a maxi- study habits is the best way to ·
mum of nine credit hours.·
manage time. Use a planner! It is
When planning a schedule an amazing tool that will help
for the semester, be sure to keep a student .organized and
allow adequate time for working ·completing all assignments on
full shifts. Schedule classes only time. Schedule study time; this
on Monday/Wednesday/Friday will give a student more free
or Tuesday/Thursday to allow time in the end because cram"off" days for work. If this !-s not ming the night before a big test
possible, try scheduling all won't be necessary. Study durmorning or evening classes so ing down time between classes
that working the 'opposite shift or on a break at work Finally, if
· time inanagement is still a strugis a possibility.
The next imp<;>rtant thing to gle, be sure to attend a time
consider · is the location of management workshop offered
employment. It is imperative to by the Student Academic
find a job that is willing to pe Resource Center, also known as
flexible with scheduling. Obvi- SARC.
ously, on-campus jobs are genTrouble with time manageerally the most accommodating ment is something all college
with scheduling around classes. ~tudents face, not just freshmen.
However, there are several job Remember that with patience
opportunities off campus that and planning, anyone can juggle
are just as flexible.
school and work like an old pro.

.Your resume:

Justin Porter .

to the future
JUSTIN PORTER
&ALISON VALENTINE

·1

Student Orientation Coordinators

l

UCF Area:

401-673-9700

or
Orlando

401-243-9400

Junior· Political science
Hometown: Mountain Home,Alaska
High school: Mountain Home High School
Involvement: President's Leadership Council,
Greek Life, 0-Team 2003, resident assistant,
admissions ambassador, Marching Knights, URSA
E-mail: jporter@m'ail.ud.edu

.-.Adoorway

t is probably hard to
believe that you have
~
already finished high
·
school. College graduation will seem to come
twice as fast as high school
graduation did Life at UCF will
become a whirlwind of classes,
friendships, tests, romances
and just good times. Along the
~ way, however, it is important
not to forgei: the main reason
you are at college: to get a
degree.
Your resume will become an
asset in your life, especially as _
graduation nears. The main
role of your resume is to shoV\T
someone else your personal
and professional qualifications.
There are two main audiences
you will be catering to when
writing your resurile: employers and graduate schools.
They'll both be looking for people with leadership and teamwork skills. Both will want to
see a history of leadership
involvement in college, but the
employers will look more at
your work experience.
UCF has an infinite number
of resources and places for you
to build your resume. Getting
involved is essential to your
success as a student and as a
future professional. Joining an
organization will give you
instant connections and friendship: More ·importantly, you'll
learn what makes a strong
leader and communicator.
Volunteerism is not only a
noble and worthwhile activity,
but it is one·of the most impressive ·aspects of any resume.
Employers and admissions representatives like to see that a
student has freely given his or \
her time for a better cause. Volunteer UCF offers a multitude
of opportunities for volunteering at UCF and in the surrounding community.' Several VUCF
members even participate in an
alternative spring break program that allows students to .
travel all over the United States
to help people in need Other
organizations, such as fraternities and sororities, also offer
service opportunities.
To build a strong resume,
you'll need leadership experience, and UCF has a variety of
programs to students to get that
experience in. The LEAD
scholars program offers a tw~
year leadership development
program to incoming freshmen.
Becoming a resident assistant
(RA) offers the opportunity to
help develop a community, and
·members of the Orientation
Team serve as role models and

150 positions need to be

·filled durin the Summer!!

Chadlngr~

School and

id you know that the
average ·college student has more than
11 hours of "free"
time every day? 1bis
is time spent on activities other
than sleeping, class, studying
and working. With all this free
time it is hard to imagine anyone
having trouble finding enough
time in their schedules for bOth
school and work Unfortunately,
this is a problem that many college freshmeri face.
There are a few ways to keep
a balance in your life with all of
that free time, successfully tackling work and having a social life
while keeping the high GPA
If ·students plan on working
while talcing classes, be sure to
know what work load is manageru,le. The College of Health
and Public Affairs at UCF recommends that students'who are
taking a full load, which is 15
credit hoiirs, work a maximum
of 20 hours per week Students
who are going full time (12 credit hours) should only work
between 20 and 30 hours. Students who are planning on

I

Alison Valentine·
Senior • liberal studies
Hometown: Coral Springs
High school: Corals Springs High school
Involvement: LEAD Scholars, RA in Hercules, 0Team 2003, student orientation toordinator 2004
E-mail: apvalent@mail.ud.edu

mentors for new UCF students.
To top off your leadership
experience at UCF, you may
want to apply for a spot on the
President's Leadership Council
(PLC) 01; beg for a nomination
to the Ordet of Pegasus. These
are the ,two highe~t honors a
UCF student can achieve, and
they. stand out on a. resume. ·

Imagine hanging out at President John Hitt's home, meeting
'n umerous dignitaries and being
recognizedforallofyourundergraduate achievements. These
are only a few of the exciting
aspects of being a member of
PLC and the Order of Pegasus.
Build your resume and reap
the rewards!
'

Start your career among stars and diamonds
.and become part of a hallowed, 150-year
tradition of gracious; Southern hospitality.
~~~

The Peabody Orlando, a 4 Star and 4
Diamond hotel affiliated with Preferred
Hotels & Resorts, is seeking outstanding
service-oriented individuals.
~~~

Seize the opportunity to work with an
experienced and creative management
team at one of the best hotels in the world.
~~~

Please contact our employment hotline
for current openings. We offer excellent
benefits and competitive pay.
Call For Application Times (407)8S 1-9878 ext. 9

Position: Part-time Package Handler
Shift Times Available:

.

(All shifts last approximately 3·5 hours per day, 5 days per week.)
Hours vary based on business demands

lpm
6pm

f?'onday-Friday
Monday-Friday

llpm
lam
4am

Monday-Friday
Tuesday-Saturday

Monday~Friday

We Offer:
Medical/Dental benefits alter 1000 hours worked
Paid vacation alter 6 months
New Hire bonus
Weekly Pay/Direct Deposit

..

$9.00 p/hr
$9.00 p/hr
$9.50 p/hr
$9.50 p/hr
$9.SO p/hr

Tuition Assistance alter 30 .days
Full Time Opportunities
Van Down Payment Assistance
S.25 raise/hr alter 3,6,9, & 12 months

Requirements:·
Musi be at least 18 yrs. of age & out of high school Musi be able to lift 50 lbs. Repetitious~

Apply in person or email r~sumes . to:
THE PEABODY ORLANDO
Human Resources
98'01 International Drive
Orlando, FL 32819
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.- .2:00 p.m.

Job Hotline (407) 345-4454
www.peabodyorlando.com
PHOhr@peabodyorlando.com
AA/EOE/M/'F /D/V A Drug Free Workplace

OFF-CAMPUS LIFE
PIZZA

Dining out

Broadway Pizza: Behind the
McDonalds across Alafaya Trail
from campus.
Papa Johns: At the corner of
Alafaya Trail and State Road 50.

Food for
thought

'\

DINERS
Steak 'n Shake: Just east of
Alafaya Trail on State Road 50,
near the Publix.
·
5 and Diner: East on State
Road 50, near the junction with
Highway 408.
Denny's: Just east of Alafaya
Trail on State Road 50, near the
Publix.

MELODY PARRY & CHANA SPEIR
0-Teamers

Y

ou're away from home
for the first time · and
you're hungry. But it's I
a.m. and other than the
24-hour Wal-Mart, you
have no idea where to get a bite to
eat. Every college student will
experience this intense feeling of
panic at least
once during their
first year away
from
mom's
Junior ··English: creative writing
home cooking. ·
Hometown: Satellite Beach, Fla.
But have no fear.
High school: Satellite
Involvement: Greek Life, UCF Track & Field
Contrary to what
Group: Parry's Party People
you may believe,
E-mail: trackmp143@hotmail.com
there are alternatives to Ramen
noodles.
The
/
area surrounding
Chan~Speir
UCF is now peppered with lateJunior • Elementary education
night
restaurants,
Hometown: Rockledge, Fla.
catering not only
High school: Rockledge
to those with the
Involvement: LEAD Scholars, RA in Libra
Community, EKCEL, 0-Team
munchies
but
Group: Chana's Cabana Cuties
insomniacs and
E-mail: retrochild@aol.com
late-night
studiers as well.

RESTAURANTS
T.G.I. Friday's: In the Waterford Lakes Towne Center.
Bennigan's: On University
Blvd., less than a mile from campus.
Ale House: In the Waterford
Lakes Town:e Center.
Do.n Pablo's: On University
Blvd., less than one mile from
campus.
And never forget the ever-soconvenient, all-you-can-eat Marketplace cafeteria on campus,
which offers dining memberships.
As you can see, the University of Central Florida and its surrounding area is overflowing
with a variety of late-night food
options. If you're worried
because you will not be bringing
a car to college or you do not
feel like giving up your front row
parking space, delivery is
offered by a variety of lat~ .night
restaurants.
Worried about spending too
much money? Coupons are
available in the Future, in mailboxes and as promotions. Often
times it's as simple as flashing
your UCF ID card while paying
to receive a student discount.
The options are endless, and
more often than not you are
guaranteed a night filled with
food and satisfaction. So, now
that you are no longer suffering
from hunger pains, you can hit
the books and start making
those .Ns.

Melody Parry

,.

FAST FOOD

1

1

McPonalds: Wal,ltj.ng distance
from campus, p.ear tl'ie corner of
University Blvd. and Alafaya
Trail.
Wendy's: Two locations - at
University Blvd. ,and Dean Rd.
and at Alafaya Trail and State
Road 50.
Burger King: On University
Blvd. in front of the CB&S Bookstore.
Taco Bell: Just east of Alafaya
Trail on State Road 50, or at University Blvd. and Dean Road
Pita Pit: Next to the CB&S
Bookstore off of University Blvd.

1.

Service Center
Af-

IRISt:I MIKE~·s~ wOR'LD
CLASS AUTOMOTIYE
.
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We'll take you to nThe Housen
-·

*FREE AAA ¥echicle Inspection*·
.
.

'

I

I
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l+AN~
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,---------~---------, \

Full Automotive Repairs:

LUBE, OIL
& Fl.LTER

Engines
Transmissions
A/C
Brakes
Suspension

s1 '9~!0n

"

At..t.. ABOUT tot..t...Eqt: l:IFE...
owr. STL<t>y' »ARD AND SL.1?.EP IN!

fi'S

I

.,

12024 Royal Wulff Lane
Orlando, Fl 3281 7 "

k

..

1

.. 07

www.universityhouse.com
info@uhalafaya.com

{lowered/lifted done fight)
I

, ___________________ , t \

Maintenance (timing belts)
Alignments
~

, {lowered or lifted vehicles)

~Jltmitw

ry

Business Center w/Fax, Computer & Copier • Game Room • 24 Fitness Center • Billiards
High Speed Ethernet • Basketbal Court • Sand Volleybal Court • Two Sparkling Swin1ming Pools
Car Wash• 24 Hour Emergency Maintenance• Professionally Landscaped Grounds
UCF Shuttle • Co!ered Parking • Wireless Internet at the Pool

Check us out online @ www.lrishMikes.com
.

~

II!

~ .

12 Month / 12,000 Mile warilanty on parts and labor
warranty valid at any AAA-approved repair facility in the country

.

../>

.

Individual Alarm Systems • Berber Carpet' • Ceramic lie Entries • Cable TV w/HBOs
Ceiling fans• Uh1ities lnduded • Washers/Dryers• Kitchen Pantries·
Carpeting & Designer Colors • Wood Floors • Wlite-on-White Kitmen Appliances
Frost Free Refrigerators with Ice Makers Miaowaves • Dishwashers • Large Patios • Mini Btmds
II,
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,(.___--·----------.----------
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J~fferSon

Com ·

,

Fl~J\'1~1Jll.ING:

,

:2~ Huur staffAssistance

Free Shuttle Service to UCF
F~ Tanning and Movie·The ter·.
Full Calendar of Awesome Activities ' ·
Covered Basketball. Tennis; Sand VolleybaU · ·
1, 2, 3, and 4 Bedroom Layouts ~o Choose From .
Fuily Furni$he.J.Apartments w/ Cable; Utilities. & Ethermt Included•

11841 Jefferson Commons Circle C)rlando, FL 32828 407.382.41·14 ·
Website: www.collegepark.org Email: jeffersoncommons@collegepark.org
•some Restrictions Apply

.· Heather .·Glen Apartments ...
~

Plenty of Room· to Study
& Hang Out With Friends
Spacious one and two
bedroom f loorplansl
.

.

Close to UCF, Local Clubs.
Pubs, Shopping & Airport
... Just West of UCF off
·university BIY;d.

.

~p

to

Two Months ~j
·FREEi *

*certain restrictions
apply; must meet
certain income
requirements

for

appro~al;

not to be

combined with

other offers;
limited
time
.
only
'

Resort Style Living
...Relieve your stress
at the
. pool

6 Pack Abs
... On site fitness center
Opportunity
... Located near major
businesses & eniployersf
_Midnight Munchies
... Vending machines onsite.
· Located near a variety
of fast food, groc~ry
stores & rertaurants . '

.

We gladly ·
.. accept
c·o -signers.
Pets

Welcome ..

10801 Heather Ridge Circle
. Orlando, FL 32817

407.657.0011
Ask about our Su~mer Wait List Specialsl ~
'\

822
·'
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FF-CAMPUS LIFE
GQin' out

Campus
fever
·
.

What can I do in
Qie Orlando area?
SANDRA BEDNARZ & JORDAN SIMLER
O:"Teamers

L

iving on campus and bored
already? Get out! There is
so much to do in the Orlan- .
do area, how can you
resist?
• If you're a shop-aholic, checking
out Mall at Millenia is a must, but if
Itrlcey window-shopping is more ·
~ur style, try Park Avenue in Winter Park. Just in need of the basics? There's a Target just down Alafaya
Trail in the Waterford Lakes shopplng center where you can also
¢ tch a movie or a bite to eat. ·
' Don't miss out on the Orlando
arts ~cene either. Loch Haven .P ark
houses the Orlando Museum of Art
(eheck out the Festival of Trees
t>efore winter break) and the Orlando Repertory Theater (home of the
Shakespeare Festival). Bigger shows
can be found' at the Bob Carr Perfbrming Arts Center and for laughs
trr the SAK Comedy Lab. If just
Jianging out suits you better, check
out Lake Eola (famous for its fall and
spring fiesta festivals).
.
~ Need· something a bit more
¢rilling? You're also hJ.st~ a short
qnve from Walt Disney World; Uni- ·
~frsal Studies (check out Halloween
tt.orror Nights and Mardi Gias) and
GityWalk. Downtown Orlando is a
Hub for the nightlife, especially on
Ghurch Street. The people are as
clj.verse as the places and things t~
do. Church Street has a number of
clubs and restaurants. There is
s~~ething for everyone especially if
y,'Ou like the fast paced feel of a big

olty.

.

: A college favorite for laughs on
Ghurch Street is the Orlando
lpiprov. The Improv· has hosted
such national acts as Dave ChapP.elle, Jerry Seinfeld and Carlos Garota. The best part about this comedy .

...

Merl·eNorman Cosmetic Studio &~ay Spa
Oviedo,Marketplace Mall
'. 407.971.0590
· ~elcgmes Vera Bradley!
t'(i

c

%.

You' II love our selection of this
highly popular handbag, "·accessory &

Interestea

in buying or selling t;:i home?
\
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE.FILE

club is the intimate
setting. You can see a national act that might sell out an
entire concert hall of 1,000
people or more, but here in
Orlando the club only seats
about 300 people, which
gives you the up-close-andpersonal feel. The downtown area also offers seasonal parades and some
amazing concerts. Definitely check out the live music at
The Social on Orange

Avenue and the House of
Blues at Downtown Disney.
If downtown is not your
thing, then maybe the local
scene is what you're looking
for. Within 10 minutes of
UCF, there are excellent
restaurants· ahd clubs to
hang out at. Many hold open
mike nights and there is
always some place to dai;lce
any night of the week. Bottom line, UCF is not the
extent of your social life as a

Orlando is world ren.owned for its ·
theme parks, such ·as Islands of
Adventure, above, but comedy clubs
and nightclubs like Roxy on State Road
SO, below, abound as well.

freshman. Don't let the
boundaries of school hold
you back - go out and
explore! And perhaps next
year, you'll be writing about
some great places we
haven't even found ~et!

Sandra Bednarz
Sophomore • Undecided
Hometown: Fishers/Indianapolis, Ind.
High school: Hamilton Southeastern
Involvement: 4EverKnights, UCF
women's chorus, CAB cinema's Chicago,
Golden Opportunities
Group: Sandi's Starbucks Sneetches
E-mail: cheerhse@aol.com

I can help steer you
in the right direction.
Remember, service is the key, when you
think of Real Estate, call Donna Ashley.
Free home warranty~and maid
· service included with transaction.
Visit testimonials at ashleysells.com.

Y\

Office: 407:977-7600
Cell: 407-463-1120
Fax: 407-977-7612
Email: As~leySells@cfl.rr.com
Website: www. AshleySells.com

------._-...____....
.flu

Jord-an Simler

( '

'(J

.

KEl,1,ER WIWAMS~ ...

Sophomore • Finance
·Hometown: Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
High school: Cooper City
Involvement: Greek Life
Group: Jordan's Giant Slayers
E-mail: playdo99@aol.com
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17 SO W. Broadway Street, Suite # 106
Oviedo, FL 3276S
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- ~DVERTISEMENT

d

l: Free service helps UCF students 'fmd . ------

.;the best d~als Qn area ~partQtents
l"

Local experts help you
pinpoint the perfect
place Jn under an hour

price ranges to fit almost any budgbase of apartment communites.
et. Their ex.pert st&ff can offer exclu- .From studios :to 4-bedro.oms. Yearly
sive disc6unts and unadvertised ·leases, short~term rentals, individual
move-in specials even up to 2 - 3 . lease communities, and apartments
months free rent.
,
for people with special needs and
What are you planning on_doingApartment ·Hunt~rs has. done the · ·· tequirementS. Whatever you want,
today? Dtjving all over town look- research, they know the Orlando
they'll help you find .it quickly and
ing for an apartment or spending area, and they have relationships
easily.
..""
· ,,,,,,,,;"".""
.· =============="""'
hours on the web search,ing for It with all th~ "best communities. In ==
•· place to live?
r,
.
minut!!s th~y· can tell you what's
· "'It's not about fitting you
Here's something to think about.
available, as well as key lifestyle
into an apartment but
This time. tomoqow you can be factors like who accepts dog~. which
fi.. d' h
h
.ln .:.mg t e apartment t at
ready to move into your ideal" apart- / communities' are close to your class_: . .
es or on a bus route, who offers
fits you. "
ment. A,partment Hunters can help
you find your new )1partment in planned resident activities, and
Apartment Hunters is able to
hours not days! And best of all ... the
more.
service is FREE! Apartment Hunters ' .· Apartment Hunters maintains a
provide their services at no-charge
has thous"aµ_ds of area apartments in huge and always up-to-date datato their clients because the apartment communities pay them. And
.there ·are NO HIDDEN CHARGES,
ever!
You can visit Apartment Hunters
in person or access them online at
www.apartmenthunters.com. They
have a office conveniently located
directly across from the University
·o f Central Florida campus at the cor- ,
ner of University Boulevard and
Alafaya Trail in the · University
Shoppes plaza. Whichever means
you choose, they'll bend over backwards to make ' your experience
-enjoyable,
effortless
'
. and stress-free.
.
,..

,A teip:rl°t>frentaf'consultants allow students to accompljsh, quickly
'.and with; minimum stress, all of the tasks ass<:x:iated with moving.
~

.;;.1'

Apartment Hunters at UCF
12227 ,University Blvd. ·
407.282.0980 • 800.884.2172
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.There·s no s11ch thinq
as the perfect date ...
ut t ere t e
.
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. ·· Fitness Center with Free-weights
.
Covered Basketball Pavilion
Internet Access

Call for more information
t

6

. 321-754-200()
•

_ _ ___,
If

v

eeping You Connecte
Vvith Fa111ily ·& Friends!

~

Card l11fo

0·
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Get More

WHENEVER

Minutes

600 WHENEVER minutes
Unlimited nights and weekends
No long distance or roaming charges
·
$39.99 a month ·
·
Additional Regulatory Programs Fee of 86¢ per line/mo. appl)es. Fee. helps us recover costs associated with complying with government mandates and programs (whether or not used or
available) . This is not a tax or government-required charge. Taxes and other charges(including Universal Service charges) additional. Cancellation: If you are not satisfied with our service,
you may cancel within 14 days of activation with no early cancellation fee. Consumer Information: Limited-time offer; subject to chanSe. 40¢ per additional minute. 5¢ per additional text message. Rates are for domestic calls. Coverage only available on our domestic GSM/GPRS network and that of our roaming partners "Get More network"). Credit approval, $35 activation fee
an,d 1-year agreement required, with $200 early cancellation fee per line. Use of our service constitutes acceptance of our terms an conditions, including mandatory arbitration. Taxes, USF
and other charges additional. Unused allowances lost. Partial minutes used are rounded up and charged at the full-minute rate; calls are measured from when the network begins to process
the call (before the phone rings or the call is answered) through Its termination of the ·call. Biiiing of roaming charges and minutes of use or services may be delayed. Devices sold for use on
our GSM/GPRS system may not be compatible with other wireless systems. Additional restrictions apply; see brochure and terms and conditions for details. Callin(l Plans: Domestic long distance (but not for credit card, calling card or operator-assisted calls) and roaming are on the Get More network. Call Rating: Weekends are midnight Fri. to midnight Sun. T-Mobile 3-Day
Weekends.™ begin midnight Thu. Nights are 9 pm to 6:59 am. Mobile-to-mobile minutes means a directly dialed call to or from a T-Mobile subscriber while you are on our domestic network.
Call minutes currently rate in the following order (as available): mobile-to-mobile, weekend, night, Whenever. Phone/Rebate: At participating locations. While supplies last; shipping charges
may apply. Mail-in rebate offer requires purchase of the phone listed and new activation on a qualifying rate plan. You must be on a qualifying rate plan when rebate is processed. Allow 8-10
weeks for check. Offers: Calling plan and handset offers require a minimum 1-year contract. T~Moblle is a registered trademark of Deutsche Telekom AG . ©2004

UCF Washington Center
(On Campus next to the Bookstore)
Mon ~ Fri 9am - 6pm

·~@00

407-733-2646
-

.

~ ··Mobile·
authorized dealer
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Bldg.

Building or
Bldg.
· Department Name
Num.
Academic Village
Human Resources (RP) TC
8110
HVAC
Tl
3
Nike Community
'inst. for Sim. & Training BNT
Hercules Community
8112
Lake Claire Apts.
SA
E11
Admissions, Undergrad UWC 96
55-70
1-4
Lake Claire Rec. Area
ARNA 150
Arena
1E7
Lake Hall
LAH
9
Arts &Sciences, Coll. of ICAS 87
IJ1a
Library
LR
2
Aspect Intl. Eng. School UTC 1200
1
1
Auditorium (SAC)
7E
G12
SAC 7A
Live Oak Room
MAP 12
. Automatic Tellers (ATM) T
\26/52
E9/F9 Math & Physics
Millican Hall
MH
1
BPW Scholarship House IBPW 402
D14
1
OBSV 74
E13
Observatory/Astro.
Lab
Barbara Ying Center
llNTL 171
Orarage Hall
ORNG 31
Baseball Stadium
STAD 82
3
PH
14
Biological Sciences
BL
20
Orientation Services
jG10
Bookstore (Wash. Ctr.) STSV :26
Osceola Hall
OSH 10
E9
PKG4 97
Parking Garage North
IBREV 30
Brevard Hall
!G11
Parking Garage South PKG3 89
Building Services
SERV 17
(Main Office)
Burnett Honors College IBHC 95'
PKG2 83
Parking Garage East
Burnett House
IPRS
100
Parking
Garage West
PKG1 78
Business Admin.
)BA
45
G9
G9 '
BA2
94
(P.D. Tech Support)
Business Admln. II
Physical Plant
PP
16
G12
1SRC '7F
Career Resource C1r.
Police Dept. (University) CPOL 49
Chemistry
CH
5
G10
Polk Hall
POH 11
Jc1H
85
H11
Citrus Hall
Print Shop
PANT 22
F7
Classroom Bldg.
CL1
79
1
ROTC (Army/Air Force) ROTC TR501
Classroom Modules.
MOD 1-8
F7
CMMS
,MMC 81
E14
Rec. & Wellness Center RWC 88
Recreational Services
RWC 88
E9
Colbourn Hall
[cNH 18
Registrar's Office .
H11
MH
1
Commons
COMN 33
19
E7
Rehearsal Hall
RH
Communications Bldg. jCOMM 75
Research Pavilion
PVL
Computer Center I
CC1
13
F10
8102 "
IF10
Satellite HVAC'
SUP . 72 .
Computer Center II
jCC2 29
1
Seminole Hall
SEMN 32
Computer Sciences
CSB 54
G9
Creative School
CRSC 124
Student Academic
PH
14
IH12
\-tg
Resource Ctr./Testing
CREOL(Schoolo!Optics) .CROL 53
Student Accounts
H
F7
1
MOD 12
Diversity Initiatives
7G
H13
Student'Counseling
RC
Early Childhood Ctr.
IECC 28
7D
Student
Dining
SAC
Education Complex
ED
21
!D10
Student Health Center STHL 27
1N16
Engine Research Lab
ERL
76
Engineering I
ENGR 40
H9
Student Legal Services SAC 7C
Student Resource Ctr. SAC 7H
Engineering II
lENG2 91
H9
Student Union
STUN 52
N16
Engineering Field Lab IEFL
,44
1
E11
Sumter Hall
SUH 84
Financial Assistance
MH
Teaching Academy
TA
IE10
93
First Year Advising
IPH
(14
Theatre
TH · 6
H11
Flagler Hall
FLH
86
Theatre Annex
T534
D11
FlaRE
jTA
193
"'G11
Theatre Module II
TR537
Garden Room
~ SRC 7A
Transfer Services
PH
14
Greek Park
UCF Card Services
STSV 26
ADLT
06
Alpha Delta Pi
Alpha Tau Omega
ATO -1410
UCF/LYNX Transit Ctr. ILYNX 302
University Technical Ctr. UTC
8110
Alpha Xi Delta
1A5<D f.04
1
' C6
Delta Delta Delta
TRIO 403
University Welcome Ctr. ~UWC ~96
lD6·
Veteran Services
MH
1
Kappa Delta
IKDLT 1407
D5
Victim Services
R533
Kappa Sigma
KSIG ;413
Visitors' Info. Center
Pi Beta Phi
PIBP 405
IS
1605
·~~
Pi Kappa Alpha
PIKA 408
Visual Arts Building
VAB 151
Sigma Alpha Epsilon SAEP 409
. D6
Volusia Hall
IV OH 8
Waste Water Treatment SEW 4
Sigma Chi
SCHI \412
1c5
Wayne Densch I & II
WD1-2 38-39
C5
§PE ~11
Sigma Phi Epsilon
1
Zeta Tau Alpha
ZETA
01
C6
Wayne Densch Sports Ctr. jWDSC 77
Welcome Center
UWC 96
HB
Health & Public Affairs IHPA 180
'Ha
(Progress Energy Ctr.)
Health & Public Affairs II HPA2 90
H12
Housing Admin. Bldg. IHAB 73
IRWC 88
Wellness Center
Howard Phillips Hall
PH
;14
IE10
Writing Center
MOD 608

K17
H11
G18
C7-E6
E5
F11
F10
G11
F10
E11
M16
G11
E10
F12
1-7
F12

I

ii~:

9

10

11

Bldg.
Abbr.
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To 417 and
Orlando

I

12

I

To Hwy. 50
and 408

le?
~;

I

)

1-8
D9

9

1-16
1-16
F12
1-12
G14
G13
G13
E11
E9
1-20
EB
H12
E10

11

E11
G11
G12
G10
G11
G12
F9
H11
D11
G10
1-17
1-17
E10
F9
C10
K18
E12
E11
1-17
013
1

1

7

~~1

12-

14

N16
F13
·JS

E11
G13
F7

15

Oxidatifr Rands
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319

~-.-~~-~---lmlll!
041

Lake Lee

044

Parking Lots

l.B

Cen1ral

Faculty

~I Greek Row

LJ

a

I[]

Lake Claire I Academic Village
Motorcycle Pads
Staff
Student

[ ] Visitor

.•

Around Campus

19

To 408
and

Orlando
International
Airport

8102
• Center for OlstributeCI Learning
• Finance & Accountif")
• Foundation
• Strategic Planning
• UCF Alumni Assoc:ia 'on

20
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Buildings

19

~ Roads

D
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Wa lkways
Water, lakes, Ponds

20

[ ] Wetlands, Arboretum
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Information & directions:
Ope,rator ..............................................407-823-2000
Directions and Information Hotline ·....407-882-0909

Student services:
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Academic Computing Support ............ .407-823-2713
Academic Services .............................. .407-823-2691
Admissions-Graduate ..........................407-823-2766
Admissions-Undergraduate .................407-823-3000
Air Force ROTC ...........;..........................407-823-1247
Arena, UCF .......... -..-.... .._ .... _._ .............. .407-823-3070
Army ROTC ...................................... -....407-823-2430
Athletics ................ __ ........ _.................. .407-823-3213
Athletic Ticket Office .. -........................ .407-823-4653
Baptist Collegiate Ministries............... .407-823-5336
Campus Life ................ -...... _............ _.. --407-823-2626
Career Resource Center ....................... .407-823-2361
Computer Store, UCF ... _.... _.................. .407-823-5603
Cooperative Education ..... -...................407-823-2667
Counseling and Testing Center ............ .407-823-2811
Creative School for Children ........... _.... .407-823-2726

K

L

Credit Union (Main Number}................407-249-0008
Credit Union (Campus} ....... _................ .407-823-3176
Dining Services ................................... .407-823-2651
Disability Services ............................... .407-823-23 71
Dispute Resolution Services ................ .407-823-3477
Financial Aid and Scholarship ...........:..407-823-2827
First Year Advising ................................407-823-3789
Graduation Information ..................... .407-823-2842
Greek Life ..................:........................ .407-823-2824
Health and Pub.lie Affairs, College of ....407-823-2406
·Housing and Residence Life ................ .407-823-4663
Intramural Sports .....:...........................407-823-2408
LEAD Scholars ......................................407-823-2223 ·
Librar}i Circulation Department ...........407-.823-2580
Library Hours ......-..-..-.................. -....-.-407-823-2756
Library Information .............................407-823-2562
Nursing, School of .............................. .407-823-2744
OASIS ...................................................407-823-2492
Off-Campus Student Resource Center ..407-823-6505
Orientation Center ...............................407-823-5105
Parking Services ..................................407-823-5812

----- ... -~------- ·----

0

Physical Therapy ..................................407-823-3470
Registrar's Office ....... ;....-................-.....407-823-3100 .
Student Academic Resource Center .... .407-823-5130
Student Alumni Association ................ .407-823-3453
Student Conduct, Office of ...................407-823-2851
Student Government Association ........407-823-2191
Student Flealth Center .,_ .. _.................. .407-823-2701
,.
Student Involvement, Office of ............407-823-6471
Student Legal Services....... :................ .407-823-2538
Student Union -....................................407-823-0001
Transfer Services ..................................407-823-5959
UCF Bookstore .................................... .407-823-2665
UCFCa"'Office ....................................407-823-2100

News:
See news happening?

The Central Florida Future................... .407-447-4555
3361 Rouse Road, Suite 200
(fax) 407-447-4556
Orlando, FL 32817
editor@UCFnews.com
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Bringing
exciting
events to
campus, like
Comedy·
Knight
featuring
Darrell ·
Hammond, is
OSI's job.

·~

)

>)

'.}

·1

')

··i

OSihas

'gotitall
'i"

LAURA WALTRIP
Assistant Director of Student Involvement

~

w·· .·

ant activities cin
campus?
.
The Office of
·
Student Involve.
' · ment provides
entertainment programming,
community service opportuni';\ ties and leadership development options that enhance student life at the university.
Three student agencies
BRITT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE
·r operate out of the office: Cam- Comedian Darrell Hammond, above, kept the crowd roaring at 2003's Homecoming Comedy
pus Activities Board, Home- Knight. OSI plans and hosts comedy and music events throughout the school year.
coming and Volunteer UCF. In ·
to make decisions that allow
addition, OSI advises more
the planning board to coordil than 3so student organizations
nate the week's events to be
through the Knights of the
more inclusive and representaRound Table, coordinates the
Home~oming parade
tive of our campus as a whole.
I Multicultural Student Center _ ,(omedy Knight
The Homecoming Executive
and works with the Student .
Knightstock
Government Association.
board consists of 17 students
who volunteer to coordinate
During the last few years,
Prom
and execute the events of the
big names like comedians . Dance Marathon
week.
While the students must
Mark Curry and Dave Attell;
·Nutfest
work for almost an entire year
bands Hoobastank and Nappy
to plan one week, the results
Roots; speakers Dr. Drew and
Movie ~night
are well worth it to all students.
it the creators of HomestarRunDowntown concert
Knightmare 2003 was
ner.com; and hypnotist Tom
shown· to be the best ever for
Deluca have all visited UCF
and was voted the best
11 with the help of the Campus marathon, promotions, special UCF
events, speakers, Spectacular Itontecoming in the state of
Activities Board.
CAB is a student-run board Knights and video produc- Florida by Florida Leader magaz~e. It was no surprise that
composed of 10 committees tions.
.
Home}=oming is a program happened after all of the hard
that entertain, educate and
enligh~en
UCF students dedicated ·to designing and work and dedication put in by
through sponsored activities: implementing the annual week our student leaders last year. .
Each committee plans, coordi- of 'K nightmare. At the begin- Students were able to enjoy a
nates, promotes and imple- ning of each spring semester a concert in the middle of downments the various programs in group ofl9 students represent- town Orlando featuring Sean
its area. The board of directors, ing various areas of the UCF Paul and Uncle Kracker to start
.composed of the directors of campus come together as the . the week. Other events includthe 10 committees, oversees Homecoming Task Force and ed a carnival, Movie Knight,
the CAB operations of: cinema, begins wor~g in preparation · Variety Knight, Skit Knight,
GOmedy and variety, concerts, for our week of Knightmare.
PLEASE SEE SPIRIT ON C7
· cultural and fine arts, dance These students come together
.

Qf!J(i! Gj(i!t{Q ~r;JtJ(i! [)(f ~[i!~tJ[lQ~
f!J[lQ~ (!)Q(f r;J(!)~(!)~Q !Jtith

.
· ·

Alpha Phi Omega
natiot1a1 Co&tt Service Fraternity

·Top OSI events

p
u
I

meet U5 at

th&
Orientation Club ·5 houtca5&

a_phi_o@ucf.edu
~---

(407) 263-7538
~

.

Delta Upsilon

HEALTH SE.R , ,CES
Health .center helps when you're Well, too
The center offers
general help with
nutrition, wellness
and fitness
specialists.

Fraternltv
Culture

Building Better
men
Since 1834 .

COURTESY STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES

fessionals. It's what you might also · check with your PPO
call "one-stop medical shop- (insurance company) for posping."
sible payment or will place the
Without having to leave the charges on your student
t's the last thing in the
world you need to have building, you can get your lab account for later payment
But you say you're in great
happen to you: the ''big work done, get an X-ray or
exam" is tomorrow sonogram and pick up that health? Excellent. Not all the
morning and you feel prescription. Some of these Student Health Services are
yourself coming down with "extra" services are provided · for sick or injured Knights.
one ofthose mega sore throats. at an extra charge (usually Campus .Wellness, located in
Or - two days before the much cheaper than anywhere the Recreation and Wellness
beach weekend - your ankle else, by the way) but the health Center, can help you stay lean·
goes "pop" when you try to fee that you already paid at reg- and mean. Well, at least lean -·
istration. covers your basic
Why not stop by and ask
make a lay-up.
about the CHAMP, the ComOne of the few organiza- office visit.
Need an allergy shot? Call prehensive Health Assesstions on the UCF campus that
hopes you don't often need the Health Center. Going over- ment Motivation Program?
them is Student Heal~ Ser- seas to vacation or study? Call Titls will give you a great idea
the
Health of your lifestyle and its impact
Center (Travel on your fitness.
Clinic). Ladies,
Following that, you may
need a physical want to consult with trained
checkup? Call members ofthe Wellness staff.
the
Health Talk to a bio-feedback specialCenter
ist to help'you relax (especially
(Woman's
l:iuring exams!), enjoy theraClinic). I
peutic massage or let your own
And talk personal trainer get you startvices. But for those times when about convenient. If you call ea on a program. Also available are nutritionists who can
you can hardly drag yourselfto ahead for an appointment class because of a sore throat, and that's always the best thing help you choose or cook food
stomach problem or that twist- to do, if you can - you will that's healthier, cheaper and
ed ankle, there is hardly a bet- usually be seen within a few tastes great. The nutritionists
minl.).tes of arriving and can.be are weight-loss counselors,
ter place to have close by.
The Student Health Center, · on your way to class or work too.
· What's the bottom line?
located next to the Biological (or back to bed) before you
Student Health Services at
Sciences Building, offers stu- know it
No cash? No problem! The UCF wants to help keep you
dents a modern, complete
medical clinic. Yes, we're talk- Health Center takes most healthy and in the classroom.
ing real doctors and other major credit cards, as well as They are truly "Dedicated to
experienced health-care pro- personal checks. They will Healthy Knights:'

BOB FAUST

Director of Student Health Services

I

I

From Flu shots to X-rays, the
Student Health Center offers a
full array of medical services.

J

GO GREEK!!!
,C haracter
Rush Kickoff:
Tuesday, Sept. 7th
1

· Rush:
·.Sept. 8th - 10th

Building Balanced Leaders for
. American Gommunities
'

'

· WhyJ· oin the best fraiernity on campus?
Brotherhoo • Homecoming • Schol~·rshi~p • Parties ·Socials • Community Service
·
And much,~much more ...

·

Be a Rar.,t ..of a.J~~~.rove,n-.Wjnner .

2003 - 2004 lntramurai\c~ampio:ns • Footbali ·Softball· Basketball •Soccer
UCF Varsity Athletef • Footbal,I• Trennis • Soccer Basketball players
•
1

Ca·m Dus lnvol·v ement:

IFC Executive members •1£~ Ciairs • S1eake1 of the Senate· SGA Cabinet Members
UCF Senators • Order of 0 ~ ega·• Rea~h Educators • le~ders of UCF Campus Clubs
Soc al Actiritres with Top Sororities
Sig Ep~Facts:
• We have tt(e larg,e:st undergraduate membership
• 246,000 lifetim~meaberrs,, with the largest living alumni
• 1st National Frat&nity. .to,c~art,er a,.cbapter in all 50 states
·Largest Fraterityifouse on-campus
• Only Fraternity House with a Meal Plan
• GPlUs abeve all plens.average ·
, Ryan Mathews· 3i1-436~820S'~· MathewsSpe@hotm~il.com • www.sigepud.com

...,

OSI
Spirit Splash: one wet, wild party

XQ

JAN SVOBODA I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Ateeming mass of students fill the Reflecting Pond in front of the Library for Spirit Splash 2004, the one time of year the public is allowed
into UCF's iconic fountain. Cheerleaders at a pep rally held during this Homecoming week event threw T-shirts into the eager crowd.
FROM (5

Spirit Splash and a parade
· down Orange Avenue to finish
up the week; with UCF student Ericka Dunlap, Miss
America 2004, as the grand·
marshal.
Other performers during
the week included comedians
Darrell Hammond, Pablo
Francisco and Gary Owen. All
of our events were great
nights of entertainment for
the record-breaking number
of students who showed up.
During Knightmare, clubs '
and
organizations from
around campus teamed up to
try and win spirit awards. The
JAN SVOBODA I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
competition helped promote
Knightmare throughout cam- homdessness, and literacy 668 individuals and . student
pus and created an excitement issues. Students are welcome organizations. As hours are
in the air.
to come by the office to completed and confirmed,
... Tho~e .teams also.partici- research agencies or sign up they are logged into a computpated in our most successful for an event planned by VUCF er tracking system designed by
philanthropy ever. ~ams col- student volunteers.
·
the office. The tracking system
lected aluminum cans for
The 2003-2004 VUCF for individuals and groups is a
recycling along with wish list board consists of 16 student service provided to all stuitems for people in need. coordinators who organize dents. In the spring, VUCF
More than 5,000 pounds of events collaboratively with hosts an awards banquet reccans were redeemed and • local agencies. Through volun- ognizing students' commitdonated to the Mustard Seed teerism, students can gain ment to volunteering through
of Central Florida, while valuable knowledge and expe- the hours logged in the system.
truckloads of wish lisf items rience, have a great time and
OSI co01;dinates registration
were donated to the Salvation meet new friends - all while for campus organizations and
Army. For more information benefiting the community.
provides educational opportuon how you can be involved.
Some of the biggest projects nities for individual students
and to see what is going on in hosted by VUCF this past year and student organizations.
next year's Knightmare, log on included an annual Hunger Other services available to
to
http://www.ucfknight- Banquet, the Get Carded organizations include budget
mare.com.
Organ and Tissue .Donation assistance, 'program developLate Knights l.s a monthly Fair and Green Ribbon Gala, ment and leadership training.
alcohol alternative program. Chill with Children and two
Knights of the Round Table
' This program allows UCF,stu- expos where local agencies vis- is available to advise, educate,
dents to participate in fun and ited campus to offer communi- and advocate for all clubs and
exciting novelty activities, ty volunteer opportunities to organizations. Each term.
watch comedians, listen to UCF students.
l(oRT hosts a club showcase,
bands, and eat great food - all
Other activities include where clubs and organizations
for free. Late Knights also afternoons with the Boys and have an opportunity to meet
allows clubs and organiza- . Girls Club, mornings at Lake new students and display their
tions an opportunity to high- Eola distributing. food and ·p rograms and activities. KoRT
light their upcoming activities clothing to the homeless with also
facilitates
monthly
and promote their organiza- the Ripple Effect, beach Knights of the Round Table
tions. The events ,draw. an cleanups, bingo with retire- meetings where representaaverage of 1,500 students per ment communities, cell phone tives of clubs and organizations
night.
collection for victims of discuss organizational issues
The Late Knights .s tudent .domestic violence, UCF ,bas- and share upcoming events.
board decides on a theme for ketball and baseball games anq
Call OSI at 407-823-6471,
each program and works dili- tailgating with children with visit http://osi.sdes.ucf.edu or
gently with various campus special needs, and blood come to the Student Union
resources such as the Student ddves. The opportunities are Room 208 for more informaUnion and Recreation and endless.
tion on any of these areas. •
Wellness Center to make each
For the 2003-2004 school
event a success. The commit- year, more than 10,700 volun- - BILL FERRANTE,TRACY FURR,JAMES FISHER &
tee also works very closely teer hours were recorded for
HOPE WEHRLE CONTRIBUTED TO THISREPORT
with the Campus A.ctivities . ------------------------~
Board to bring great entertainment such as Hypnotist Tom
.DeLuca and a live reenactment of the movie Chicago.
Volunteer UCF (VUCF) is .
dedicated to promoting community service and the education and awareness of social
;;;;;5;;; 4831 E. COLONIAL DR. ~~
issues · on the UCF campus.
NEXT TO SOUND ADVICETlu'.ough a variety of. programs and committees, VUCF
links interested students with
community organizations and
1•:·
projects that best fit their
.
.
interests, talents and majors.
VUCF has strong ties to the
Orlando community, with
more than 250 agencies in its
Fraternity Party needs:
, database. These agencies rep9:30am - 8pm
resent the following categories: arts and recreation,
SAT
organ and tissue donation
9:30am - 6pm
awareness, mentoring, children and education, human
rights, domestic violence, animal care and~ environment,
elderly awareness, health,
' mental health, hunger and

RANDY'S PARTY S'ORE

.-:~ 407·894·2424 _-:~
i't fax: 407-895-0436 ~·~
..

Beads, Costu111es
and Accessories
year rouJld.

Chi Omega proudly supports

'

MAK.E~ISH

Welcome Fre~hmen!

A II
www.pdpiucf.com
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SGA

MATIHEW WRIGHTI CENTRAl F(ORIOA FUTURE

Captain America greets UCF students to Universal Islands of Adventure in April. SGA paid for more than 12,oOo students to get in free.

Student Govenmtent -

j

tation of the student body
and become a strong voice
for the students.
The PBJ platform is broken into four major cateKEVIN PETERS & WILLIE BENTLEY, JR.
gories; student advocacy,
SGA President and Vice President
multicultural
initiatives,
services, and governmental
he Student Gov- keeping the entire student · affairs.
ernment Associa- body in tune with what's
tion (SGA) is your going on in student govern~ Student advocacy
•Free 24-hour legal advice
I ·
,voice, the voice of ment.
the student body'.
The legislative branch is •Judicial advising
This small group of your composed of 52 elected stu- •Bimonthly open forums
conduct board
peers works to bring con- dent senators. The senators •Student
certs to campus, start clubs are elected every fall semes- •Extend the withdrawal
deadline
·
and make sure everyone gets ter from a specific college,
the justice they deserve. and serve one-year terms. •Improve relations between
With your input, we can have The senate's primary funcpoli~e and Sh\dents
another great year• at UCF. If tion is to vote
you have any interest in stu- on fiscal matdent government, consider.. ters and make
getting involved. You can run resolutions on
for a senate seat, or come to certain issues.
one of several monthly meet- The senate is
ings. Feel free to stop by the also broken
SGA offices in the Student into various
Union and say ~'Hi." Student committees:
government is here to serve Legislative,
'you.
Judicial and
The primary function of Rules (LJR);
your SGA is to oversee the Org;mjzations,
Activity and Service Fee Bud- Appropriation
get, money collected from and Finance
every student through a fee (OAF); Elecpai9. for every class you take. tions
and
Student
government Appoints
received more,than $10.5 mil- (E&A); Serlion last budget year, all vices and Pubredistributed to fill student lic Relations
(SPR); Clubs
needs.
The Student Government and OrganizaAssociation is made up of tions ( C&O );
three braches of government. Operations
SGA'.s composition -is similar Review
to the government on both (ORC);
Governmental Multicultural initiatives
the state and fed.era! level. Affairs (GAC); and Industrial •Multicultural Student
There is an executive, legisla- ' Affairs (IAC).
Center scholarships
tive and judicial branch.
The °Judicial Branch is •Expand the MSC
The executive branch composed of 12 student jus- •Promote cultural awareness
includes the offices of the tices and two alternate jus- ·
president and the vice presi- tices appointed on staggered Services
dent. This branch also hous- presidential terms. The pur- •Airport transportation
es the SGA executive cabinet.· pose of this branch is to •Extended library hours
The cabinet is responsible ensure the rights of students •Create more student jobs
for four major units: advoca- through the interpretation of •Create more student
cy, campus life, governmental the student body constituinternships
affairs and public relations. tion. .
•Create more student
These four units work
scholarships
together to ensure an excit- The Peters/Bentley Jr.
•Continue the SafeRide
ing, yet healthy environment administration
program
for our studel).t body. Some of
SGA President Kevin •Continue on-campus
the primary objectives for Peters and Vice President
transportation
these units are student's Willie Bentley Jr. took office
rights and responsibilities; at noon on May 8. With the Governmental affairs
creatµig a bold and positive slogan
"Committed . to •Lobby to keep bright
UCF presence throughou~ Progress," the Peters/Bentley
futures
the campus, community, and Jr. (PBJ) administration is •Create a student
on a state and federal level; committed to upholding the
government representative
creating activities and pro- integrity of the entire student
congress
grams that are both educa- body. The PBJ mission is to •Host local, state arid federal
tional and entertaining; and · serve as a positive represen·
government speakers

committed to progre~
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SGAPresident Kevin Peters, right, speaks to the senate shortlyafter his inauguration on Mays; as Speaker of the Senate Pete Cimino,
left, and SGA Adviser Shane Juntunen lookon. Peters will need senate support to help fund his administration's platformgoals.
(,
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'S TUDENT SERVICES

LINK connectS
Knights to.UCF

new

Freshman get help to hit the ground
runnitig through luaus and loot
REBECCA MORALES
Coordinator for Residence Education
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REACH guest contestants play a Jeopardy-like game show as part of an HIV awareness event on the Student Union stage. REACH promotes safety and responsibility for college students. ·

Resp0nsible choices.
don't end.the fun
LAURA RIDDLE
.•

,,

Director of Alcohol and Other Drug Programming

T

'/

he
speeches
are
through, the tours have
come to an end, and
now you are about to
embark on the amazing
college journey, an experience in
which your wildest dreams, or
. nightmares, could come true.
Being aware of your surroundings and the potential risks associated with this new environment
could prove worthwhile and beneficial.
That's where we come into the

picture. The students and staff
low risk and healthy choices. Colwho work at the REACH Peer
lege can be an unforgettable
Health Education Program and
experience. Whether the experithe Alcohol and Other Drug Proence is .positive or a bummer is
gramming Office provide the
determined by your decisions.
information essential to a healthy
Use good judgment, know. the
college atmosphere through
rules and remember that college
workshops, presentations, expos
is a whole new world. We are
and a number of other campus
here to help you make the most of
programs. REACH (Responsible
your time here.
Education and Action for CamConveniently located on the
pus Health), is a full resource , Chemistry greens in Trailer 617,
center for students. We cover the
REACH Peer Health Education
gambit of college social health
and Al~ohol and Other Drug
issues such as alcohol and other
Counseling is within walking disdrug abuse, sexual assault and
tance to most of the dorms and is
sexual violence, eating disorders
open five days a week from 9 a.m.
and safer sex. We have a knowlto 5 p.m. Or if the .face-to-face
edgeable and friendly HIV testroutine is too intruding, you can
ing and counseling staff.
call 407-823-5457/2437. Have fun,
We give you the information
be safe, and enjoy all UCF has to
and awareness you need to make · offer!

he LINK Program
is a fi[st-year
experienc;e program at UCF. lt is
designed to help
first-year . student~ ·cope
with the stressful transition
to the university's academic
.community. LINK helps
first-year students get
involved in programs and
a"tivities that will complement their classroom experience.
The LINK Program
offers a series of programs
and activities specifically
designed for freshmen to
make the most of their firstyear in college. LINK is
about having fun, meeting
people and getting connected to the campus community. LINK exposes freshmen
to experiences that w ill
enhance their success and
sati'sfaction at UCF. From
events·such as the New Student Convocation, LINK
Lq.au, Late Knights and the
Majors Fair, to ·Freshmen
Frenzy, Homecoming, residence hall programs and
late night tutoring, LINK
helps freshmen acclimate to
UCF.
There are seven key abilities that new Knights can
expect to develop by participating in the LINK Program:
'
• Intellectual, physical
and interpersonal competence
'
• Self-sufficiency
• Emotional maturity •

i::
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• Self-awareness
• Relationship-building ..
· ·Career and social-life .
structuring
.
'
• Responsibility for your.- .ft
self and others
: !

I
. t

i, ;I

The LINK Program is 1
incentive-based. So when a f
' first-year student attends a ·:
LINK connected program, .. t
they will receive LINK Loot. • ;
LINK Loot is funny money · ~
that is used to bid on prizes at • ~
an auction held at the end of • 1
.each semester. The more,' 4ifl
LINK-connected programs a ~
first-year students attends,
the more LINK Loot that student will earn, which will \
increase their chances of!~
winning a prize at the auction. One of the items that
the LINK Program auctions
each-semester is tuitiOn valued up to $1,300.
First-year students will
have an opportunity to learn
more about the LINK Program during their ,Orientation session. LINK will be
hosting an ice cream social .
. along with Orientation Services and the Office of Student Involvement. Students
can begin earning LINK Loot
at the ice cream social and
can participate in an activity
to win door prizes. LINK will
kick off the year with the
LINK Luau at 6 p.:rn. Aug. 21.
The LINK Luau will feature
barbecue free to all students,
a live DJ, inflatable bounce
houses, interactive games,
prizes and give-aways.
For more information
about the LINK Program,
call 407-882-7005 or visit
http:/ / www.link.ucf.edu.
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Tri Delta

b.b.b.

Welcome to UCFI
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GREEKLIF'E
UCFs

fraternities
••
'd
=an soronties:
·The start

of a lifelong
•
expenence

•

Greeks take a big role
in the Homecoming
parade each year.
Chi Omega, Fiji and
Tau Kappa Epsilon
joined forces to make
the winning float,
designed with a
Futurama TV-show
theme.

· Greek community
draws waves of new
students each year
RYAN O'ROUKE, MARCEE MANGLARDI
&MARKUM
Greek Life

I

t is safe to say that few collegiate experiences exist
that can match those of
membership in a fraternity
or sorority. With 41 nation, al fraternities and sororities,
,UCF's award-winning Greek com~ munity provides something for
everyone. At UCF1 fraternities and
sororities provide students with a ·
unique opportunity for leadership, growth, development and
involvement. As a new student to
UCF, you may be asking yourself
several of the following questions:

••

l

~:.

•
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Fraternity and sorority life can
•Will I fit in and make new
personalize your UCF experience
friends?
and provide a home away from
•Will I succeed academically?
home. After all ... 3,000 members
•Will I be able to get involved
can't be wrong.
in campus organizations and bet_ter my leadership skills?
But what is fraternity
•Will I be able to prepare and
network for a career?
'
and sorority life all about?
•Will I feel like a part of the .
Unfortunately, MTV and severcampus community (or just a . al movies have inaccurately pornumber)?
trayed .fraternities and s9rorities.

They never would have survived
for more than 200 years and
would not continue to exist at
UCF if they resembled the images
projected in pop culture.

To put things in perspective
Fraternities and sororities have
been at UCF siJice 1971 - when
UCF was still called Florida Technological University, before CDs
and DVDs were invented, before

·cell phones existed and before
UCF had a football team.

· Scholastic achievement
The UCF Greek community
continually encourages academic
success. In other words, students
have · to· maintain certain grade
point averages in order to remain
active members of their chapters.
PLEASE SEE

STRONG ON (11

.ef Zeta Tau 'A(pfia
WelCome a((incomin3 Xr:iahts to
The 'University ef.Cent1'.'a( 'F(oridal
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· "'From the outside (ookinf1 in you Cfln
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Sisters are forever feiends!
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GREE.K LIFE
Strong bonds, leadership experience and
fun-ftll~d semesters -

effort to provide a positive and
events.
Believe it or not, fraternities rewarding experience. Most
and sororities have stricter new-member programs are a
The average GPA of frater- social policies than most other fun way to learn the history of
the chapter and national organnity and sorority members clubs and organizations.
generally ranks above the overStudents also have the ization and are not "degrading"
all sti.ldent population. This opportunity to get involved to students. New members
spring, nearly 30 perce,n t of with the risk management and simply attend weekly meetings
sorority women were on the peer education organizations and get involved with chapter
dean's list, earning a 3.5 GPA or such as Greeks Advocating activities that provide a great
higher. Nine sororities aver- Mature Management of Alco- way to make new friends.
aged at least a 3.0 GPA or high- hol.
Fraternities and sororities Are fraternities and
er. Thirteen fraternities earned
a: 2.7 or higher.
can offer a family atmospher~ sororities expensive?
Members pay for dues and
For academic support, and go beyond ordinary friend- .
Greek members are provided ships ... and they often last a membership, but the price is
with structured study halls, lifetime.
affordable. · The majority of
UCF fraternity and sorority
educational programs, scholarmembe,rs also hold part-time
ships, tutorial programs and Campus involvement
jobs outside of taking classes.
awards and incentives to chal- and school spirit
Housing arrangements vary
Joining a fraternity or sororlenge members to reach their
full potential.
ity can be one of the best ways greatly, from fraternity chapin
apartment-style
A 1999 University of Min- to get involved in other organi- ters
nesota study reported that zations at UCF. Many campus quadraplexes to on-campus
members of fratei;nities and leaders - from the President's houses in Greek Park, which
sororities are more likely to Leadership Council to student are owned and operated by the
obtain a degree and stay in government members - are individual chapters' alumni
school than non-affiliated stu- Greek.
corporations.
dents. ·
Living arrangements differ
Fraternities and sororities
also sponsor teams to partici- from chapter to chapter. Some
pate in various intramural· chapters with.houses in Greek
Leadership
Few, if any, other entities, sports and other fraternity and Park have meal plans and
can match the potential leader- sorority philanthropic to~a cooks, while others employ
ship training that students can ments. Some of these sports caterers to serve periodic
obtain when they join a frater- include flag football, soccer, meals. Last year, the average
basketball, tennis, softball and cost of living in a house in
nity or sorority.
Each chapter elects officers · floor hockey. Fraternities and Greek Park was $2,200, includto manage the operations of sororities also have members i:ilg dues, rent and meal plan.
their organization, and these who are varsity athletes in footTotal rent and meals for resofficers are assisted by mem- ball, volleyball, tennis, water- idence halls and off-campus
skiing, crew and cheerleading. apartments average between
bers serving on committees.
Fraternity and sorority. $2,400 and $2,800 per semesThe national headquarters
of each organization has lead- members are truly instrumen- ter. In many instances, Greek
ership conferences and pro- tal in providing a significant housing is less expensive than
grams where students can . portion of the school spirit at living in the residence halls or
learn a variety of leadership UCF.
an off-campus apartment. The
skills. Alumni members play an
•90 percent of all past stu- Governor and State Cabinet
important role as advisers and dent body presidents are mem- recently approved the universimentors, and alumni organiza- · bers of a fraternity/sorority
ty's master plan with addition· •49 percent of the 2004- al land for the construction of
tions help students network for
employment
opportunities 2005 President's Leadership more fraternity and sorority
Council are members of a fra- houses.
after graduation.
ternity/sorority
Community service
•44 percent of the 2004- Just 'buying your friends?'
Community service is an 2005 Orientation Team are
How can anyone simply
important aspect of fraternity members of a fraternity/sorori- "buy" their friends? Besides, it
· cost money to join clubs and
ty
.
and sorority membership.
From volunteering in ele•More 50 percent of the teams in high school; did you
inentary schools to raising UCF Alumni Board of Direc- buy your friends then, too?
money for charities - the · tors are affiliated with a frater, As one fraternity leader put
American Heart Association, nity or sorority
it, "How can I possibly buy my
•Yet "Greeks" make up only friends? They are priceless. If I
Muscular Dystrophy Association, Ronald McDonald House about 10 percent of the under- had to pay for them, I would be
or the Arnold Palmer Chil- graduate enrollment!
in debt the rest of my life!"
Simply put, you are not buydren's Hospital - UCF's fratering your friends - you are
nities and sororities lend a Is there hazing at UCF?
Fortunately, hazing is investing ~ your future. .
helping hand.
Last year they completed banned by UCF, national Greek
nearly 10,000 hours of commu- organizations and by state Aren't fraternities and sororities
nity service and raised thou- laws. UCF's chapters recognize just 'cookie-cutter' organizations?
that hazing has no place in
UCF's Greek system has
sands of dollars for charity.
their organizations. Those grown tremendously in the
campus organizations that past 10 years. To accommodate
Social activities
For many students, the engage, in such behavior are this growth, the system has
Greek social life helps make dealt with "in a serious manner. added new fraternity and
college a more fulfilling experi- (Yes, this subject is not just lim- sorority chapters. Students at
ence. Greek organizations pro- ited to Greek-letter organiza- UCF have an opportunity to
build upon these organizations.
vide a calendar of social activi- tions.)
UCF has a zero-tolerance
During the past 10 years, the
including
formals,
ties,
Homecoming, Skit Nights, policy and works with alumni UCF Greek community has
mixers and other special and chapter members in an expanded with three historicalFROM

•
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,.is this life for you?
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Comradery abounds infraternities and sororities. Rush week starts the bonding process, as it did forTau Kappa Epsilon brothers in fall 2003.

rock band member, a pre-medicine major, Miss America, a
resident assistant, a pilot, an
actress or actor, a varsity athlete, a student senator, a LEAD
Scholar, a member of the President's Leadership Council, a
member of the Campus Activities Board, .a peer educator, a
student body president, a Col-.
lege Republican, a College
Democrat, a business major, a
film major, an Orientation
Who joins fraternities
Team member, an education
and sororities?
While certain values, rules major, an ROTC cadet, a friend
and procedures are very much and most of all ·- a UCF Greek
a part of Greek Life, as in any ·is you.
organization, fraternity and
sorority members respect stu- How do I get.involved?
The best way to become
dents' individual talents, interests and accomplishments. A involved is to register for the
Greek is difficult to stereotype, fraternity or sorority recruitment called Rush or Recruitdespite what you may hear.
Members of fraternities and ment. Recruitment is a mutual
sororities are students from selection procedure - a time
different cultural, religious and for students to ask questions
socioeconomic backgrounds. and define time commitments,
UCF's fraternity and sorority financial obligations and memmembers include: a USA bership requirements.
We highly recommend regToday_All-American Scholar, a
ly Latin fraternities, three Latin
and multicultural sororities,
two historically African-American fraternities and a historically Jewish fraternity for students who want to culturally
identify with those from similar races, ethnicities and religions. Regardless, the chapters
are made up of members from
all types of backgrounds.

'

istering for recruitment, as it is
one of the best ways to meet
other students on campus. ·
There is no obligation to
join a fraternity or sorority by
registering for recruitment.
·
National
Pan-Hellenic
Council (historically African~
American Greek-letter organizations) and Diversified.Greek.
Council organizations have
recruitment at different times
of the year. Typically, National
Pan-Hellenic Council organizations hold intake processes
twice a year, with freshmen'
becoming involved after theit:
first semester.
Whether or not you decide
to join a Greek organization,
recruitment· is a great way to
meet people and get aGquainted with life at UCF.
,, For additional information,'
call the Greek Council Office
at 407-823-2072 or visit
http://www.greeklife.sdes.ucf.
edu.
- CASSANDRA CACERES & CURTIS PROCTOR
CONTRIBUTED TO THIS REPORT

Kappa Alpha Theta
,"'F{yina above the re.st since .1sr~"

,c@tht.& 1@ut@·trer

www. kappa~cf.com

I;!

.$74.9~

$19.99 per month
$19.99 Membership Fee

customers only
·J ·new
see store for details

see store for details
expires 07/31/04
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·Orlando's
rughtlife·· is·full
.of music,

. .li~tS and
.crowded
club
. .
. · districts.
.
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Roxy is one of dozens of clubs packed on the weekends. The club continues to draw crowds despite its location away from downtown.

,

Bright lights, big city

..

.

W

here
are
the .
coolest places to
go if I like...
·
.... Hip-hop? For
.
·
··
all you Hip Hop
heads looking for some blazin'
beats and a slammin atmosphere; "Phat Fridays" at The
Roxy nightclub on Friday nights
is the place to go.
While it won't cost you "50
cent" to get "In da Club," before
11 p.m., for a $8 cover after that ·
you can "P.LM.P." your "Magic
Stiek" until 2 a.m. The age
requirement is 21-and-up for
everyone. Leave your T-shirts
and jeans at home because The
Roxy enforces. a strict dress
code.
... Country? If you love to line .
dance, throw on your cowboy
hat and head down to Cowboys
country club. Open Thursday
through Saturday, this is Orlando's most popular country nightclub.
The 15,00~-square-foot facility welcomes 18-and-up on
Thursdays and Saturdays. Friday
is all ages night. Ladies are
admitted free every Thursday;
men pay $5 to $7. No dress code,
but Western wear is always
encouraged.
... Latin? Ifyou are in search of
a Hispanic spot hotter than JLo's "I'm Glad" ,video, then sweat
it out in The Club at Firestone.
Its oversized dance floor and
second-story glass chamber for
voyeuristic viewing make it
"muy caliente." Friday is latin
ladies night, with regsaeton,
salsa, merengue, bachata and hip
hop ·to get you moving. If your
non-dancing friends need a bit
more encouragement, the multiple video screens, lighting
effects, and- pulsating lasers are
enough to stir up vibrations in
even the most rhythm-challenged iiidividuats.
Admission ranges from $5 to
$10; 18-and-up ladies, 21-and-u:p
guys. .
... Karaoke? Attention all
shower singers! This one's·

BREIT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Four major club districts offer plenty c,f choices - in both people and music.

screamin' your name.
For the bold and the intoxicated, Friendly Confines .i n the
Waterford Lakes Town Center
offers an intimate setting where
budding American Idols ca:h belt
out their favorite tunes. No
cover; 18-and-up.
... Jazz & Blues? In a blue
mood? Then jazz up your duff
evening with an unforgettable
night at the upscale CityJazz
located at Universal Studios
CityWalk.
Purple hues, dim lighting and
elegant decor make this a perfect
first-date haven. The nightclub
also offers jazz enthusiasts a
slice of history with a museum
that displays 500 piecestof jazz
m'eiµorabilia.
Cover is $5; 18-and-up.
... Punk? The beer-and-wine~
only Will's Pub is one of the
main supporters of local m~sic

and featm;-es 'the area's better
punk acts. Located on Mills
Avenue, the qu~t watering hole
prides itself on being the antidowntown hangout. A jukebox,
pool tables and. an air hockey
table make this bar an ideal place
to attend any night of the week.
Cover varies; 18-and-up.
... Techno? The bi-level Icon ·
dance club features a spacious
dpwnstairs dance floor while a
spaceship-like DJ booth overlooks dancers 'as Orlando's top
DJs spin the best big-beat techno
in town.
The club is home to an
impressive roster of local DJs
and occasionally draws international acts such as Paul Oakenfold.
No T-shirts, jeans or sho.rts
allowed.
-AHMAD TAYLOR

NEED TO·GET ACRo.:s.s
CAMPUS ·1·N·MINUTES?.
· eGO Cycle 2

. $999
I,...

1500x

~349
;:(!'-

Synergy Cycle

·Vego.iQ450

S~99 .

$899

f:
. 1 ·~

No Gas, No Fumes, No Sweat •.•

GO.ELECTRIC!!

. GO ELECTRIC e Bikes & Scooters
Mon - Fri 4-6pm Sat 11 am-6pm Sun l-6pm
403 N. Hwy 17-92 Longwood { 1/3 mi north of 434)

www.goelectric.net .

'

407-657-5550
Help wanted - goelectric@cfl.rr.com

WATCH YOUR

,

FAVORITE SPORTS ON

THE,HIGH DEF,

BIG SCREEN T.V.

12727 E. Colonial Drive • 407-277-7665
I

(East of Alafaya, past 408 overpass on left)

Monday-- Saturday, 2 p.m. -close • Sunday, noon -clllse
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All Vehicles with Warranty
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OFF FOR ·

STUDENTS
·
'. Must Show l.D.

(401} 42(,~2802
2010 W. Colonial Drive
.Orlando, FL 32804
I
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It's about new experiences, your independence and being

•

I

responsible. If you.,re over 21, please drink respon's ibly.
And if you are under 21, don't drink at all - it's the law.

.'

Miller Brewing Company and your local distributor
are committed
.
.
~

to the prevention of underrge access and.over consumption.

\

© 2003 Miller Brewing Company, Milwaukee, WI

Crispers Present:s ...

- -- -------- -

CrtSfers
F RESH

SALADS

I

Everything You Need
-to Know About College.
I

I
I

I
I

If you're ~sweet freak, you'll love our creamy cheesecakes, rich laye~ cakes, cookies, and brownies.
And then there are all the sundaes and milkshakes made with delicious Publix Premium Ice Cream.

WATERFORD LAKES
555 N.ALAFAYA TRAIL

WINTER PARK
ph (407) 673-4100

. ORLANDO
ph (407) 482-4727

MON.-SAT. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
SUN. I I AM - 8 PM

MON-THU. 10:30AM - 9 PM
FRI. SAT. I 0:30 AM - I 0 PM
SUN. I I AM - 8 PM

Find out about Crispers restaurants, our growth and career
opportunities at www.crispers.com

l!Xil

t

N

•I '
I

I

our outrageous desserts FREE with
your purchase of any garden-fresh
gourmet salad over $4.00 or hearty
stacked sandwich.

I

I

\

I
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I
I
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: FREE ·ce cream?
I

ALA FAYA

I
co
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a:
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,£~7
SEMORAN BLVD.

I
I

ONE FREE DESSERT PER couPoN. ONE couPoN P!;R v1s1T.

\

:

I
.....----------------------------------------~-- -

I

\G.~~~:f~!~

:

ONE FREE ICE CREAM PER COUPON. ONE cpuPoN PER v 1s1T.
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-
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•

I
I
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I

Purchase any fresh gourmet salad over $4.00
or hearty stacked sandwich and we'll give
you a FREE shake, cone, or sundae made w ith
delicious Publix Premium Ice Cream.

I

'

-·

I

>-

436

-

· REGAL 20
WATERFORD THEATRES

I-

::::>

----------Free Sweets!
ONE FREE SOUP PER COUPON. ONE COUPON PER VISIT.

L.i 1
I
I Bi-ing in this coupon and enjoy .one of

College isn't all fatburgers, pizza and substandard subs. Not when Crispers is so close to UCF.
Crispers is your quick, delicious alternative to fast food, where you can stoke up on garden-fresh
gourmet salads, hearty stacked sandwiches, and a dozen tempting soups, all made fresh every
single day .

436 & UNIVERSITY
391 SOUTH SEMORAN

(or $2.99 off chowders and gumbos)
\\ Nith purchase of any garden-fresh gourmet
salad over $4.00 or hearty stacked sandwich.

I
~ I

Of course, your college career will be a wonderful voyage of discovery
You'll have new learning experiences, expand your consciousness with
new courses, n1eet new people fromjust about all over the world. .But one
of the most important things to learn is how to stay healthy and how to get
free food. You're in luck. There's a Cripsers restaurant right near the UCF campus .. . .
and that's wher e you get the free food. See? You learned something already.

Use the coupons. Come to Crispers.
. Get free food.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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· Orientation 2004
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MOVIES·

ToNY
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• FAMOUS FOR RIBS •

)

WELCOMES YOU TO UCF!

NEW&$TUDENT';SPECIALS MENU
ChoQse from over 12 great
tastes starting fro"m $6.49.

)

Includes:
·~ntree, soup or salad,

one side
item, "dessert and beverage.

1

All day, ~very day with VaUd ID.

HAPPY

HOUR ALL

DAY

•,\

EVERYDAY

. 2 FOR l'S

Wallet
' check

Located across from UCF

Call 407-207-3010 for more info

I
I

Student deals
abound at local
theaters.

KEGS
TOGO
DomesticLhnported
•Budweiser
• Coors lite • Bud Lite
• Mill~r~lite .~ Ice H~use &
99 +

S

o, you're bored Or you
':l
and your friends are
,
bored. Or you've got a
~ot date. Or you feel
•.
like forking over copi) ous amounts of U.S. currency
for junk food. Well, my friend, it
sounds like you need to go to
,1
the movies.
For your standard, run-ofthe-mill movies that feature car
chases, girls in bikini,s and alien
1
invasions (alongside typical
chick flicks and Oscar hope, t;uls), you have three theater
qhoices within 15 minutes of
dampus - Regal Cinemas ·- ...
<bviedo
Marketplace
22,
C!:armike University 8 and Regal
<Cinemas Waterford Lakes 20.
~ If you'd rather see art films
0r foreign films - in other
' words, independent films ., bead to the Enzian ·cinema
¢afe in Wmter Park Although
tlie Enzian only has one screen,
they run movies that other theaters don't and also serve up
$ome great food.
.
Prices for all Regal theaters
are $6.50 for students with a
valid UCF ID. The Enzian
Charges $5.50. Carmike charges
$4 for matinees and $5 for
shows after 6 p.m.
- BRANDON HARDIN

Domestic Kegs... '46

Becks_ : _s1 ·l 4°0 ..... /:
Eoster___ s99 _99 .....
Rolling Rock __ ·_ 5 6 6 9 ~. .....
Killians Red ___ s66 99 .....
Michelob Lite ___ 5 60 99 .....
· Yuengling ___ 5 66 99 .....
}
Heineken ___ 5 1 1 4 99 ..... f)
New Castle ___ fi1 24 99 ..... '

I

G·ooD QUALITY WIN.E~

I

..
(

I

CIGARffiES • ,fHIPS • CANDIES

I

Blue · Nun Wine ___ s4 99 .....
DOMESTIC BEER SPECIA~

l 2 PK. BUDWEISER

12 PK. Coors Lite
ONLY

$899

ONLY

$8~ 9

BEST WAY .BEVERAGE MART
Corner of University & Dean Rd., Next to Duffy's Subs

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE FILE

407-678-4443

Twenty screens lie less than two miles from campus at Waterford Lakes Town Center's 20-screen cinema.

Hours: Mon. - Sun. 11 am - 2am

...

In Memory Of

••

New York Style Pizza, Calzones and Strombolis
30 different Pizza Toppings, 32 Wing Flavors
, Over.30 Dinner Items, Over 20 Kinds of Subs
8 Kinds of Desserts, Assorted Beer and Wine
I

,

RISTORANTE & PIZZERIA

Open Until
4:00am
f
.
.· Across from UCF In the UC7 Plaza
University and Alafaya, 12279 University Blvd. ·

Delivered

I

Thursday, Friday, &Saturday
11 :OOam - 4:00am
Sunday through Wednesday
11 :OOam - 2:00am.·

. 407-282-400'0 ·

All Menu Items

'
l
I

•l
.I

'

~
~

•

r---------------~•r----------------•r----------------•

:
I

. BUY ANY TWO . : . BUY ANY X LG 18"
DINNERS GET A I
WITH 3 TOPPINGS

:

. ,:

:
.FREE DELIVERY

F.RE~

We Deliver Beer and Wine

BEER OR SODA
Dine in Only• Exp 10/3 1/04
Not Valid With Any Other Offer

1

I

1

•
- -

-

-

-

Central Florida Fut.I.Ire
- - - - - - ..it- -

-

-

-

OR MORE, 'GET A

:

14" CHEESE PIZZA

I
I

Exp 10/31/04
Not Valid With Any Other Offer

11
11
11

., •

.

• •

1·

-

:: L.G CHEESE PIZZA :
1115 CHICKEN WINGS I !'
::
2 LITER SODA
: ;·

L

-

-

FREE

,_

Central Florida l=uture
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

·-

-

-

-

$ 1 7 . 9 9 :'

::
-

-

-

1
1 ~

Exp 10/31/04
Not Valid With Any Other Offer
Central Florida Future
..
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-

-

-
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.R ESTAURANTS
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\\I?}1~:;
Ve~eI ar1-ns
.,. .

Pitas-

BRITT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

University Bouleyard and
Waterford Lakes Town Center
are filled with-an assortment
of restaurants.

:Ci

chicken-caesar
Chicken Crave
.Chicken Breast
Turkey
Club .
Philly Steak
Roast Beef
Black Forest Ham
Assorted
(Ham

wi~h

$5.50
$5.50
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$5.25
$4.95
$4.25
$4.5o·

Garden
$3.50
Falafel
$4.25
Babaganoush $4.25
Hummus
$4.25
Feta·
· $4.00 ·
$4.00
Swiss
Cheddar
$4.00 .

$4.95
$4.25
$4.50
$4.50
$4.5.0

Chicken Caesar
Juliennne
Greek
Caesar
Garden

Salads

Roast _B eef or Turkey)

Souvlaki
. Gyro
Seafood
Tuna
B.L.T.

·

$5.50
S5.5o
$5.50
$4.25.
$3.50

PLUS TONS OF TOPPINGS, SAUCE$ AND EXTRAS!

'
··'

·-Tastes around town
50 eateries sit
within .one inile
ofc~pus
n-camp·u s· cuisine
tasting bland? If
you're ready for
real food, visit our
local favorites.
Ifyou are looking for ethnic
dining, try El Cerro, an authen. tic Mexican restaurant with big
portions and lo:w prices. El
Cerro is located on Urnversity
Boulevard across the street

0

from UCF's main entrance.
Another great choice for
MeXican is Tijuana Flats,
launched in 1995 b~ Brian
Wheeler, a UCF alumnus.
The chain has since expanded to more than a dozen Florida locations, including the
original at University Boulevard and State Road 551. A
recent addition to the University Boulevard restaurant list is
Chipotle, specializing in very
large, very filling burritos.
If you're in the mood for
good, cheap Greek grub within
walking distance, visit the
Falafel Cafe behirid the
Chevron station in the shop-

ping plaza off University
Boulevard. Offering everything
from gyros to ·shawarmas, this
hideaway cafe was voted best
Middle Eastern cuisine in the
Orlando Sentinel.
Feelin' a little Thai? Two
restaurants within 10 minutes·
of each other shollld satisfy
,
·
your cravings.
Blue Elephant Thai Cuisine
is located on Alafaya Trail next
to Subway, across the street
from campus. Thai Singha is in
the Waterford Lakes Town
Center.
These are just a sampling of
the available restaurants near
campus. You'll find 50 places to
eat within·a l-mile radius of the
campus. The choice is yours.

;

University
Orl.ando, FL 3281·7
. (407). 381-1009
{Across from UCF)
"Orl.ando's Best; Co11.ege Bar"
-$1. 00 Draft

.Wednesday

Wedne~day'

s

@ 9:00pm-C1ose""'

$1.00 Drafts
$2 Domestic Bottles
$~ Killian Drafts

"Free" Happy Hour Bu££et :.from 5:00pm -

Thursday

$6 Mil.l.er Lite, Icehouse
$8 Bud , Bud Lite, Coors ·iite

$10 Sam Ada.ms

·

"Free" Happy Hour Bu££et £r_om 5: OOpm -

your eyes

I

f you're searching for
fantastic art, look no further than UCF's Art
Gallery in the Visual Arts
Building. Each month the
gallery showcases a differen,t
artist's work, including student
artists and UCF professors.
The Gallery at Avalon
Island on Magnolia Street .in
downtown Orlando exhibits
art pieces inside a "true" art

•

-LIVE BANDS 9:00p~ - C1ose LIVE BANDS2-4-1 Long IS1and Ic~d Tea
. '
$2 Domestic Bottles
$2 Killian Drafts

Friday

Saturday

house, Orlando's historic the OVAL Gallery allows. specRogers Building.
tators to mingle within the
Like UCF's art gallery, the gallery and watch independent
exhibits at Avalon are free, and artists create masterpieces
new exhibits open the first Fri- before their very eyes.
day of every. month. But this
The gallery hosts a show
gallery is unique because it sits every third Thursday of the
next door to Guinevere's - a month . with free food and
coffeehouse featuring live drinks, so head out for the culmusic performances and poet- · ture and stay for the munchies.
ry readings several nights a
The Scott Laurent Galleries,
week. Patrons can pass off Today Park Avenue in Winbetween the gallery and coffee- ter Park, is· one of the only galhouse freely sipping lattes and leries in the area that features
while gazing at their favorite affordable art. Items here range
from $10-$1,000; featuring
masterpieces.
Downtown also houses the everything from coffee tables
OVAL Gallery on Orange to hand-painted silk ties. · ·
Avenue. Doubling as a gallery
and a work studio for artists,
- JOE HARLESS

7~00pm

-Bucket Night @ 9:00pm - C1ose-

:-- CHRISTINE DELLERT ·

ART GALLERIES

.ji

7: OOpm '.

-Theme Night Saturday's.@. 9:00pm-Cl.oseLIVE BANDS AND D.J.'S
$3 Jager Shots(add $1 for Jager Bomb)
$3 Wells
$2 Domestic Bottles
$2 Killian Drafts

-$1.50 32oz Cellar Mug Refills All

'

•
(

103 OFF
w/UCF ID

"Real Philly People making real Philly cheesesteaks"

MON · THURS 11 am • 1Opm

FRI llam· llpm
SAT llam • IOpm
SUN 4pm • 9pm

Steaks • Hougies • Fries • Salads • Kids Meals

afPU!ld lllfl/J; ""'U!l'm.

tfine,anJ~~/As

'

IU!l.tll!dDUlllU!-~d.THE ALOMA CINEMA GRILL
AN AMERICAN CLASSIC
SINCE 1975!

:•

2155 ALOMA AVENUE• WINTER PARK, FLORIDA
(407) 678-8214

7 Alataya Woods, Ste 1000, Oviedo
407'.-706-021 1tax 407-706-0256

S ti111" Yo.11.1- S i1111 111cT 'Riqht Witl 1 0111'

www.dam1mestaurant.com

WE7542 Deliver!·
University Blvd

c

SUPER SPORT :
MONDAYS
:

·1Q%
off entire check
. . . 'Vith this coupon
. www.lamousphils.com

I

1 Large, 1TOPPING PIZZA &
2LITERFOR$9.95

1
I

I

PICK UP OR DELIVERY

I
I

~~~~~

SUPER SPECIALSI
Two fOL

Tuesday!!
2LARGECHEESEPIZZA$11.95
PICK UP OR

DELIVE~Y

~~~ ~ ~

I

I
I

., _ - .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+- - - - - - - - - - _,_ -- - - ...

: EVERYDAY SPECIAL: Dine-In Spe·c ial:

1

·

:
:
'"

K

•

•

2Large,1 TOPPING PIZZAS
FOR ONLY $14.95

·

1 BUY 1 ENTREE & 2 BEVERAGES GET A '
: 2NO ONE OF EQUAL OR LESSER1VALUE 1
:

FREEi

I .

On the corner of University and Goldenrod ·tn the UniGold Shopping Center

,

'

Dine In •Take Out • Delivery • Catering

lunch menu available

407-67-STEAK

'Great Movies
Food &Spirits

'

Italian Grill & Pizzeria

· OPEN 7 , DAYS

: •
!

PICK UP OR DELIVERY
I WITH COUPON OINING ONLy " 1 PER I
____E!P,!!1~:_?Ep~3,.!!, ~0.!!,4____ ,. _TiB!J.fL~E.:.. ~eJR!S.:_S!P.!; ~Oa...2~

Free Delivery for Chuluota, Oviedo, Tuskawilla, & the University Area
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPT

•

NO CHECKS

PLEASE•

T VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFfER

•
(

Jumbo Wings
Pick your flavor from the Flavor Zone
5 ('1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) ............~ ........................ 3.49
10 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) ................: ...................5.99
15 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch). : ..................................8.49
20 (1 or 2 Flavors, 1 Ranch)......................... 10.99
30 (1 or 2 Flavors, 2 Ranch)....... .......... ........16.49
50 (Up to 3 Flavors, 3 Ranch} ..................... .25.99
75 (Up to 3 Flavors, 4 Ranch} ... ........ .. ....... ..36.99
100 (Up to 4 Flavors, 5 Ranch} .............. ..... .46.99

Chicken Sandwiches
& 1/2 Pound Burgers
served w/Wedge Fries* $6
•substitutions available for
an additional charge

•

99

·

Lettuce, Tomato, Onion,
Mustard, Mayo, Ketchup &
Pickle Spear on the side

Pick your Sandwich
~

Pick your Flavor
Add Celery . .. ..... ........ ... .. .. ... ...... .... .... .... ...... ... .49
Extra Bleu Cheese or Ranch.......................... .69
Add fries to any Wing order ........................... 1.79

•

Grilled Chicken Breast • Fried Chicken Breast• 1/2 lb Burger

Plain OR any one of our 25 flavors

Cheese or No Cheese
Jumbo Size Your Fries for Additional $.99

. Fresh Chicken Salads
Pick your Salad
Grilled Chicken Breast OR Fried Chicken Breast

Pick your Flavor
·

Plain OR any one of our
25 flavors

. Pick ypur Dre~sing
Bleu Cheese, Ranch, Honey
Mustard, Lite Italian

Chicken Fingers
Pick your Quantity, Pick your Flavor ·
Dipped or On Side
3 (1 Flavor) ........... .......... ..... ....................... .. .3 .99
5 (1 Flavor) ........... ................. ........... ........ ..... 5 .99
10 (1 Flavor) ....... ..................... ..................... 10.99
20 (Up to 2 Flavors) ............................ ......... 19.99
50 (Up to 3 Flavors) ....................................46.99

Wedge Fries ................ Regular 1.79
...........,..........................Jumbo 2.99
Cheese Fries ................Regular 2.69
......................................Jumbo 4.29
Beer Battered Onion Rings ................. Regular 2.19
............................................................Jumbo 3.79 \
Mozzarella Sticks (5) .., ....................................4.29
Fried Mushrooms ............................................ .4.29
Ranch or Bleu Cheese & Celery ........................ .99
Garden Salad ................................................. .4.49
Side Salad
....................................................... 2.49

Dean & University ( 407) 673-sses
3940 N. :Dean Rd.

Oviedo (407) 365-1999

5 Wings & Wedge Fries......... ............ .............. 4 .99
3 Chciken Fingers & Wedge Fries................... 4 .99

1020 Lockwood Blvd.

Soft Drinks

Waterford Lakes (407) 384-1221
12240 Lake Underhill Road

Chicken Finger Basket
5Fingers & Wedge Fries.................................7.29

20WINGS

& Regular Fries

(any flavor) ·

$1299 :

~-- ~ -------T-----------T
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$300
:~
OFF I§~
Offer not restricted to Monday.
j I

. .· ' I.

1

EXPIRES
9/1/04
.
N(JT'VALID
Willi
ANY OTHER COUPON, SPECIAL
HALF ~E Pfl.ZA DEAL

PR

FOR

.

I!~ TWO MEDIUM SINGLE

ANY. ORDER OF
$15 OR MORE

Merful00\l[llnllil111onlmg. l\esentiiti~ofpurd!ase.

I~@
iijl:O '
I ii'.:3

TOPPING PIZZAS

Offer not restricted to Monday.
Tax and delivery not included.

I ii= I ...

j

·

I

·

·

•

·

I

EXPIRES
9/1/04
N(JT' VALID
WITH
ANY (JT'HER COUPON, SPECIAL

OR HALF PRICE PIZZA DEAi..

I
I
I
I
I
I

M111ti1111cooponllil111rtdering: Prese1tiitimfpi.m:hase.

~----------~---~-------~

Oaen,.,,,

4 a.111

...__ Ere11aa1i

ANY LARGE
4 TOPPI NG

TWO LARGE
4 TOPPING

Coke • Diet Coke • Sprite • Dr. Pepper· Root Beer • Fanta Orange
· Mountain Dew· Ice Tea· Pink Lemonade· Water (1.SL)

PAYMENT: Cash, Check, Credit

[ii] ~
ll

lllJ [EJ

Surcharge of $0.70 for Checks
and Credit Cards on delivery
- - - - - - - · - - --------- - -

BEACHES

'lhiSisthe
Sunshine State

A

h, the beach. The prefect place to

go during a holiday, on a weekend
or - let's face it - instead of
class. Luckily Orlando is not too
far from the coast, and boasts four
popular beach options.
Although Daytona Beach is wildest and ,
craziest during Spring Break, it's an ideal
place to visit almost anytime of the year.
Daytona is known for far more than its
beaches. Each year it lures NASCAR enthusiasts for Speed Week and bikers for Bike
Week. But the excitement doesn't stop when
the sun goes down. Clubs like Razzles and
600 North provide an exciting life for visitors and locals.
If you're looking for ~ more tranquil
beach atmosphere look no ~er than New
Smyrna Beach. It's a great place to surf, roam
around quaint shops or just meet people. It's
the best beach to take your family when they
come to town. ·
Like to surf, or wish you could? Cocoa
Beach is considered a surfer's mecca Professional surfers say the waves are best on
Cocoa Beach and amateurs can't get enough
of Ron Jon's - Cocoa's best-known surf
landmark and one of the largest surf shops in
the world.
If you can't surf, you'll be sure to find

•

•

CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE FILE

someone on Cocoa Beach who can teach
you how.
Professional surfers have booths located
right on the beach and are prepared to offer
lessons and rent surf boards for a minimal
fee.
For the surf pros, Cocoa Beach hosts s,everal surf competitions through<;mt the year,
including one oµ Easter Sunday.
Feeling feisty? Then Playalinda is the
beach for you. Here, the beach-goers .ar«;n't

afraid to bare it all, and you'd better·not be
either if you go.
Playalinda is one of the only beaches ·i n
the area that allows you to tan topless or
naked; however, it isn't legal. There is a law
on the book in Brevard County that outlaws
this but it goes largely unenforced. So take
·
caution.
Sun block is a must at this beach.

Several beaches convenient to UCF
offer escape on the weekends.

- TRINA PRIORE .

Mon. - Fri. 11 a.m. Sat. l 1 a.m. - S p.m.
Sun. Closed ·
'r- - - - - - - - I r - - - - -

---.r- - - - - - .,,.. - - - - -- -.
" 5 P.m. - eP.m. 11 5 Beers & 1

Bur 1 11
~:uet 112 OFF:: Students::aaPPY ~oue:.: 30 Wings:
11 2nd item
11
Budw~1ser
11 $
99 I
ii
II
70
II
Bud light
II
1

"10DL OFF

..1Any Item SS.99 or under II
(L _ C~~r~i:!!!!_e _

.J L _c~a!!!rl!!_F~e _

II

Miller Light

.J L _c~a~ri!!!,!u~e _

~

.

II

.J L

14 •I

~e~al~ri~u~ _

The famous Black &White cookie - equal yet opposite. Delicia.us white.frosting perfectly.aligned with
smooth rich chocolate creates two distinct flavors, joined together in perfect harmony. Who knows, if.
it can happen on a cookie, it can happen anywhere.

.J

llEA_L.

coon.

FOOD.'

EASl ORLANDO Waterford Lake.s Town Cent~r 407 249-9475
LOCATIONS ALSOIN: '
,
COLONIAL MARKETPLAZA • THE MARKETPLACE AT DR. l'HILLll'S • LAKE MARY CEltTRE • P~M SP,RINGS CENTER • CHURCl:I STREET

'

:EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES!

Full Service Carwash·
Expr~ss De,ail ·• .Co~plete Detail
.Window Tinting
UCF

Universitv Blvd

Colonial

·•
'

~

4 Miles

~
~

""

Lake Underhill

340 South Alofoyo Troil
Orlando, Florido 32828

· Fast;· Friendly Service...

Curry Ford

407-737-888·1

-

Satisfaction Guaranteed!
ti

1':'

s

·"·

00
'

f

I
I
I
I

$

..

00
Off '

·ANY EXPRESS DETAIL ANY CAR WASH s21 OR MORE !ANY CAR WASH s1299 OR MORE
99

Ng!, valid with any other offers, discounts ?r coupons. Expires 10/31/04

· · Not volid,rith any other offers, discounts or coupons. Ex~ires 10L31/04

: Not valid with any other of~ers! discounts or co.upor. Expires 10/3l/04

i

Tiiuana Flats
Burrito Companv

MALLS

.

Big-league shopping

Newest
-location
Now
OpenI

-

'

Tijuana Flats offers
Great Tex-Mex Food and Cold Beer
and Wine in a .Fun, Family,
Laid-Back Atmosphere! ! ! t

Burrito fans won't be able to resist smothering
their tortillas with.our World Famous Hot Sauce Barf'
• Featuring 4 House Sauces and 8 New Hot
O'.nes daily.
• All food items made to order fresh with
Jalapenos, Onions, Lettuce, Tomatoes· and
Sour Cream ·
•No Freezers. No Lard. No Microwaves.
• Great Hand-'Rolled Toasted Burritos
•Home of the MegaJuana Burrito
If you're lookiflg for a great P'ace to Eat
w{th Outrageously Fresh Food Try
Tijuana Flats Burrito Company
r-·-·-·-·-··---------- - - - --- - - - - - -----------,

!Location address:

'

!

wrnter Springs Town Center
.160 Tl,JSCawilla Rd., $1,Jite .1208
:
iL...._,_.......................Winter
Springs,
Florida
3·2108
I
-..........._...._....._......................-...............................................-............;........

i

I hone: 407.-70 6-2 Ho.T' I
p.

'

_J

..r--,~
1
s-- ~o~ '--e\ot 7

•i.

Open 7 Days a Week
Moil. Thurs.
Fri. &Sat.
Sunday.

~

'

11 o.m. to 10 p.m.
11 a.m. to 10:30 p.m.
11 a.m. to 10 p.m.

;> 't\e~~'\ l.~~t\'e~f
~ ,.\t~\\~~'\ · ..s Please Call for Reservation or Take Out

-~\

Tel: (321) 235-1245
fax: (321) 235-9648

COURTESY MALL AT MILLENIA

lhe Mall'at Millenia offers an upscale shopping alternative with stores like Nieman Marcus and Bloomingdale's.

D
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t

,

uring your time at
UCF, you may never
need to venture into
the 'library (thanks
'
to the Internet), the
· Student ·union or even some
of your classrooms.
However, you'll certainly
need to shop and you'll need to
know where.
On East Colonial Drive
you'll find the Orlando Fashion
Square mall. This is an average-sized, decent mall with a
variety of stores for girls and
guys.
. If you just need to grab a
cute shirt for the night or some
new sneakers to play ball, visit
the Oviedo Marketplace mall
on Red Bug Lake Road. It's the
closest indoor mall to UCF,
though a bit small compared to
other malls. It has an impressive movie theater though, and
essential stores' such as Pacific
Sunwear, Express, Wet Seal .
a,nd Footlocker.
Dozens of stores, restaurants and bars lie south of campus in the Waterford Lakes
Town Center, an outdoor mall
with as much or more variety
than indoor malls in town.
Stores such as Best Buy, SuperTarget and PetsMart fill this
massive shopping center,
along with restaurants induct..:
ing Crispers, Chick-Fil-A, Thai
Singha and the Ale House.
There's even a 20-screen
movie theater.

.

Over .1SO Buffet Items lncludina

Crab Legs• Raw Oyster• Mussels• Cocktail Shrimp • ·Seafodcl
Combo • Stuffed Salmon • Stuffed Mushrooms • Kids Menu •
Vegetarian • Ice Cream • and ·much more...
•Soft Drink $1.25. •
·
ALL YOU CAN EAT

0

'

(,_..on.-Sat.) Adult $4.99
Children 3-7 $3.25 8- l 0 $4.25
Kids under 3 FREE

:CRAB ..~EGS S199 Dine·in Dinner Buffet Only.!
r. -....,. - - -..-

- - -

- . - - .·- - - , _ -

- ·~

- - - .· - - -....-

- . - ~..

COURTESYOVIEDO MARKETPLACE

If you're in the mood to
spend major money and shop
like the rich and famous, the
Mall at Millenia, at Conroy
Road and I-4, has a Macy's,
Neiman Marcus, Bloom1ngdale's and Gucci. A littleknown secret is XI (e.g. "Forever 21") upstairs, which is a
popular women's apparel store
with reasonable prices and
huge sales - and it cannot be

found anywhere else in, Orlando.
·
Last but not least, the Flori-:
da Mall is located at Sand Lake
Road and South Orange Blossom Trail. This mall connects
to an Adams Mark hotel and
has stores such as Saks Fifth
Avenue, Guess and Champs
Sports.
- TRINA PRIORE

.I

•
. mrvana

- - - ·-~ -

Oviedo Marketplace is the closest indoor mall to ~CF and boasts a stadium-seating theater.

LOCAL FES.TIVALS·

drama

- .- ..- - - -...-

·----~~-------------------------------~

I
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Sunday Lunch Buffet $5.99
(Mon.-Sat.) Dinner Adults $7.99
Child 3-7 $4.25 8-10 $6.99

T

he weekend has UCF theater majors, and each
arrived, and you spring it performs beside
hav~ no l?lans. No . downtown Orlando's beautiparties m your ful Lake Eola. Students with a
apartment
com- valid .UCF ID can purchase
plex. No football games to discount tickets.
catch on the tube. No interestDon't want to hear Romeo
ing flicks on the big screen. and Juliet profess their love
What can you .do?
for one another by commit.Orland offers several festi- ting suicide? Head for the Bob
vals throughout the year to Marley Reggae Festival at
keep you entertained.
Universal Studios CityWalk.
If you didn't fall asleep Each February, CityWalk feawhile reading Macbeth in tures reggae bands and
high school, the Orlando-UCF Jamaican food during the twoShakespeare Festival will sat- day event that costs $23 for
isfy the literature-lover in one day or $30 for both days.
you. Many of its plays
throughout the year feature
- JOEHARLESS
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Waterford Lakes Town Center
469 Lake Town c ·e nter
(Next to Panera Bread) ,

•..••
,
:•

407.282.1100
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Wekiwa Springs
State Park

Enzian Cinema
Cafe

---·

\
Park Theatres

Winter Park
Village
E

Aloma Cinema
Grill

~~~al Wint~r Park

ge Stadium 20

-~
1.a.k.a Lounge
2.Alpha Bar
3.Antigua
4. Backbooth
5· Bar Orlando
6•Big Belly Brewery
7.Blue Room
.8. Bo~endorfer Loung
9.Carro
e

10.Chillers
11. Central Station Bar
12· Club at Firestone
13•Copper Rocket
14. Dragon Room
15.Eye Spy
16. Guinevere's
17.lcon
18. Independent Bar

19·Kate O'Brien's
20· Knock Knock
21.Loaded Hog
22.Mako's
23. One Eyed Jacks
24.
Red Squa re vodka Bar
25 SI'
· mgapours
26. Southern Nights
27. Tabu

Aloma Bowling
Center

S~hth <It

I

28. Tanquerays
29. The Globe
30. The Lodge
31. The Mark
32. The Social
33·Thee Grotto
~~·~ball ,Street Cantina
· . ors Mart1·n·1 Bar
36· ZmcBar

'

.Orlando '

Sc1en~e \nter

•

~rlando Science
enter Cinedome
....

~_,.~

'

Orlando Fashion
Square Mall

"u/

SAK Comedy
Lab

/AM~ Efashion
Leu£ardens

V-__ ''""'''

',\

TD Waterhouse
Center

Coloniai°Drive

Theatr:-------

'

Downto~n ~

Touchstar
G'
Colonial
Promenade
tnemas 6

.~~!! ,/, · -~

1. Bob Marley's
2. City Jazz
3.Emeril's
4. Hard Rock Cafe
5. ~ard Rock live
Buffett's Margaritaville
6.Jrmmy
7. Latin Quarter
8. Loews Universal C
9.Motown Cafe meplex
10. Nascar Cafe
11.NBA
12· Pat O' Brien's
13•The Groove

Orlando
Im prov

·

t

Heritage Square
Park

1. Adobe Gilla's
2.
Dan Marino'5 Town Tavern
3. Hooters

f---1'

_Hard Rock
Live-Orlando

~·{0 ~~ny R~ckets

Mall at Millenia

6: Ja~rrxBa1t Shack

1

. ·.

•

Loe"".s Universal
Cmeplex

Cinemark Festival
Bay 20

Pointe Orlando

\
~ea\Vorld
VENTU'f
f/,m,J,,

'

•

,. "' "

"

7. Met~opolis
8·~~v,1co P~inte 21 &
9 W video Giant Screen

. on erWor:ks
10.XS Orlando

•

The Flol'ida
Mall

at

.
>

~~

,
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.'.UNl'l·ERSITY BLVD

Red Bug
Lake Pafk

Red Bug Lake Rd.
1. Anmol Indian 'cuisli)e'<
2.Ann Bhandar Indian Grocery
3.Applebee's
4. Bac~yard Burgers
5. Bennigan's
6. Big Daddy's Pi:z-za
7.Blimpie
8. Boston Market
9. Broadway Ristorante Pizzeria

(t"f;j
Starbucks
Coffee Co.

(enttal
--MA
'1otfbit ~ l!.---

Devaney's

1uture_~

0
Blanchard
Park

l,~

Asian Market

~<m~•

13.Domibos
1•Ulon Pablo's
~5. Dragon<:ourt
%. Dragon Garden
1i7. Dunkin' Donuts
18. Bl t!erro Grande
~ 9. Falafel ('clfe
,20; Faioli's
21. Fireho!Be Subs
22. Frrendly's
23. Fusian Japanese Eatery
24. Giovanni's Restaurant ana Pill'eria
25. GOdfather's Pizza
v26. Great China
2i7. Hops
28. Hot Dog Heaven
29.KFC
,
30. Krispy Kreme

C'~

0

c::
V\
rt>

""9 •

Hollywood
Vid eo

~2. Chipolte

Natura Coffe'e
::C
& Tea

All American Hot Dogs
Artistreet Accents
Ashley Furniture
ATA Karate
Avenue
Baja Burrito Kitchen
Barnes & Noble
Barnie's Coffee & Tea Company
Bath & Body Works
Beauti-Works Salon & Spa
Beauty First
Bed, Bath and Beyond
Best Buy

Video News Boardwalk
........._Bowl

.

10; Burger King

. R GhiGk-~11-A

Wal-Mart
Super Center

~
~-_,,,,,,.
~.

·

.

~

,
'

Bike. ~hop

Birkenstock
California Pizza Kitchen
Cascades Florist
Casual Corner Group
Chick-Fil-A
Chuck ECheese's
Cingular Wireless
Claire's.Accessories
Cookies by Design
Crafts & Stuff
Crispers
Daniel Contini's Fine Gifts
;/'
Dollar Tree
Dress Barn
Dress Barn Women
Drew Medical Associates
Family Christian Bookstores
Famous Footwear
First Friends Childcare
Friedman's Jewelers
Friendly Confines Restaurant
GameStop
GNC
GolfEtc
Gotta Dance
Great American Cookie Co.
Hair Cattery
Hallmark Gold Crown
Inland Ocean Surf Shop
Jo.-anne, ETC
Johnny Rockets
Kinko's
Kirkland's
LA Fitness
LensCrafters
Living Quarters Furniture
longhorn Steakhouse
Marble Slab Creamery

0

I

Merle Norman Cos.metks Studios
Mikasa
Mill~r's Ale House
, Mo.therhood Maternity
OfficeMax
Otd Navy
Old Vines Wine Merchants
Orlando Realty Professional·Group
Panera Bread
Papa Joe's Pizza & Pasta
Party City
Payless Shoesource
Petland '
PetsMart •
· Picture People •
Pier 1 Imports
Pinch-a-Penny Express
Pine Garden Chine.se
Pizza Hut
Planet Beach Tanning Salon
Planet Smoothie
Port-of-Pottery
Quizno's Classic Subs
Rack Room Shoes
Ra~ioShack ·
Red Lobster
Regal Cinemas 20
Rocky Mountain Chocolate Factory
Romano's Macaroni Gr.ill
Ross Dress for Less
Sally Beauty
Scrapbook HQ
SkeGhers Footwear USA
Sprint PCS
Starbucks Coffee
State Farm Insurance
Subway
Super Nails
Super Target
Supercuts
T.G.I. Friday's
T.J.Maxx
Thai Singha
The Affinity Healthcare Center
The Children's Place
The Mattress Barn
The Picture People
.
TooJay's Original Gourmet Deli
Treehouse Cuts Salon
T-Mobile W,ireless
Washington Mutual Bank
Waterford Family Medical Group

s

N

E

y

9. Mannequins .Dance Palace
1.8Trax
2. Adventurers Club'
_, 10. Planet Hollywood
3. AMC Pleasure Island 24
11. Rock 'n' Roll Beach Club
4. BET Soundstage Club
12. Starabilias
5. Bongos Cuban Cafe
13. Suspended Animation
6. Cirque du Soleil "La Nouba" 14. The Comedy Warehouse
7. DisneyQuest
15. Virgin Megastore
8. House of Blues
16. Wolfgang Puck Cafe

(Bookstores

a::::,.)

(coffee Shops
J--.,.;.-

-

- ·

- - -

- - .....

~-

Entertainment
Grocery Stores

Govie Theaters ......:)

#1'

(Night Clubs & Bars

I')

Ghopping Malls
(Restaurants

~)

(video Rentals

Finding a seduded spot to
surfthe Web or study is
easier with wireless '
Internet access at select
spots on campus,.induding
inside the Student Union.

HEALT·H CARE
.

'

.

'

After hours options

STUDY SPOTS

·When you need some peace

C

CENTRAL FLORIOA FUTURE FILE

Other health centers pick up
where UCF's center leaves off.

Whefe to go when UCF's closed

W

hether you fall
down
the
·stairs or. come
down with the
flu, ,y ou have a
few different first-aid options
when the Health Center is
·
closed or crowded.
For fast, nearby service,
try the University Walk-In
Medical Center, conveniently located on University
Boulevard. Ilowever, be prepared to write a hefty check
for the office visit, although
your health insurance will
eventually reimburse you.
The clinic is open 8 a.m. to
7:30 p4J1. Monday though Fri-

.

day, 9 a.m: to 5 p.m. Saturday
and 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Sunday;
call (407) 282-2044.
If it's the middle of the ·
night, Orlando has several
hospitals to choose from.
One choice is the Winter
Park Hospita)., located on
North Lakemont Avenue and
Aloma Boulevard, whose 24hour emergency room
employs an efficient and
friendly staff. It is abo_ut 25
minutes away from campus,
but is worth the drive for the
non-wait; call (407) 646- ·
7000.

are
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SAK -FI.AX:
Sam Flax will give you
Extra Discounts
ar additional I 0%

. discount off our already
[ow prices, just ~how us
your student or instructor
l.D. That's an unbeatable
savings on thousands ·of
items when yqµ shop at
Sam Flax.

Sample of Savings
' Regular Price

$I

o.oo

Flax Everyd~ Low Price

$9.00
Stuclentllnstruct:or Price

. $1.20
Total Sa.vings 28%
Fine Art~
I

Aerosol paints
Artist easels
Block printing
Inks
Supplies
Tools
Brushes
Brush cleaners
Calligraphy_
·
Inks
Nibs
Pens
Canvas
Panels
Pliers
Rolled

for all students & instructors

10%

Stretched
Stretcher strips'
Cer!lmk paints
Charcoal
Penci!s
Sticks
Colors
Acrylic
Oil
Water
· Color pencils•
Color wheels.
Crayons
G.e sso
Glass paints
Mediums
Oil Bars
Palettes
Palette knives
Pastels
Pigments
Sculpture·
Armature wire
Clays
Tools·
Sumi supplies
Vamlshes

Boards
. Archival mat .
Bristol
Foam boar.cl
Illustration
Mat
Mounting
Poster
Presentation

Papers
Batkgrou!1d

ollege isn't all parties Computer Lab - the most well- offers a unique and peaceful floor
and
TV-watching; equipped of the campus comput- for those who crave the sun and, ·
sometimes you have to er labs. The SGA lab has neces- the quiet. At the far end of the
study. In fact, finding sary·office supplies like a stapler, floor, opposite the staircase anq ~ ·
the ideal place to study hole-puncher, pencil sharpener, elevators, is an ·open area (just
past the last row of bookshelves),
- free of the distractions that . and, best of all, free printing. '
. Macintosh ·computer fans will with couches and short circular:
make college life fun - could be
the key to keepi.Ilg your grades up. . be pleased to know that the SGA tables; above them are skylight~
. Tucked away from the bustle lab also has several Macs avail- ·which bathe the t90m in soft sun~
.of foot traffic through the main able.
light
floor of the Student Union, the
Just outside the back of the · Next to this spot are severai
available
plainly named "Main Lounge" on Union, a cypress forest surrounds m~eting rooms that
the third floor is a great hideaway. another excellent daytime study for students to reserve at the mairl
Filled with long, comfortable spot - the boardwalk.
· desk ne~ the library entrance~
couches, chairs and work tables,
Enveloped in nature, the These rooms are ideal for study. l'!f'
this sun-lit refilge is both comfort- benches that dot the stilted board- groups.
,
able and convenient
walk give students an open-air
Within the Classroom I Build~
The loup.ge is open during opportunity .to escape the often- ~g on the second and third floors,
Union hours: 7 a.m. to midnight sterile campus buildings. Squir- you'll find plenty of places tc>, ,,.,..
Monday to Friday, 9 a.m. to mid- rels and breezes may distract you, focus on your classes )n relative
night Saturday and 11 am. to mid- but the boardwalk is tough fo beat peace. Refracted sunlight illumi~
for those seeking a natural study · nates ap:sy, room-length desks on
night Sunday. ·
on· the second floor of the habitat.
·
either end of the building on both
In the library, the third floor's floors. Odd protrusions of plasti~
Union, two couches in a nook
around the ccimer from the eleva- little-known stained-glass win- (which serVe the triple-purpose of
tors provide a secluded study dow offers students a spiritually chairs, beds and deskS) can be .(
environment. .
.
inspiring study area Also adorned found throtigh,out the building as
· A few steps away (on the with couches, this area is as good well, near the comers.
northeast comer of the second for a nap as it is for stUdying. ·
- ALEX BABCOCK ~_,
floor) is the Student Government
The libtary basement also

Own your own style.

Off ~u.r Alr~ady
LOW PRIC.ES!

Bristol
Canford
C!l"son
Craft
Decorative·
Fabriano
Hos ho
Ingres
Masa
Mi-Teintes
Pads
Acetate
Archite,ctural
Bristol
Charcoal
Drawing
Newsprint
Sketch

Blades
Borco board cover
Cutting mats
Di;-afting boar'ds
Erasers, non.electric
Inks
·Knives
Leads
Markers
Marker inks
Pens
Rub on letters
Scissors
Tools
Compasses
Dividers
Le~d holders
Pencils
Toots' continued
Rulers
Scales
Technical pens
Templates
Triangles
T-Squares
Vinyl letters

Tra~ing

~tonehenge

• Experts in Sizing
Arizona

·Presentation
Cases
Report covers
Sheet protectors
Zipp.e r Portfolios

Graphics
Acetate rolls
Acetate sheets
Adhesives
Cements
Spray
Tape .
Airbrush
Airbrush Colors
Cuttii;ig Mats
Frisket

• Full Service
Specialty Store

--·

Printmaking
Rives BFK
Sketch books
Strathmore
Tracing
Pads
Rolls
Vellums

New Styles for Fall

Storage
Art supply cas~s
Mailing tubes
Pencil 'Case.s

Discount cannot be .c ombined with sale. items, or other offers.

SAM FI.AX

(/,

Art and Design Supplies ·

where creative people shop
ART & DESIGN SUPPLIES • PICTURE FRAMING
'
UNIQUE GIFTS
. • .PRESENTATION SUPPLIES
·.
.
\
.
140 I E.COLONIAL DRIVE (ONE BLOCK EAST OF MILLS)
TEL: 407-898-9785 FAX: 407-898-9066 • OPEN 7 DAYS
(J

fJ

!t
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RADIO·

What's on the dial
f .&. sktAte sl.op t e uc-r cfA•Pus
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Guide to Orlando~
FM radio stations

I

~~

Variety is the
spice of life in ·
·Orlando radio ·

F

rom Tom Petty to Travis
Tritt, there's a radio sta- ·
· tion featuring nearly
every musical . taste in
ALEX BABCOCK I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Orlando.
UCF has its own on-campus full·power station,
· One of the most popular radio WUCF, which plays Jazz and other gen,res. .
stations is XL 106.7 FM, the oblig'"
atory top 40 pop, station. This is ·
Hip-hop and R&B fans have
the station to pre-set if you're two options for .music: Power
<A
into whatever is hot on MTV this 95.3 FM and 102 JAMZ at 101.9.
week.
.
Those looking for smoother
For what was big throughout R&B or some classic soul, check
·the; 9os, as well as currently, tune out STAR 94.5 FM. This station
into the soft rock radio stations has everything from Luther Vanlike Magic .107.7 FM or WMMO d_ross to Mary J. Blige on its airat 98.9 FM. These stations play waves.
Jazz fans will be interested in
.the most· memorable in Sheryl
', Crow, Fleetwood Mac, Phil UCF's own station, WUCF at
Collins and other well-recog- 89.9 FM with its blend ofjazz and
.nized songs..Also, check out Mix National Public Radio news.
105.1 for recent and current hits WLOQ 103.1 FM serves as an .
.from almost every genre, as well alternative for those looking for
as '80s weekends with the best smooth jazz.
(and worst) from the 1980s.
Country fans can listen to
Alternative rock can be found popular country music on K92 at
on either Real Rock 101.1 FM or 92.3 FM.
National Public Radio at 90.7 ·
0-Rock at 105.9. Classic rock 1.ike
AC/DC, Van Halen, Boston and FM also plays classical music for
i
Styx plays on WHTQ 96.5 FM. those interested iii: Viyaldi and
For oldies, tune into Big 100.3 for Shubert.
. music from the '50s through the
-HEIDI A.DEVRIES
'70s.

WPOZ ----,- 88.3 Positive hits
WWKQ- 89.1Spanish Religion
WUCF -89.9 Jazz/NPR
WWKA - 92.3 (K92) Country
WPRK - 91 .5 Rollins College
classical, talk
WCFB - 94.5 (Star 94.5) Smooth
R&B and classic soul
WPYO - 95.3 (Power 95.3)
Hip-hop and R&B·
WHTQ - %.5Classic Rock
WMMO - 98.9 Soft Rock
and Adult Con~emporary
WSHE-100.3(Big100.3)
'50s-'70s Oldies
WJRR _: 101.1 (Real Rock)
Alternative rock
WJHM-101.9 (102 Jamz) Hip-hop
WLOQ-103.1SrnoothJazz
WTKS-104.1 (Real Radio) Talk,
alternative music weekends
WOMX. - 105.1 (Mix105.1)
Adult contemporary
WOCL-105.9(0-Rock105.9)
Alternative rock
WXXL-106.7 (XL 106.7)Top40
WMGF-_107.7(Magic107.7)
Adult contemporary

.,.___ _ _ _ _ ___.:.___ _ _----1 .
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vo\com
hurley
bi Ilabong
aaron chang
electric
van zipper

roxy
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The sky. The water. The·stores.

'1 .

The Perfect Everyday Gift!
Good anyWhere that Visa™ is accepted, including over 100 stores,
just down the road from UCF at Waterford Lakes Town Center
After Houl"S Pediatrics, Affinity Healthcare, All American Hot.Dog, Amigo's Original Tex Mex, ArtiStreet Accents, ATA Karate,
· Baja Burrito Kitchen, Beauty First, Bike Shop, Bombay Company, Cascades Florist, Claire's, Crafts &Stuff; Daniel Contini,
Friendly Confines, GNC, Golf, Etc, Great American Cookie, Johnny Rockets, Kirkland's, Lenscrafters, Living Quarters,
Marble S!ab Creamery, Mikasa, Orlando Realty Professional Group, Panera Bread, Papa Joe's Restaurant, Petland, Pine Garden,
Planet Beach Tanning Salon, Planet Smoothie,.Sadler's Clothiers, Scrapbook Headquarters, Skechers, Sprint, State Farm Insurance,
Supercuts, Subway, Super Nails, Thai Singha, Ulta Cosmetics, Waterford Family Medical Group, and so many more!

Wfi~t . ~ 9r.e~t
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http://www.waterfordlakestc.com
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SIMO

simply the best shewing there is·

SELF
Fall's coming. And you've got things to do. But you don't have to lug everything around with you. Store
your stuff at Shurgard this summer and it will be right here when you're ready for class. What a relief, eh? And
so is the coupon that will save you more than a few bucks on your storage space. So clip the coupons, and while
you've got the scissors out you might want to clip something else, too.

Just bring this coupon
to Shurgard and we' II give you
s FREE boxes to help you pack your stuff.

I Name
Address
I City/State/Zip
Phone
I E-Mail
I
I .·
~M~~qARI?

Valid at Shurgard of University and Alafaxa only. Valid with new move-ins only
One coupon per household. Not valid with any other offer. Expires 08-31-04.

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

II

Valid at Shurgard of University and Alafaya only.
One coupon per household. Not valid with
any other offer. Valid with pre-lease before 08-0 J-04.

I
I
I
I

~~~~q~

I

At Shurgard, students don't pay for locks, set up fees, or
extra days either. You only pay for the days you use. No
more, no less. As a matter of fact, if you pre-lease before
August 1, we'll give you S FREE days! You'll get the best
deal in town, hands down. We guarantee it!

·

L-------------~L-------------~
Shurgard of University * 3145 North Alafaya Trail * Orlando, FL 32826
(407) 282-2828 * university@shurgard.com * www.shurgard.com

Shurgard of Alafaya * 1851 North Alafaya Trail * Orlando, FL 32826
(407) 382-1300 * alafaya@shurgard.com * www.shurgard.com

I~

J

New life.
New style.
(

Let Living Quarters design your
perfect college pad.

LIVING

QUARTERS

fresh furniture

Present your valid student ID and
this ad fc:;x l 0% off your first purchase.

Orlando: Herndon Village Shoppes - 407-897-3254
East Orlando: Waterford Lakes Town Center - 321-235-0770
West Orlando: Millenia Plaza - 407-345-5417
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CITRUS
BOWL
.
.
Knights throw the best parties

BRITT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF's home away from home, the Citrus Bowl, hosts about five football games per year, including-elaborate half-time shows.

65,000 seat bowl.offers plenty of
room for rabid Knigh~ fans

T

he Florida Citrus
Bowl · is the downtown stadium and
the 65,000-seat home
field for the football

with the name of a New Year's
Day college football game
played at the stadium. In 1952,
seating was bumped to 12,000.
It was increased a second time
Knights.
in 1968 to 17,000 and once again
The stadium is home to oui: in 1976 to 52,000. The New
Knights football team. You will Year's Day game and the stadiwant to go to these games, of um both were-rechristened the
course, since UCF students get Florida Citrus Bowl in 1983,
in free with a valid UCF ID.
Following a $30 million renovation in 1989, the stadium
Buil~ in 1935 to seat 10,000
people, the facility was origi- today can hold 65,000 people
nally named Orlando Stadium. for concerts and events, includIn 1947, it was renamed the Tan- ing the Capital One Bowl game,
gerine Bowl, which coincided which is the renamed New

Year's Day contest.
To find the stadium, drive
south on Alafaya Trail until you
get to State Road 408, also
known as the East-West
Expressway. Turn right and
merge onto 408 We!)t. Exit on
Orange Blossom Trail and turn
right as you come off the exit.
At Church Street, turn left.
Game days are usually
packed, so a bit of ainlless driving will probably be necessary
to find a spot near the stadium.
UCF students may park for free
in designated stadium parking
spots with a valid UCF ID, or
may park in area spots for
around$5.
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This fall, join something that will really

- BRANDON HARDIN

VIDEO RENTALS

For the n.ights you~ ht

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTUREFILE

Two Blockbuster locations and three competitors nearby keep video prices affordable for college students.

New releases all' fall under four bucks near UCF

S
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ometimes you just
want to stay home regardless of the club
specials, concerts and
new blockbusters at
the theaters.
When you just want to rent
a good movie, there are plenty
of nearby places to choose
from.
The closest shop to campus
is a Blockbuster next to the
· Publix on the north side of
UCF, which offers new releases on VHS and DVD for $3.99.
They stay open until midnight
most nights; 1 a.m. Fr:idaY and
Saturday nights.

Another Blockbuster is also
located on Alafaya Trail, on the
north side of the intersection
with State Road 50. This one is
open every day from 10 a.m. to
midnight. They offer new
releases for $3.79 for two days.
On University Boulevard at
Dean Road, Movie Gallery
offers a good selection of new
releases and older titles, with
prices comparable to Blockbuster.
If you're looking for something cheaper, however, search
no more: two video stores on
State Road 50 offer you an
alternatl\re to Blockbuster fare.

Best of all, both are less tharl
two miles away from campus.
Hollywood Video, open 10
a.m. to midnight daily, offer~ a
simplified scheme: every
rental is five days long - new
or old, movie or gaine. Their
selection rivals that of local
Blockbuster shops, at $3.79.
At nearby Video News, new
videos rent for $2.99 per day.
While they may not offer
games for rent, the rental
prices are cheap and they stay
open until midnight every
night.
- ALEX BABCOCK

As a special benefit touq students, you'll
·FAIRWINDS Credit Union unaerstands the
receive $5.00 towards your first box ofUCF
benefits of membership. As a merriber
· chec~ wtien,you sh~wyour'tl(F l.D..at any
you'il have access to·all the financial
serv,ices a student needs, from checking
of our 18 convenientJoc!ltions..
accounts and.auto loans to debt consolida- FAIRWINDS Credit Union proud!~
tion;options. And with friendly service,
supports the UCF Knfghts.
exceptionCJI value, and a convenient ·
Stop by, call 407.277.5045 or visit
· IOcation right next to UCF, FAIRWINDS is
www.fairwinds.org today.
a perfect place for you to join. _

t Online Account Access

t e-Statements
t Online Bill Payer

t Low Auto Loan Rates
t Direct Deposit
t Overdraft Protection

))
FAIRWINDS
CREDIT
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Go Knights!,' l
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Buying·
vintage

.

~

.

Getting it used can be the
best way to save money
when you need to go
shopping.

=
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ouneednewclothesbut you don't want to
pay for new clothes, do ,
you? For those with
slim budgets (e.g., all of
us), used and "vintage" clothing
stores provide an affordable
_avenue to revamp your wardrobe.
Goodwill Industries of Central
Florida, on Colonial Drive
between Rouse and Dean roads, ·
offer T-shirts from 99 cents to .
$3.49. Pants start at $3.49, and ·
jeans at $4.99.
The Echo Exchange on the :
comer of Dean Road and University Boulevard is a favorite among ·
college students. Echo has a wide . ·
range of styles and allows stu- '
dents to buy, sell and trade
clothes. Prices for most items are
under $20, and while not every- 1
thing is vintage in the store, most ·
items fit into th.e retro category. '
. Orlando Vintage Clothing
Company, located on West Fairbanks in Winter Park, is the
friendliest thrift shop in the area ,
The helpful staff will help you
locate any accessory you're look- .
ing for and even allow shoppers
to rent items such as flapper
. dre~ses, go-go boots and wigs.

Jt's
new
to
you.
c

W

ith
Napster
long gone, it's
understandably
I
difficult for college-budgeted
students to get music. There
¥e several .used CD stores in
town, though, including one
right on campus. You can
trade in gift CDs that never
saw the laser light of a CD
player for discs you'll actually
listen to - at a price that
makes regular music stores
sweat. If you don't. have any
CDs to unload, you can still
find plenty of CDs somebody
else didn't want that might be
just what you're looking for.
Park Avenue CDs, which
h'as two locations in town, is ,

the fastest way to ditch that
Kelis single. You can find
their sequel store in the Student Union, next to the convenience store.
Their original location in
downtown Winter Park
mixes funky decor with a
funky assortment of people's
pre-listened-to music. They
also have a sizeable collection .
of new CDs if you're itching
to buy a CD that nobody else
wanted to part with.
Another option is CD
Warehouse, located on Colonial Drive near the Orlando
Fashion Square mall, a 15
minute drive from campus.
- ALEX BABCOCK

- JASON IRSAY

laterford Lakes Town Center

Colonial Marketplace . .

721 North Alafeya Trail• At East-West Expresirwaor East Colonial at Maguire • Across from Fashion Square Ma
Phone: 407-482-3242 •Fax: 407-482-4121
Phone: 407-895-.2400 •Fax: 407-895-2424.

Oviedo Park Crossing
Florida. Greenwey (417) 8e Red Bug Lake Road
Phone: 407-359-9100 • Fax: 407-359-4222

Cen~ral

Back-to-School Discciunl leaa.quaners
• Computers
• Scho.ol Supplie,a
• Digital Camera·s ,'• ?aper
• PDAs
• Ftirniture
•. Software
• 3iig1tal Printing Services.
• Telephones
' oy CopyKaxSM

MAX~MORE. .

...

Here's Just Some of the Reasons Why:
• Internet B ~nking - eBranch
•No Surcharge ATMs
• Minimum Qualifications Mastercard
•No Per Check Charge
• Low Minimum Balance
• 2 Convenient Locations
•Debit Card

'·

\
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Campus Office
Student Services Building
(by the UCF Bookstore)
(407) 823-3176

Main Office
U11,iversity Shoppes
12287 University Blvd.
( 407) 249-0008

UCf

-~ Your .B EST Optionl
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HAl'RCUTS
UCF Students Beceiue 10% Oii used aames
and llccessoriesl .
PS2, KIJox~ 11ameCu1Je, aameBov~duance,
. Dreamcasf, PSOne, N64, Saturn,
·aameB01co101, SNES, .aenesis, NES,
NeoaeoPocket, (lameaear, seoa CD, Atari,
Co,eco, DUD Mouies & Jlnime
..

.

-

Owned and 011eraled IJll UCF students!
.' ' '

'

New.and Pre-owned games, consoles and ·
accessories!
.Trades alwavs welcomed!
. Prices always·lower than retail! .

CENTRALFLORIDAFUTUREFILE

·Getting ffi.edo.
·w

here can I get my
· hair highlighted,
· . colored or cutfor
' an
affordable
·
price?
Many
UCF students choose to get
their hair cut and colored at
Gigi's Hair Design, located
across from campus on Colle. giate Way, behind Applebee's.
Gigi's serves both men and
women, 'w ith haircuts starting
as low as $15.
Students can also choose
from a range of coloring
..
.

options, · including ·full-color ·
service for $50 or highlights
from $45 to $70. Gigi's is open
Monday through Saturday.
Appointments are recommended.
Also near UCF is the Do or
Dye Salon, which offers students and faculty a 10 percent
discount. They're in the University Shoppes across the
street from UCF (near McDonalds). Do or Dye is open Monday through Saturday, and
offers high and low lights, hair-

An assortment of salons near campus will
keep you looking stylish.

:l.acatild·at the intersection at Semoran and
Howell Branch Roaa, in.thli Market sauare
Plaza.with Big LOIS and Smokell Bones:
· Call us at 401-651-5440 ·

cuts and other services.
You'll fipd two hair salons in
Waterford Lakes Town Center,
just south of campus. Both Hair
Cuttery and Supercuts offer
low-priced dos w ith no
appointment necessary.
'
There's even a convenient
salon on campus with reasonable prices across from the
UCF Bookstore. 1·
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_ KATRINAHAMMER

Orlando East- UCF-Area . '
(407.) 275-9000
sales@hiucf.com

Don't Forget:
Homecoming Nov. 6
Always special room rates!
I

Any closer and you'd be on campus!
• Complimentary
continental
breakfast, includes
daily hot entree
• Outdoor pool and
jacuzzi, ~nd screened lanai

o·rlando East- UCF Area
(407) 282-0029
Just across the'street
behind Holiday Inn Select

www.wilsonhotels.com

•

• 2 room suites
with full kitchen

• Meeting facilities
for 30 people
• Complimentary high
speed internet in
sleeping rooms
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CAMPING
I

Florida's natural beauty
can be.seen up close
through a.handful of ·
nearby campgrounds.
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Serenity is a
.hike away

r
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urkey Lake Park, here few· different options· for those
Orlando, features a who want to become a little closfishing and bait shop, er to nature.
.
mini-golf course and
Wekiwa· Springs State Park
.
swimming pool as well offers canoeing, hiking and fishas the regular hiking and camp- ing as well as campus for $20 a
ing. There are three choices for night. Entrance to the park is $5 a
camping at Turkey Lake: RV car (up to eight people) and
camping at $15 a night, air-condi- allows access to the almost 7,000
tioned cabin rental at $35 a night, acres of natural area, home to
and a site to pitch a tent which is deer, bobcats, black bears and
other animals.
$7 a night.
The city of Apopka, about 45
Reservations for the campminutes from Orlando, holds a sites are required, and each site
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has amenities including water,
electricity, and grills as well as
access to hot showers and restrooms.
For those looking forward to
roughing it, Wekiwa Springs also
allows backpack camping pitching a tent on the 13 mile hiking trails. These spots don't need
reservations, hut they do have
fire circles to cook.
· Kelly Park and Rock Springs
offer more than just the average
hiking - there is a mile-long

stream perfect for tubirtg c·o~ .
snoi;keling down. Each trip takes r
about 25 minutes and · 'tubef, f/
rentals are $3 per day. This.
Orange County Park also offers; 1
two choices for campsites: those ' .
with electric and those without.. ~· ~
For Orange County residents; '
electric sites cost $13 a night' and!f
non-electric sites cost $10. For ,
non-residents, the prices·-~ $5: x.l
more.
. ,
.~·
--'-HEIDI A. DEVRIES

As you kh ow ... SUCCESS in life is connected
to your 1-llGHER education, your growth as a
person and your RELATlONSl-llP to the Lord.
You are invited to augment your experience
. at UCF on Sunday mornings.

Check it out!
.Meetings are conveniently located at the
Radisson University Hotel at the comer of
Alafaya TraJl and Colonial. 9:30AM School of
Leaders and 10:30AM Worship Service. Rides
are available by calling (407) 898-8220 or ·
email at: MissionsChurch@cfl.rr.com.

·,ii

Also don't forget we have a
welcome gift for you to enjoy, ;
(including homemade brownies). Feel free to make this
: · your.L'~oIE~.,away fy? filh-Ome.j
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DRIVE·R'S LICENSES &
VOTING REGISTRATION
Fmally get a good ID photo

S

o you're ready and
anxious to start driving on your own - or
you lost your license
_.:_ and you're wqndering where to get another
one.
Whatever the case, there
are many options in the
. Orlando area where you can
;. get your driver's license, take
a driving test or get another .

copy of your ID.
The Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles on West Colonial Drive
or on Semoran Boulevard
allows you to do all of the
above.
Both are open 7:30 a:.m. to 6
p.m. Tuesday through Friday.
There is al~o a branch in
Winter Park on West Canton
Avenue, open from 7:30 a.m:

to 6 p.m. Tuesday to Friday,
and Saturday from 9 am. to 1
p.m. All three offices are
closed on Mondays.
If you need to pay for a
traffic ticket or need court
information, please visit the
Orange County Clerk of
Court's office on North
Orange Avenue.
- NATALIE RODRIGUEZ

Choose or lose ht November
"
\

'

• Voter -registration is
available on campus

T

ow 1that you've Room 132 of the Student
moved to Orlando Resource Center, across from
(and since you'll the Marketplace cafeteria
probably be here for
If you live in Orange Couna few years), you ty (that goes for everyone livmight a5 well register to vote. ing on campus), you can regThat is, if you haven't ister at any Orange County
already done so. With a very public library, or you can also
important election coming up · go online to http://www.ocfthis year, you should exercise elections.com.
this American right.
Also, loo]:< for Progressive
No matter where you live Council groups, which fre- Orange County, Seminole quently set up in front of the
County or elsewhere - you Student Union with voter
can fill out or pick up an registration forms on hand.
application to register on
- JASON IRSAY
campus at the office of Student Disability Services in

Cas~al, t.o~.f ortable,
So .what.' s s·i.opf ir\~

SR50 East Colonial Drive
N

t

[£]
1501

Lake Underhill Road

Golfwav Boulevard

www.godslove-woodbury.com
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Tu-skawilla Pres~yteriari . Church··
"A Caring Family of Christians"
Sunday Worship
Adult & Youth Sunday School
Weekly Bible Study
·

8:30 & 11:00 am
9:45 am
Fellowship Events

Come Celebrate .
Students can.register for the upcoming
election at local libraries and UCF's
Student Disability Services.

CHRIST
With Us!
3600 w. SR 426 (Aloma) between 4:.1.7 & Tuskawilla
407-671.-4:.1.73
www. tuspcoviedo.01·g
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Student Development and Enrollment Services
First Year Experience Program
,.

